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1. Application

1-A Applicant and premises 

Application Type: New Premises Licence, Licensing Act 2003 

Application received date: 28 February 2024 

Applicant: Greater London Authority 

Premises: UEFA 2024 Champions League Fan Meeting Point 

Premises address: Victoria Embankment 
Gardens 
Villiers Street 
London 
WC2N 6ND 

Ward: St James's 

Cumulative 
Impact Area: 

None. 

Special 
Consideration 
Zone: 

West End 
Buffer SCZ. 

Premises description: The event intends to take place in Victoria Embankment (which 
is a public highway open to vehicular and cycle traffic) and the 
Victoria Embankment Gardens, Whitehall Gardens and MOD 
Gardens. (which are a series of gardens on the north side of 
the River Thames between Blackfriars Bridge and Westminster 
Bridge in London). 
This applicant seeks a time limited licence for the UEFA 2024 
Champions League final held on 01 June 2024. 

Premises licence history: This is an application for a new premises licence. There have 
been several events at these premises however this application 
is for a stand-alone event. 

Applicant submissions: The applicant has provided the following submissions: 
• Licensing Objectives document
• Proposed conditions
• Consultation letter
• Mediation letters 

A number of other documents have been 
submitted by the applicant however these are 
confidential for security purposes and will not be 
made public. 

 

Applicant amendments: The applicant has withdrawn their request for adult 
entertainment. 

1-B Proposed licensable activities and hours 

Plays: Indoors, outdoors or both Both 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

None. 



Films: Indoors, outdoors or both Both 
 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

None. 

 

Live music: Indoors, outdoors or both Both 
 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

None. 

 

Recorded music: Indoors, outdoors or both Both 
 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

None. 

 

Performance of dance: Indoors, outdoors or both Both 
 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

None. 

 

Anything of a similar description to live 
music, recorded music or performance of 
dance: 

Indoors, outdoors or both Both 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

None. 

 

Sale by retail of alcohol On or off sales or both: 
 

 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

Saturday 10:00 to 21:30 or 15 mins into the second half 
of the match whichever is the latter. 

 
 



Hours premises are open to the public 
 

Day: Mon Tues Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun 
 

Start: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 10:00 N/A 

End: N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 21:30 N/A 

Seasonal variations/ Non-
standard timings: 

Saturday 10:00 to 21:30 or 15 mins into the second half 
of the match whichever is the latter. 

Adult Entertainment:  None. 
 

 
2. 

 
Representations 
 

2-A Responsible Authorities 
 

Responsible 
Authority: 

Environmental Health Service 

Representative:  Anil Drayan 

Received:  27 March 2024 

 UEFA 2024 CHAMPIONS LEAGUE FAN MEETING POINT, VICTORIA EMBANKMENT 
GARDENS. 
 
I refer to the application for a time limited Premises Licence at the above premises on 
01/06/2024. 
 
The following licensable activities are being sought: 
 
1. Regulated Entertainments on Saturday 1 June 2024 between 10:00 to 21:30 hours;  
• Plays  
• Films 
• Live Music 
• Recorded Music 
• Performance of Dance 
• Anything similar to Live Music, Recorded Music and Performance of Dance 
 
2.  Supply of Alcohol on Saturday 1 June 2024 between 10:00 to 21:30 hours or 15 mins into 
the second half of the match whichever is the latter 
 
I wish to make the following representations based on the operating schedule and plans 
submitted: 
 
1. The Regulated Entertainments sought and for the times requested may lead to an increase in 
Public Nuisance in the area and impact on Public Safety 
 
2.  The Supply of Alcohol and for the times requested may lead to an increase in Public 
Nuisance in the area and impact on Public Safety 
 
Environmental Health also makes the following further comments: 
 
•   The applicant has submitted a comprehensive list of conditions and additional information 
which on initial assessment appear to be satisfactory. 
•   Nevertheless due to the nature of the event and its potential impact over a wide area. 
 
Environmental Health feels the matter should be placed for consideration before the Licensing 
Sub-Committee for determination and shall therefore wait to withdraw its representations at 
Committee so that it can first take part in any discussions that might be held there. 
If you require further advice or information please contact me. 



 

2-B Other Persons 
 

Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

24 Mar 2024 

I am writing on behalf of  to strongly object to the above 
Licensing Application submitted by the GLA for the period 21/04/2024- 02/06/2024. 
I trust the start date is a typo and should surely read 21/05/2024. 
 
The application is to use this area as a Fan Base for supporters of one of the finalist teams in 
the UEFA Champions League Final, taking place at Wembley Stadium on Saturday 1st June. 
 
We fully support our local residents and businesses who have grave concerns about this area 
being used to host a 'Fan Base' with an expected number of 29,999 fans visiting it on 1st June. 
The event is not fully ticketed and that number could be increased, causing even more 
congestion than the applicant expects. 
 
Other events are being held in the immediate vicinity on that Saturday, on Horseguards Parade 
and in Trafalgar Square which will swell the numbers of visitors further, causing even more 
disruption. 
 
UEFA Fans will be expected to make their way to Wembley Stadium by public transport and 
may converge with rival fans who are gathering in Hyde Park. 
Both groups will by then have had access to alcohol which will undoubtedly enflame the 
situation and is another serious concern. 
 
The area has a large number of residents, hotels, restaurants and other businesses all of which 
will be severely impacted by road closures on the day and during the setting up and dismantling 
period. 
Victoria Embankment Gardens is a hugely popular green space for locals and tourists alike, 
who visit it to enjoy a beautiful and peaceful oasis in an extremely busy part of Westminster. 
Access will be denied to them during this time. 
 
In other cities that have hosted this and similar events, it has been custom and practice, from 
past experiences, to have one Fan Zone near to the stadium. This should be considered by the 
applicant to ensure that problems with rival fans which can have a harmful effect on members of 
the public as well as the fans, are kept to a bare minimum. 
 
For all these reasons, this venue and location is wholly unsuitable to host the event and my 
ward colleagues and I recommend it is refused by the Licensing Committee. 
 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

22 Mar 2024 

Dear Westminster Licensing Authority, 
 
I am writing to express my objection to the proposed license application for a Champions 
League final fan zone event on the Embankment on the basis of: 
• Prevention of public nuisance 
• Prevention of crime and disorder 
• Public safety 
• Protection of children from harm 
 
As a local resident, I was horrified to receive a letter from the GLA at the end of February 
suggesting that such a large-scale, alcohol-fuelled event was being planned at the bottom of 
our street. Given our proximity to Trafalgar Square, we are, time and time again, subjected 
to many public events in the area. However, we have never seen ones of this scale, planned 
at such short notice, with such little concrete information and poor communication with the 
organisers. 
 
There are a multitude of reasons for why I have serious concerns about this event which I 
will detail below. I would also be more than happy to make representations in person, 
before the licensing committee, to provide more detail and answer any questions. 
 
Euro 2021 
In July 2021, I personally experienced the lack of planning, security and safety at the hands 
of LS Events and UEFA as an unsuspecting fan. Given England’s successes that summer, I 
was delighted when I was invited as a guest to watch the screening of the final in Trafalgar 
Square. Despite COVID-19, the event was advertised as being safe and well-planned. 
However, what I experienced on the day was far from it. Hours before the match, we all 
witnessed the drunken chaos and violence scenes in and around Leicester Square. 
 
On arrival in Trafalgar Square, all appeared to be safe however prior to kick off I personally 
saw fans without tickets trying to break into the fan zone and glass bottles being thrown 
from outside the barriers.  in attendance, we were terrified. The police 
and on-site event management staff had little to no control of the events and their only 
advice was to move a bit further forward. When it became clear during the penalties that 
England might not win, our fears increased. The situation was capable of changing very 
quickly in the event of a loss and I distinctly remember having to sprint from the fan zone 
down towards Lambeth Bridge to get away from the fans for our own personal safety. 
 
Having reviewed the licensing application1 for the event back in 2021, I wanted to draw your 
attention to a number of factors: 
 
• Capacity: the license granted in 2021 was for a capacity of no more than 12,500 and 
security and control of the event on the day of the final was lacking. The events proposed in 
June 2024 are for significantly greater numbers – 19,999 in Trafalgar Square and 29,999 on 
Embankment. 
• Alcohol Sales: the Committee raised concerns about the presence of cans and bottles in the 
fan zone and noted that no drinks should be served in glass containers at any time and that no 
alcohol was allowed to be brought into the fan zone by members of the public. This did not 
prevent angry thugs on the perimeters of the fan zone throwing glass into the area. 



• Planning: the following is a direct quote from the Meeting of the Licensing Sub-Committee on 
22 April 2021: 
 
“  confirmed that there has been extensive planning for the fan zone which began in 
August 2020 and a wealth of consultation. This culminated in planning monthly meetings, pre-
app meetings, induvial meetings with the Police and responsible authorities. The licensing 
operational and planning ground have been convened and met and will continue to meet. He 
confirmed also that consultations with the local community has been carried out, key neighbour 
meetings by the GLA. The consultation has helped form the application – conditions and 
management plan.” 
 
This shows that in 2020, almost a year of planning and consultation went into an event which 
created chaos in London. By contrast, UEFA confirmed on 17 June 2020 that the Champion’s 
League final would be held in London. The application was not made public until the end of 
February 2024 with scarce information provided in the letter from the GLA. This letter only 
referenced the site in Embankment and we were never formally notified of the additional 
proposals for Trafalgar Square and Hyde Park. Communication with the designated Business & 
Residents Liaison, , at LS Events has been poor with frequent delays and 
vague answers to our concerns. I have enclosed my communications with him as an appendix 
to this letter. 
 
While a neighbour meeting is now planned for 20 March 2024, this has not been widely 
circulated, many people are missing from the invite (which incidentally breaches GDPR as the 
invitees have not been bcc’d) and it has been booked in perilously close to the deadline for 
objections to this application. As a resident, I feel that the organisers have been trying to 
obfuscate the process – delays in answers which, when they are provided, contain no detail, no 
certainty and no reassurance for our safety and security as residents, let alone those of the 
ordinary members of the public who will also be impacted. Moreover, we are less than three 
months away and the plans are still vague – a far cry from the “extensive planning” which 
supposedly took place in 2020. 
 
• Lessons Learned: As previously mentioned, the events planned in June 2024 are 
significantly larger than in July 2021. The license application does not address the need for the 
organisers to learn the lessons from July 2021. It does not detail additional measures being put 
in place to prevent the scenes we witnessed in Trafalgar Square, not to mention the scenes of 
people storming Wembley that same day. 
 
2022 and 2023 UEFA Champions League Final 
Further to the above, it is clear that UEFA has a poor track record of managing fans on these 
important match days. The scenes in Saint-Denis in 2022 are well-documented. Moreover, a 
class action on behalf of Liverpool FC fans against UEFA is still pending. One of the clear aims 
of this suit is to provide assurances of safety for events in the future, given the clear failings 
of UEFA that day. 
 
In 2023, scenes were repeated in Istanbul. “UEFA had organised fan zones at either end of 
the stadium, and City fans spoke of this being well-organised until one of three bars ran out 
of beer at 6pm – four hours before the start of the game – causing a crush.”2 This shows 
that the situation in a fan zone, particularly in the presence of alcohol, can turn on a knifeedge. 
UEFA has failed time and time again to demonstrate any capabilities of managing 
these crowds. 
 
Furthermore, I am concerned that the license application in question does not address the 
previous events in 2022 or 2023 whatsoever. It does not demonstrate the need for change 
or improvement. As a local resident, I hope you can understand why I would have major 
concerns that an even larger scale event is being planned by organisers who have 
demonstrated clear failings in three consecutive years when you include the Euro 2020 final. 
 



Respect for the Application Process 
While I am a layperson and my knowledge and understanding of the licensing application 
process may be limited, I would assume that events without a license should not be 
advertised to the public. We received the March Edition of the Your Westminster magazine 
through our letterbox and were surprised to see the Hyde Park fan zone being advertised as 
an upcoming local event when, to date, the event license has not yet been granted. The 
advert did not have a footnote stating that this was subject to approval or with a license 
pending. As a local resident, this calls into question whether these events are a fait-accompli 
or whether our concerns as part of this consultation will be taken seriously. 
 
Local Community 
In addition to my own personal safety, I also have concerns for the local community. The 
Champion’s League final falls during school holidays, a time when the area is full of tourists 
and particularly families with young children. Given the lack of forward-planning for these 
events, I am concerned that many unsuspecting families will find themselves caught in the 
chaos on the day. Local tourist sites will be overrun with masses of fans under the influence 
of alcohol, completely changing the dynamic of the area for visitors. 
 
Moreover, the proposed closure of Embankment will also increase traffic in the area and 
have a serious knock-on effect to access to St Thomas’ Hospital which serves the local 
community. 
 
Lastly, we were all witnesses to the chaos of the events on New Year’s Eve. From fake 
wristbands to overcrowding and violence, the situation was far from controlled that day. 
Notably, the New Year’s Eve party does not have a license to serve alcohol and is for a much 
shorter time period. The proposed event in June 2024 is all-day, with alcohol consumption 
being encouraged from the morning for fans who will then either traverse to Wembley 
under the influence or stay and watch the game. 
 
Other Events in the Area 
I would also like to draw your attention to other planned events in the area. The Major 
General’s Review, ahead of the Trooping of the Colour, has already been planned for the 
same day. This ticketed event is a major draw for members of the public and is in exceptionally 
close proximity to the proposed fan zones in Trafalgar Square and Embankment. Hosting three 
events in such close proximity is an exceptional demand on an already over-stretched police 
force. Having read the license application in full, key safety and security planning appears to 
have been deferred to the Safety Advisory Group. 
However, there is no information of what this means or what plans are in place. I am 
unclear as to how it is possible to manage all these crowds, and still retain police to be ready 
available to support the local residents and businesses in the area. Additionally, given the 
weekly occurrence of political protests in the area, it remains unclear how the police and 
Safety Advisory Group intend to deal with a spontaneous protest occurring in the vicinity. I 
can’t see how it would be possible to guarantee the security of these three to four events 
when it is abundantly clear that the convergence of crowds will be completely 
unmanageable. 
 
Meeting on 20 March 
I attended a briefing call with the GLA, LS Events and local residents and businesses on 20 
March. This was the first attempt at formal engagement by the organisers with the local 
residents and businesses. As previously mentioned, there was a major breach in GDPR by 
sharing the email addresses of all residents and local businesses but that’s an aside. There 
was a uniform response of serious concern for safety on the call. We were rushed through a 
security briefing with maps shown on screen for about 10 seconds and told that everything 
would be fine with no concrete evidence or certainty in the planning process. The organisers 
had no clue of the content of their application – they denied that they requested a license 
for adult entertainment when it is clearly stated on the documents (suggesting that either 
they don’t know how to complete a license application or that the document was copy and 



pasted from previous events without careful consideration for 1 June). 
More concerningly, all issues raised regarding anti-social behaviour, violence, drunken 
behaviour and overcrowding were brushed under the carpet. We were advised that detailed 
security planning would only take place after the license was granted. In summary, we were 
advised the following: 
 
• The planning was so last minute because of COVID-19: despite the date of the 
match being confirmed in June 2020 (during the pandemic). 
• Location: other than Hyde Park, Embankment was deemed the only open space in London 
suitable for holding such an event. All other parks, pedestrian areas and football stadiums were 
ruled out with no logical reasoning shared. When asked if Arsenal would host, should they make 
it to the final, it seemed that this would be considered as an additional venue rather than a 
replacement for Embankment. 
• Transport to Wembley: the organisers saw no issue with fans from one team travelling from 
Hyde Park to Wembley and the others from Embankment, suggesting they could somehow 
guarantee they would take different tube lines. This is incredibly naïve and calls into question 
their understanding of public safety. From both fan zone locations, Google Maps clearly 
suggests taking the Jubilee line and I think it’s clear we have a huge risk to public safety by 
having the convergence of two (alcohol-fuelled) teams on the London transport network. 
• Estimated numbers are based on UEFA predications: despite UEFA having no track 
record of managing expected numbers as seen in Euro 2020 Final in London, the 40,000 fake 
tickets in France 2022 and the overcrowding in Turkey in 2023. 
• Ticketing: these events will not be ticketed and the organisers assume only match ticket 
holders will attend despite two English teams still being in the running for the event. The 
organisers showed naïve reliance on the fact that only match ticket holders would attend when 
we have seen time and time again that non-ticket holders will find ways to get in. There was no 
proposed way of controlling this and preventing it from descending into chaos. 
• Alcohol: they saw no contraindication of serving alcohol from 12:00pm for an 8:00pm kick off, 
in such close proximity to a “family friendly” event in Trafalgar Square. I have serious concerns 
for public safety and the protection of children from harm on this point as the event falls during 
school holidays when the area is packed with young families exploring the sites. 
• Security: the organisers seemed heavily reliant on the fact that they would have 600 marshals 
in the area to prevent crime. Given the scenes witnessed at previous UEFA finals, this clearly 
isn’t sufficient and they would have no legal powers to deal with violence, crime and disorderly 
behaviour. 
• Current Terror Threat Levels in London: they are working to try and mitigate a threat but 
saw no real concern about gathering this many people in one place given the terror threat levels 
in London. This is of particular concern given the public threats being made in neighbouring 
councils to schools. 
• Anticipated increase in wait time to access local hospitals: to date, calculations have not 
been made on how much longer it will take for locals to access the nearest hospital and they will 
rely on TFL to deal with this which is unacceptable. 
• Benefit: the organisers were unable to state what the benefit of the fan zone event was, 
beyond the expected £50 million additional revenue through tourism of hosting the Final in 
London. This does not correlate to the benefit of hosting the fan zone event to which this license 
application pertains. Beyond stating that it was a host city obligation, the organisers could not 
state one benefit that outweighed the number of dangers, risks and concerns for residents, local 
businesses and members of the public. 
• Payment: after pushing the organisers multiple times, they admitted that the GLA will be 
earning a pitch fee for all vendors in the area, so they are the only ones making a benefit from 
this event which is clearly financial. They said that it would be offset by costs but wouldn’t be 
able to confirm this until after the event. This calls into question the integrity of the event. 
 
Personal Impact Statement 
Before I conclude, it’s important for me to address that the additional personal impact of 
planning such a large-scale event at such short notice. My  is due to be taking place 
on 1 June in Westminster. When booking the event last summer, we were informed that 



while the Champions League Final was taking place that day it was in Wembley and no fan 
zone applications had been submitted for 1 June. Given the distance from Whitehall to 
Wembley,  comfor  

in the area. 
 
We now find ourselves clamouring to make alternative plans, including drastic changes to 
arrangements for our suppliers through to guest transportation. We want to ensure the safety 
and security of all those attending  We had booked a fleet of black cabs for all 
our guests well before any license applications were made. We are now being advised by LS 
Events, through our  venue, that we should change our prebooked means of transport 
to something which would suit their arrangements at significant cost to us. Not to mention, we 
will have the ongoing worry in the build-up and during our  itself of what might 
happen should the event plans be subject to change. There is no clear certainty in the 
applications as they stand in order for us to make firm arrangements and guarantee the safety 
of our nearest and dearest. 
 
Had we been made aware of the application, we would never have voluntarily taken on the 
responsibility of the welfare of these  on this particular date (not to mention the 
risk of additional expenditure). Our closest family and friends are flying in from abroad to 
celebrate  with us, and we now feel personally responsible 
for their security amongst the proposed chaos being planned. The final date was confirmed in 
June 2020, however the application was only submitted almost three months before the event. 
This shows the clear disregard that UEFA, LS Events and the GLA have for the impact on 
people’s lives. When I asked  why the application had been submitted so late, 
the response I received was “Due to Covid -19 the final was delayed a year which meant that 
the GLA was required to re-align its resourcing and planning with UEFA’s new event schedule.” 
This is completely unsatisfactory and does not address the question at all. The applicants for 
this license have had four years to make their plans known. This would have given local 
residents, businesses, tourists etc, ample time to plan around it. Instead,  are 
having to deal with concerns for security in the buildup to . 
Thank you very much for your consideration of my letter.  
I hope that you will see reason and help us to preserve the safety and security of the area. 
 
Attachment from  

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

24 Mar 2024 

It is difficult to comment on much of this application by the deadline, today, because it is 
redacted. 
Additionally plans to do with alcohol, adverse weather, crowd management, noise management, 
sanitary provisions, security and crime reduction, terms and conditions of entry and waste 
management, among many other plans, will not be available until the 1st April. 
All of these issues are greatly concerning to me as a local resident in  which 
already experiences a great deal of anti social behaviour on normal evenings and weekends 
without this huge influx of 30,000 extra un-ticketed people. I believe that this lack of tickets will 
also encourage violent rival club fans to challenge each other unhindered, having been able to 
drink from 10am onwards. 
Also I believe proximity to the Jubilee line is a priority for ticketed fans to get to Wembley - why 
not hold this in Green Park then? It's far more spacious and does not have the close residential 
nature of the environs around Embankment and Westminster Gardens, which are GARDENS 
after all, not Parks. 
Finally adequate sanitary arrangements are of a particular concern given the long period for 
which drinks will be served we already experience problems regularly with urination and worse 
on our streets, particularly when there are large festivals in Trafalgar Square. 
 
Please turn down this application or move it to another venue.  
 
Thank you. 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

27 Mar 2024 

I strongly oppose the proposed fan zone as a resident  due to my concerns 
about the potential disruptions it will cause.  
The application lacks crucial details, fails to address risks to residents and businesses, and 
doesn't meet policy objectives.  
 
Of particular concern are issues like disorderly behaviour and violence, with unclear plans for 
mitigation. The rushed nature of the application, vague management approaches, and 
dismissive responses during consultation are also of concern to me.  
The logistical challenges of the Embankment location and the lack of public interest make me 
also question the suitability of the site. I urge the licensing authority to reconsider, emphasising 
the importance of public safety and community support. 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:   

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

27 Mar 2024 

I have grave concerns about this application. Receipt of the GLA notification setting out the 
nature of the plans has caused serious distress to myself and my family. We are frightened to 
think this could be permitted in the environs where we live. What is proposed poses a significant 
risk to our safety and property. 
 
I live on  with my . It is often difficult to explain to people 
just how much we can be in the frontline of disorder in this street when things go wrong. There 
are two scenarios when living in this street causes us to fear for our safety and property. Firstly 
the annual New Year’s Eve fireworks and secondly when there is a major football match at 
Wembley and fans congregate in the area around Trafalgar Square. On each of these 
occasions we are frightened because we have seen just how perilous our situation is and how 
there is simply no question of the police being able to prevent the sort of disorder that can occur 
no matter how thorough the planning.  
Simply put we are in the frontline when trouble occurs. This application proposes to place on 
our doorstep a scenario which combines the very worse of what can go wrong with football 
supporters and the New Year’s Eve celebrations. 
 
Just three months ago on New Year’s Eve the security barriers at the top of Craven Street were 
breached and the street invaded by hundreds of people charging for the security barriers at the 
bottom of our street. It was a scene of carnage and left those of us at home that evening in fear 
for our lives and property not knowing what could happen or when we would be safe again. The 
security personnel which had been assigned to the gates put up zero defence to the crowds. 
This is something living on this street we have known for many years – security personnel hired 
for events offer zero protection against unrest.  
The NYE event is organised by the GLA and we have been assured that an investigation into 
the events of that night will take place and “lessons learnt”. 
 
That investigation has not yet concluded and we are no closer to knowing what, if anything, 
could be done to prevent it recurring in the future. Now it has happened once we believe it is 
much more likely to occur in the future. We also know that a significant factor was the 
prevalence of people showing up with fake tickets for the event which most probably they would 
believe to have been genuine. The idea that ticketed events are in some way safer should be 
dismissed, indeed professional criminals are now targeting ticketed events such as what is 
proposed by this application selling fake tickets. Trouble then soon starts when groups are 
turned away or in the case of NYE long queues begin to form and genuine ticket holders 
become infuriated by waiting for hours on end without gaining entry. These are precisely some 
of the issues this UEFA event will be inviting to return to our street with the construction of one 
of four entrances to the event just a few yards down the road from our front door on 
Northumberland Avenue. 
 
In 2021 the Euro finals were held at Wembley and Trafalgar Square played host to a fan zone 
with a capacity of just 1,000 people. Despite this there was serious unrest at the semi-final 
stage where groups from outside the zone threw glass bottles into the zone and those in the 
zone were found jumping on the tables and throwing beer over each other in celebration of 
goals. At the final stage events took a more sinister turn when more organised groups 
descended on the area intent on causing serious unrest following the defeat of England by Italy. 
The scenes were post-apocalyptic with the police unable to contain the violence and the 
troubles continuing long into the night. That was one of the most frightening times of our lives 



for us here on Craven Street and again we felt utterly helpless with no prospect of order being 
returned to our streets for many hours. 
 
When these sort of scenes occur the only means by which the police can begin to contain the 
spread of disorder is by the use of Territorial Support Group officers who dressed in full riot 
protection gear are able to construct police lines and attempt to regain control. Ordinary 
uniformed police and obviously the sort of security staff proposed in the planning of this event in 
Victoria Embankment offer no protection whatsoever to groups intent on causing disorder. 
 
The threat of crime and disorder, threat to public safety, threat to public nuisance and threat to 
children (including my own) posed by this event are significant. UEFA Champions League finals 
and serious disorder go hand-in-hand as demonstrated by the two most recent final games in 
Paris and Istanbul. It is utterly irresponsible to suggest there is a number of security staff or a 
level of planning which could mitigate this risk. When a mob decides it wants to go on the 
rampage there is very little that can be done in the short term. That is why in the long term 
planning and at this application stage we must identify this risk as material and on the basis of 
previous evidence, probable, and reach the conclusion that it demonstrably falls foul of all four 
licensing policy considerations. 
 
Anyone considering granting this application could only be doing so by turning a blind eye to the 
very real risks at play and implying that we must hope for the best. That is not good enough for 
myself, my family and my neighbours; we cannot just watch from afar and hope for the best 
knowing that if trouble should occur there is nothing that can be done to quell it until many hours 
have passed and significant harm to people and property has taken place. 
 
I would like to finish by referring to material uncertainties. It is simply not good enough that a 
licence for this event be granted on the basis that everything will be ok so long as everything 
goes to plan. The proposals are completely absent any consideration or contingencies for the 
kind of serious unrest we have experienced previously. The following uncertainties are all 
significant risks which cannot be mitigated against and will exist unanswered at the point in time 
this licence is due to be granted: 
 
1. Risks emerging from the many permutations of rival teams which could face each other in the 
final. There remain a number of teams in the tournament with significant violent supporter 
groups or “ultras” attached to them, notorious for the violent scenes which have occurred across 
European cities at UEFA matches. 
 
2. Risk of significant numbers of fake tickets being sold by organised criminals to the event and 
the trouble that causes with angry fans being refused entry and genuine fans facing long waiting 
times to enter. 
 
3. Risk of a tube strike being called for this day. Industrial action on public transport was a 
contributing factor to the chaotic scenes at the last two finals in Paris and Istanbul. Tube drivers 
need give only two weeks notice of a strike. Strikes have already been called for the months of 
April and May. 
 
4. Risk caused by social media. Attendees to this event all share a common identity being 
supporters of one team. There are many types of content which could spread round on social 
media (either genuine or fake) which can lead to scenes of serious unrest. An example of this 
would be footage circulating purportedly showing a fan from a club being attacked by members 
of the rival team in the hours or days before the game. This is an increasingly common 
occurrence and often caused by footage from years earlier of a different incident being 
rejuvenated and incorrectly described with the intent of causing anger to spill over into violence. 
 
5. Risk caused by incidents occurring during the game. The fan zone will 
contain seven stages where the game will be shown. If anything 
controversial occurs during the game, perhaps an unfair penalty decision 



awarded in injury time, that could easily trigger violent disorder by fans leaving at the end of the 
game. 
6. Risk that members of football violence “firms” attached to English football teams that have a 
vendetta against supporters of the team hosted in the fan zone will travel to the area looking for 
trouble. These scenes have occurred in bars and cafes of Paris and Newcastle already this year 
at UEFA events where fans from rival sides have descended to search out supporters of the 
travelling side. This has led to scenes of pubs and bars being destroyed and fans being 
attacked on mass. 
 
There is not a shred of comfort we can take from the assurances provided by the organisers of 
this event. They have provided the level of assurances which indicate their planning has 
considered the most minor of incidents – perhaps someone urinating in the street or graffiti 
appearing on our walls. We have been offered a helpline we can call if we have “concerns” and 
told that organisers will work in conjunction with the police. Those of us at direct threat from this 
event know the police have time and again been shown to be powerless when large groups 
decide to turn violent. 
 
I urge those considering this application to recognise it is simply not possible to host an event of 
this nature and this number of people in this location whilst simultaneously satisfying any one of 
the four licensing policy considerations. 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

22 Mar 2024 

The Champions League applications will impact on our businesses and we are concerned that 
suitable business engagement has not been done. 
While the letter was received, the requested business briefing session has not been arranged. 
Please do forward date for the Business Briefing so this can be shared with businesses. 
  
We would like to request additional time for the engagement and for corresponding responses. 
Please could you confirm the response time can extended beyond 26th March with a new date 
will need to allowing for the Easter Break. 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

22 Mar 2024 

I think this is a very ill-considered plan and I object strongly for the following reasons: 
1. The high potential for damage to Whitehall Gardens, the Embankment Gardens and the MOD 
lawn - these gardens are public assets enjoyed by many people on a daily basis. 
2. The high potential for civil disorder, vandalism and damage through allowing a large number 
of boisterous football supporters access to alcohol in a confined space close to residential 
properties (for example, Whitehall Court), hotels and the war memorials in the MOD garden. 
3. The lack of plans contained in the document to satisfy the Council's licencing objectives. 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

Hello,  
We would like to object to the fan pen being outside the Playhouse theatre and closing all the 
roads which access the venue. On Saturday 1st June we have two shows already scheduled 
where we have full audiences. By closing roads, pavements, and transport stations, it will 
dramatically hinder safe operation of our venue. Our operating hours on Saturday are between 
8.30am-11.30pm with ingress and egress of audience, cast and staff (approximately 720). With 
the current plans there are concerns how we can operate as for the second performance we will 
have 592 people arriving at the theatre between 6pm-7.30pm. The noise from 29,999 football 
fans will overpower the performance and disrupt business immensely. A large concern would be 
the wellbeing of our audience and staff should we need to evacuate the venue for any reason, 
or source emergency help of any kind.  
Thank you. 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:   

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

27 Mar 2024 

This is a Representation regarding the proposed UEFA Fan Zone located along Victoria 
Embankment, including the area to the East of Hungerford Bridge that is in the CGCA’s area of 
interest. 
The application has been made for the 6 Saturdays between 21/04/24 and 02/06/24, although 
the Licensing Objectives document implies that the only date when the licence will be used is 
Saturday 01/06/24. 

 view is that the licence, if granted, will fail to support all 4 of the Licensing 
Objectives and do it should be refused outright. 
 
Any event that is likely to attract large numbers of people into a confined area risks crime, ASB 
and safety issues for those attending as well as people in the surrounding area. Trafalgar 
Square frequently holds large scale events, and these can give rise to issues. However 
Trafalgar Square is much easier to manage and control than the proposed area in. is application 
which has a long boundary and brings fans close to areas containing residents. 
We have had sight of the detailed and comprehensive representation by  and he 
makes very clearly the detailed points that we would make and so we commend this to you. 
As you will be aware the  comments frequently on Licensing Applications and we are 
experienced in reviewing conditions and Operation Management Plans and suggesting 
measures that can be taken to mitigate the impact on the Licensing Objectives and so allow a 
licence to be granted. 
 
In this case however we are unable to do so because there is very little information provided on 
how the Licensing Objectives will actually be addressed. 
There is a document (ref 406) that lists the Licensing Objectives and states that they will be 
addressed by a set of plans, but these plans are not available. This means that it is not possible 
for the Interested Parties, or for that matter any Responsible Authorities to know whether, or 
not, the Licensing Objectives will be supported if a Licence is granted. 



For example, under the Prevention of Crime & Disorder it states that “The applicant will work 
with the Metropolitan Police to support development and implementation of an appropriate 
policing plan for the event.” This is an event for almost 30,000 people that is taking place in 
around 1 month, surely a plan is already available that could be reviewed? 
 
Under the Prevention of Public Nuisance there is a statement that “Consultation will take place 
to gain feedback and allow the applicant to tailor plans to the specific concerns of the local 
community. Consultation will continue with community and business engagement meetings prior 
to the event date.” We assume that this means that there is actually not yet a plan for how this 
Licensing Objective will be supported. It also states that “Furthermore, they will develop a plan 
to prevent and respond to anti-social behaviour caused by visitors to the event, and undertake 
to commit the required resources to implement it.” The implication is that it is likely that there will 
be ASB caused by visitors. There will be a plan to prevent it (which is what would be required to 
be able to support the Licensing Objective) but it has not yet been produced. 
 
Our view is that any event this large will increase crime and disorder and public nuisance in the 
area, will risk harm to the safety of the public and to children living and visiting the area. This 
means that it will fail to support the Licensing Objectives that are the paramount consideration 
under Licensing Act 2003. There are many reasons why there will be pressure on the Licensing 
Authority to grant this Licence, albeit perhaps with some additional restrictions. However, we 
believe that to do so would be contrary to the clear requirements of LA2003.  
 
We hope that this representation is clear and ask that you advise us well in advance of any 
meeting at which this application will be discussed. 
 
Yours faithfully, 

 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

23 Mar 2024 

Dear Sirs 
I am a resident of  and am therefore used to well managed large public events, 
demonstrations etc. taking place in the area. I am also a long standing volunteer team leader at 
many of these events with the various organisations that WCC have employed to run their 
volunteering operations over the years, including Westminster City Guides, One Westminster, 
Groundwork / Westminster Ambassadors and currently Westminster Connects. I am therefore 
very familiar with what is necessary for large public events to run safely and smoothly. I 
attended 
the online meeting with representatives from the GLA and the selected event management 
company last Wednesday and was horrified at the lack of preparation for the UEFA fan zone on 
Embankment. Unbelievably these so called experts did not even know that their application 
included the provision of adult entertainment / burlesque! 
It was clear from the meeting that the applicants have no detailed knowledge of the area they 
are planning to use and have failed in their obligation to consult with local residents and 
businesses. For example a handful of leaflets were delivered to 3 & 4 Whitehall Court, a 
building 
which contains 100 private residential apartments, 11 businesses and a private members club! I 
personally informed many of our residents and businesses along with several other local 
businesses including OWO /  Hotel and Apartments whose security and safety 
management had not been contacted. 
There are many aspects of this application which must be a cause for concern, including the a 



lack of genuine consultation. The application itself is deficient in many areas, some of which are 
listed below. It appears to be a last minute attempt to cobble something together using copy & 
paste from other documents. This lack of proper process and unpreparedness must be a 
serious cause for concern. When challenged about alternative, more appropriate locations none 
of the applicants could provide realistic answers. 
 
The event is unticketed. Although the entrances & exits have been redacted in the public 
version of the application, we were told that there will be four in use. One is on Northumberland 
Avenue which would be on the route to & from another fan zone in Trafalgar Square. Another 
will be in Horseguards Avenue by the junction with Whitehall Court impacting upon both 
residential apartments and  Hotel which is hosting a  that day. June 1st is also 
the date for the Major Generals Review on Horseguards Parade where many members of the 
public and military will be congregating at the junction of Horseguards Avenue and Whitehall. 
 
The application specifies not more than 29,999 people will be in the arena area but the 
organisers have failed to offer any explanation as to how this will be controlled across multiple 
entrances without tickets. The consequence being that anybody will be able to enter the fan 
zone including opposition fans looking to cause trouble. The fan zone will be serving alcohol so 
the potential for trouble is significant. The General Secretary of UEFA has already stated that 
there are some teams still in the competition whose fans could present an “extremely 
challenging” situation. The organisers have stated that they might install public toilets on 
pavements in the area. Bearing in mind the levels of public urination that regularly occur in this 
neighbourhood then the lack of planning for sufficient toilet facilities for an additional 30,000 
plus people with access to alcohol is inexcusable. 
 
It would be hard to find a more unsuitable area for a football supporters fan zone than Victorie 
Embankment and the adjacent gardens:- 
MoD Gardens – with numerous war memorials which must be treated with respect, 
Whitehall Gardens – heavily planted with flower beds and trees including a fragile old tree with a 
supporting structure plus several statues and adjacent to historic Whitehall Court with 100 
residential apartments, a private members club, a 4* hotel and the National Liberal Club at 1 
Whitehall Place, 
Victoria Embankment Gardens – also heavily planted with large flower beds and trees, contains 
a restaurant café, two fountains, a pond, an outdoor gym, a childrens’ playground and is 
overlooked by the Savoy Hotel. 
 
None of these are in any way suitable for a large uncontrolled gathering of potentially inebriated 
football fans / hooligans. The space indicated on the map for the fan zone is long & narrow, 
which is totally inappropriate for an event of this scale and nature. I attended a fan zone at last 
year’s rugby world cup and saw the congestion that built up in some places in a large spread 
out area catering for less people than is envisaged in this application. 
 
Bearing in mind the vandalism which resulted in the perimeter fences on Craven Street being 
broken through on New Years Eve 2023 it is totally unrealistic to propose that should this event 
be allowed to proceed it would be on the basis that there will be no trouble. The application 
totally fails to address the Council’s four criteria including preventing crime & disorder and public 
safety. Apparently these missing proposals are meant to be fully addressed at some point in the 
future. Presumably the Committee will be unable to approve this application until such 
guarantees are provided, which is unlikely bearing in mind that the event is only 10 weeks away 
although it has been known for 4 or 5 years that this year’s final would be held at Wembley 
Stadium. Putting all this in place including provision for local residents and businesses which 
are ignored in the application is not viable and I therefore request that, for the sake of 
Westminster’s global reputation and the obligations upon organisers to accommodate the rights 
of residents to a peaceful life that this ill-conceived and misleading application is rejected. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 



 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

22 Mar 2024 

 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

7 Mar 2024 

This application sounds like an absolute disaster waiting to happen! At 30,000 the sheer 
numbers are roughly a third of those that attend the NYE fireworks but the space is significantly 
more concentrated. Recent informal football fan gatherings in central London (eg. Sheffield 
United playoff/promotion to Premier League) around Trafalgar Square and Covent Garden 
resulted in a trail of litter and human waste strewn across the area and neighbouring residential 
streets. There appears to be no plan to secure the streets that connect Victoria Embankment to 
Strand so these will at best be littered and congested, and at worst be unsafe for residents. 
Large scale events involving partisan sports fans imbibing copious amounts of alcohol should 



not be hosted in temporary spaces with temporary infrastructure and temporary security. The 
clear up job on my street is bad enough on a regular Sunday morning. Manchester City's Etihad 
stadium has a capacity of 53,400 thereby making it the sixth largest in England. So to put the 
30,000 capacity potentially being hosted at this event in context, this is fifty six percent of one of 
the largest football stadiums in England! For the avoidance of doubt, I vehemently object to this 
application! 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

6 Mar 2024 

To allow 30,000 supporters in an already crowded area is ridiculous.  
 
There are plenty of areas which would suit better closer to Wembley Stadium. 
 
The area is already saturated with weekly protests, marches, races etc. 
 
It seems that the residents and commercial occupiers have been shown no respect whatsoever. 
 
To supply alcohol is like adding fuel to the fire. 
 
I'm sure you are aware of past behaviour of supporters of champions league finals which is 
distasteful to say the least. 
 
Please refuse. 
 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

9 Mar 2024 

I strongly object to this proposal, to have 30,000 people coming to the area for a large amount 
of time is a huge problem. There is a very real chance for disorder to break out, there is a 
possibility of fans from other clubs turning up, there was the incident of two Brighton fans being 
stabbed in Rome only yesterday, how is this going to be policed over such a large spread out 
area? 
Public safety is a real issue, at the new year celebrations the top of our street security was 
breached and it was very frightening when a surge of people came down the street towards the 
embankment, how are children attending the celebrations going to be protected with so many 
people congregating together? 
The gardens are kept beautifully, how are they going to be protected against public nuisance? 
The birds are still going to be nesting at this time, it is not feasible to have so many people with 
all the attending noise and disturbance 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

The proximity of football fans and the potential danger of unruly behaviour, when it becomes 
uncontrolled, is too big a risk for this area. 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

 
I strongly object to these ill-thought out proposals. Practically no notice has been given to these 
plans, giving very little time to put together a full objection. I adopt in full the comments of my 
neighbours as well as submitting my own.  
 
I  of the proposed site, a mostly residential street. I live on the  

. I am more vulnerable in crowds than most other adults in the area as I 
might be tipped over if jostled too hard and I am impacted more by things like broken glass 
which can puncture my tyres. I am unable to avoid driving my chair through urine or vomit etc if 
splashed across the pavement as I cannot step over it. This is inevitably going to happen given 
that the organisers are suggesting using our street for urinals.  
 
The organisers have completely failed to assess the safety of these proposals. There are 
inadequate proposals for stewards, far too few for the expected numbers and there is a 
complete lack of planning for barriers to protect residential areas and property, or even any kind 
of crowd control or queuing systems.  
 
There is no sensible plan in place for the prevention of crime or disorder or explanation of what 
will happen if residential property Is damaged. As the attendance is not intended to be 
controlled by ticketed entry, there is no way of knowing who will be attending, or their intentions 
upon arrival. There is no way of ensuring that those with current football banning orders in place 
will not be able to enter. There is no way of knowing if those attending will be intent on violence. 
The plans do not allow for this essential element of safety and security for local residents. There 
is a long history of trouble in football, but the organisers seem to have completely ignored this.  
 
I ask that this application is refused for the safety of all local residents and those visiting the 
area. 
 



 
 Name:   

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

17 Mar 2024 

What a crazy, dangerous, ill considered thing to create a fans area in the area of Victoria 
Embankment and Whitehall Garden. These are not the areas for this kind of gathering, they are 
limited spaces where people movement will be chaotic, most likely messy and dangerous. 
These are residential, quiet areas which have been created at great expense of tax payers to 
keep them in good conditions for everyone to enjoy and not be vandalised as it will happen with 
this kind of events. 
 
You need large open areas, away from residential/touristic spaces . Choose parks (Green 
Park,Regent Park, Hyde Park) which are well served by public transport and provide space for 
people to gather, drink, enjoy themselves without restricting the enjoyment of the residents, 
tourists and other people who are not interested in football. 
 
Don't look at your returns and gains, think about the people who live here and pay taxes to keep 
the place safe clean quiet and don't want to feel restricted or have fears to go out for a walk any 
day of the year. 
 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

25 Mar 2024 

The main issue for us is the lack of specific information regarding/surrounding this proposed 
License and the level of engagement from the relevant parties to date including:  
- Lack of understanding around road closures with no clear traffic management plan shared. 
Will we be permitted vehicle access into our property? 
- Lack of consideration or planning around public accessible toilets to a prevent public nuisance 
in the surrounding areas. 
- No specific security/stewarding plans shared to demonstrate how the public and businesses 
will be protected and kept safe outside the events spaces and surrounding streets. We therefore 
have concerns over public safety. 
- Given the event is un-ticketed how will crowds be managed outside the venue space if it 
reaches full capacity? 
- What level of support will be offered to local businesses impacted e.g. additional costs 
incurred for security? 
 
The information received to date surrounding this application is extremely vague and the above 
needs to be clarified.  
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

25 Mar 2024 

I'm extremely concerned that the applicant's plans will lead to overcrowding, disorder and 
threats to the safety of the public, neighbours and anyone in the area, and create a public 
nuisance. 
I'm aware of the 2021 events in Trafalgar Square which constituted a riot, and the 2022 events 
in Paris.  
The application involves attracting 30,000 people into a small area (in hot weather) and selling 
alcohol for many hours before the match even starts. This is inherently likely to result in mass 
inebriation, disorder, raucous and anti-social behaviour plus an obvious likelihood of fighting 
among fans, and potentially vandalism in the area. 
 
As a resident of  I am very concerned for myself and neighbours.  

. The plans involve no *effective* 
measures to prevent  being thronged with drunk people. For other events, metal 
barriers have been used to prevent mass access to the street and allowing just a small gap with 
security officers present to control that gap. The applicant's plans do not provide for this, but 
instead a small number of staff who are basically just ushers with yellow vests would have the 
responsibility to control crowd movement. They will have no real prospect of preventing  

 being used as a main access between Embankment Station & the event area.  
 
I feel strongly that the application is reckless and will impose serious risks of crime, anti-social 
behaviour, damage, danger and potential violent incidents on the neighbourhood with woefully 
insufficient measures to contain those. 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

25 Mar 2024 

My flat in  overlooks Whitehall Gardens. 
 
There is no route/from the proposed zone that does not pass by or through an area with 
residential accommodation, hotels or shops. Given historic behaviour of football crowds there 
will be material risk of damage, violence and other risks to the public, including children (the 
event falls during half-term holiday) 
 
The risk assessment is woefully inadequate . It does not evaluate risks. In fact the words 
"business" and "residents" do not appear! 
Security and crowd control measures will be very difficult to implement in the geography of the 
area-making anti terrorism measures difficult to implement. An examination of the disruptive 
events during last year's fireworks display-a failure of containment-should heighten anxiety that 
this event is being staged in a wholly inappropriate location and has been selected because of 
convenience to a tube station-not a good enough reason to kettle thousands of football fans in 
an inappropriate and vulnerable residential area. 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

17 Mar 2024 

This seems like a very bizarre place to hold this event, surely Trafalgar Square, Hyde Park 
would be better. We as residents will be trapped in our properties, I have been to plenty of 
football matches and I know how volatile drunken football supporters are.  
I strongly object to this, I hope the council will be mindful of the difficulties that this will cause for 
the residents and all of the beautiful hotels in the area that will have to explain to their 
customers why it's not safe to go out. 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:   
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

Application 24/01115/LIPN 
Objection by  
25 March 2024 
 
1. I write as a resident of , where I have lived for over 20 years. 
 
2. My home is approximately from the point where the red line on the applicant’s map 
crosses Northumberland Avenue. 
 
3. I am very disturbed at the proposals and object to them in the strongest possible terms. 
 
Summary 
 
4. On 22 March 2024 it was announced that UEFA had reached a settlement with the Liverpool 
fans who claimed physical and psychological injuries at the 2022 Champions League final in 
Paris. Last year Manchester City fans suffered tremendous problems getting to and from the 
ground for their UEFA match in Istanbul. There have been numerous reports of other serious 
incidents of violence and public disorder connected with UEFA matches - in city centres and 
outlying districts, not just at the relevant stadia. These vividly exemplify the risks attaching to 
major UEFA fixtures and the difficulty that public agencies have in averting them. 
 
5. It is precisely because of the risks of violence, disorder and public nuisance that fan zones 
are typically located outside the centre of the host city and far apart. Most fan zones are located 
in parks, or in very wide boulevards with a clear perimeter and numerous access points. More 
remote locations help ensure that the fans of the competing teams are also less likely to attract 
the attention of local football fans. Zones are typically located in different parts of the host city in 
order to minimise the possibility of the competing fans converging on public transport much 
before they reach the stadium. 
 
6. The choice of the Embankment goes directly against these common-sense practices. The 
proposed zone is bounded by the river on one side, and on the other by streets, many of them 
quite narrow, with a mix of hotels, public houses, restaurants, cafes, fast-food outlets, theatres, 
and a significant number of private dwellings, including many at ground and lower ground-floors. 



Very large numbers of people - residents, hotel guests, theatre patrons and people going about 
their business (all, of course, including children) - all entirely uninvolved in the UEFA event, will 
be at serious risk. Also living in the area are numerous rough-sleepers, many of whom live in 
tents in the area of the proposed zone and in the streets surrounding it. These people will be 
especially vulnerable in crowds of exuberant or violent people, and the Applicant owes them a 
particular duty of care.  
 
7. I remind the Sub-committee that the proposed Northumberland Avenue exit from the fan zone 
(with a capacity of 29,999 people) would be disgorging its patrons directly into what the 
Council’s Cumulative Impact Assessment identifies as the epicentre of the city’s problems with 
crime, including crime of a violent or sexual nature, crimes perpetrated by gangs of thieves, 
public disorder, public nuisance and ambulance call-outs (ie, West End Zone 2, and from there 
to West End Zone 1). At Annex F, I summarise the findings of the CIA. 
 
8. The internal characteristics of the site are particularly risky - a long space, so narrow that it 
only works by taking over Grade II* listed gardens as through-routes and vending areas; 
emergency access is prevented by the river on one side and constrained by buildings and 
railings on the other; and the zone surrounded by narrow streets with no nearby parallel routes 
to facilitate the rapid deployment of emergencies services around the exterior. 
 
9. Positioning relative to the other fan zone is also problematic. It is difficult to see how fans can 
get from the Embankment zone to Wembley without moving through the same transport corridor 
as fans leaving the Hyde Park zone. I have been told by the organiser that it has not finalised 
the transport arrangements which are a crucial element of preventing public disorder and 
violence. The organiser explained to residents that they have researched alternative locations 
but have been unable to identify a better option than Victoria Embankment. One option location 
which they did not mention is the former Olympic Park at Stratford, which is very large and has 
a direct and readily controllable pedestrian route to the Jubilee Line, which goes directly to 
Wembley. Even with this option there are issues about fan convergence. It may be that London 
is just not well suited to hosting fan zones. 
 
10.I am also concerned that there is an appreciable risk of terrorist attacks given the high profile 
nature of the event, the appreciable risk of disorder, and the zone's location. 
 
11.Given the history of UEFA-related events in cities and the specific issues with the choice of 
the Embankment as a zone site, I have very serious concerns that the proposal would lead to 
serious crime and disorder, would endanger the public, including football fans, would result in 
unacceptable public nuisance, and would expose children to an unacceptably high risk of harm, 
in ways that are materially contrary to the provisions of the Council’s Licensing Policy. 
 
12.The suite of documents which applicants are required by the Council’s Licensing Policy to 
submit in support of their application is designed to demonstrate how the applicant will meet the 
Licensing Policy Objectives. It should prove that the applicant has a fully developed, 
comprehensive operational proposition, informed by risk assessments and Operating Schedules 
that show how the proposed event satisfies the Licensing Policy Objectives. 
 
13.Documents filed by the applicant comprise an Event Safety Management Plan, an outline 
plan of the proposed fan zone, Proposed Licence Conditions and a summary of matters 
relevant to the four licensing policy objectives. These have been augmented to a modest 
degree by information shared by the applicant during a virtual meeting on Wednesday 20th 
March with residents, businesses and our ward councillors, and the applicant’s responses to 
questions put to them subsequently. At the time of writing, this additional information is not yet 
in the Council’s online folder for the application. 
 
14.The documents supporting the application do not demonstrate that the proposals can or will 
satisfy the Licensing Policy Objectives. In fact, the material on which the Licensing Sub-
committee will make its decision is substantively deficient relative to the requirements set out in 



the Council’s Licensing Policy. In particular, the applicant has submitted none of the Operating 
Schedules which the Council mandates under the policy. 
 
15.The Licensing Policy requires applicants to submit numerous Operating Schedules for 
scrutiny by the Sub-committee. The application includes no such schedules. Instead, the 
applicant has shunted all (or at least many) of the issues that should have been addressed in 
the application into proposed Licence Conditions (especially cf Condition 7). In the absence of 
the information normally provided in Operating Schedules, the Applicant cannot demonstrate 
that the proposed Licence Conditions are a complete and sufficient list of the activities and 
documents which would be necessary to ensure that the Licensing Policy objectives will be met. 
Nor has it explained how these conditions would be enforced. This failing applies in relation 
both to activity within the zone and to the risks to fans, residents, businesses and members of 
the public out with the zone. 
 
16.The applicant proposes that a Safety Advisory Group (a group of unelected officials) should 
be set up to review and clear all of the matters that properly should come before the Licensing 
Committee. The Licensing Policy only mentions such groups once (Policy CCSOS1, para F19: 
“Licences for large open spaces are generally restricted in the intensification of their use and 
the involvement of Safety Advisory Groups for significant events provides a flexible mechanism 
for consultation.”). It is clear that such groups are meant to be advisory, not the primary 
governance body for ensuring that the Licensing Policy is met. It is unclear whether such a 
group can have the legal powers to perform the role proposed by the applicant. Even if 
permitted, delegating to officials the decision whether the event meets the Licensing Objectives 
would put the officials in a most invidious position. Diffusing across numerous bodies the 
Licensing Sub-committee’s responsibility for deciding whether Licensing Policy Objectives will 
be met means in effect that responsibility will lie nowhere.  
 
17. The applicant has submitted a schedule purporting to show how its application satisfies the 
four Licensing Policy Objectives. This document anticipates the completion of numerous 
essential but vaguely described activities for which Operating Schedules and associated risk 
assessments have not been submitted. When examined even superficially, it is apparent that 
the applicant’s schedule does not demonstrate that the Licensing Policy Objectives will be met, 
or how. It is therefore difficult to see how the Sub-committee can place any reliance on this 
schedule. 
 
18. Were the Sub-committee minded to approve the application, it would surely need to be 
absolutely confident that the applicant has in place a comprehensive, detailed programme 
management regime that shows how it will complete the work needed to deliver the event and 
comply with Licensing Policy Objectives. One would expect the Sub-committee to attain the 
necessary confidence by scrutinising the applicant’s programme and the arrangements for 
managing it. Absent such a plan, Members are unable to satisfy themselves whether the 
applicant is capable of putting in place the elements that will ensure compliance with the 
Licensing Policies. The applicant has told me that there is in fact such a plan. It is strange that 
the applicant did not think to disclose this to the Council for scrutiny. The fact that the 
applicant’s wholly inadequate submission is the product of a well-thought-out plan invites one 
to question how good the plan is. 
 
19. It may be that the applicant will be able to address all of the necessary issues in time for the 
event on 1st June, but I am concerned that the measures that it comes up with could be be 
deeply problematic and could conceivably breach the Licensing Objectives and other Council 
policies (especially in relation to the rights of residents to quiet enjoyment) without any oversight 
or input from Members. Imposing additional measures without detailed, public scrutiny by the 
Sub-committee would be a grotesque travesty of the rights and duties of the Council and of the 
rights of residents and businesses. 
 
20.The applicant’s conduct is troubling for two further reasons: failure to engage with residents 
and businesses, and apparently deliberate failure to comply the with the licensing process as 



mandated under the Licensing Act 2003 and the Council’s Licensing Policy. 
21.It has been known since at least 2020 that Wembley would be hosting the 2024 Champions 
league Final. Bearing in mind how long the applicant has known about the upcoming event, it is 
extraordinary that local residents and businesses (and by no means all of them) only recently 
received a letter from the GLA inviting engagement on the proposal. The applicant has ignored 
the Council’s Policy CCS01 which expects consultation to start early in the process of designing 
the event. 
 
22.The good faith of the applicant’s proposals to engage with us is called into question by the 
fact that the application was submitted very shortly afterwards, before any substantive 
consultations could take place and their outputs reflected in the application. A full consultation 
on a proposal of this scale should have started many months ago - and could have, given the 
nearly three years that have elapsed since the 2024 venue was announced. There is no realistic 
prospect of the organisers being able to consult substantively with residents and businesses on 
the arrangements for the zone and surrounding area, or of their modifying the arrangements for 
anything that might come up in the course of consultation. 
 
23.The applicant has explained that from 2020 to September 2023 the GLA was working out 
what it would be required to deliver under the terms of the UEFA-GLA hosting agreement. Work 
on event planning started in September 2023. It is strange that the GLA would enter into a 
complex and demanding hosting agreement without knowing in great detail what it would entail, 
or where the zones would be; but that is not a matter for this process. 
 
24.The organisers have told me that, contrary to what we might have assumed from their 
conduct, they have in place comprehensive and detailed programme management 
arrangements, including programme plans. We can therefore legitimately infer that the applicant 
knowingly planned to submit its application at this late stage, and planned to submit information 
which it knew would be inadequate and would not comply with the Council’s Licensing Policy. 
 
25.The applicant has disclosed via its Proposed Licence Condition 7 that it is intending to 
submit extensive information to a Safety Advisory Group on 1 April. It therefore cannot be that it 
is unable to produce Operating Schedules and risk assessments: rather, it has chosen to try to 
get away without engaging properly in the legally mandated licensing regime. 
 
26.The applicant now comes to the Sub-committee with submissions that in almost every 
respect are deficient and non-compliant with the Licensing Policy, and expects to persuade the 
Council and reassure residents etc that all aspects of this proposal will be sorted out in the next 
two months and the licensing objectives complied with - with none of this profoundly important 
planning, activity, outputs, or the impacts on residents and businesses, subject to any further 
scrutiny by councillors. This raises serious questions about the probity and bona fides of the 
applicant, especially given the GLA’s duties as a public body and the Mayor’s purported 
commitment to openness and transparency 
. 
27. I remind the Sub-committee that the four licensing policy objectives are paramount. No 
matter how important the event in question and no matter how urgent the applicant’s business 
and sensitive some of its materials, the Licensing Act 2003 is very clear on this. On the basis of 
the information disclosed, the applicant has not shown, and cannot show, how its proposals will 
comply with the objectives. Nor has it demonstrated compliance with Policies CCOS1 Cinemas, 
Cultural Venues, Live Sporting Premises and Outdoor Space. It is therefore impossible to see 
how this application can be lawful under the Licensing Act 2003. 
 
28. My objections are not based on policy grounds alone, as they may seem from the foregoing. 
I live in a flat which is separated from  and a front area which is a little 
over a metre wide. My neighbours and I are already subjected to the effects of high levels 
rowdiness and disorderly behaviour, including fighting, and to nuisance in the form of vomiting 
and urination. Many of us, myself included, have experience of people urinating into our homes 
and vomiting into our front areas and on our doorsteps. This is the price we pay for living on the 



edge of the West End Cumulative Impact Zone 2 and we live with it. 
 
29.What I cannot accept is that without adequate information from the applicant as to measures 
that will ensure compliance with Licensing Policy Objectives, and absent proper scrutiny of 
those measures by residents, officers and Members, my street and streets across the 
neighbourhood will be closed to traffic for days; that we will have visited upon us crowds of 
thousands of people, certainly exuberant but in many cases drunk or high, and in some cases 
spoiling for trouble; that we will be unsafe in our streets; that local Grade II* listed gardens will 
be ruined; and that there will be portable toilets right outside our homes and businesses. 
Nothing in the applicant’s documentation suggests that they have anticipated or addressed 
these concerns. I am disgusted and alarmed. 
 
30. Approval of this application would be contrary to the Licensing Act 2003 and to the Council’s 
Licensing Policy, and reckless and irrational. I urge the Sub-committee to reject the application. 
 
Detailed reasoning - introduction 
31.The remainder of this representation is structured as follows: 
 

• Context - nature and gravity of risks, and the topography of the area surrounding the 
zone 

• The application - introduction, Operating Schedules, Compliance with Policies CD1, 
PS1, PN1 and CH1 

• The documents provided by the Applicant - Event Safety Management Plan, 
Schedule of Proposed 

• Licensing Conditions, Licensing Policy Objectives, plan of the zone 

• Personal statement 

• Additional comments in support of my objection - Stewarding, Consultation with 
residents et al, road closures, Qualified commitment to compliance with SAG-
approved event plans, Noise and similar nuisances, Public gardens. 

• Annexes A to D provide an analysis of the ways in which the applicant has not met 
the requirements of applicable policies: 

 
• A: application of Licensing Objective Policies - Prevention of Crime and Disorder CD1 
• B: application of Licensing Objective Policies - Public Safety Policy PS1 
• C: application of Licensing Objective Policies - Prevention of Public Nuisance Policy PN1 
• D: application of Licensing Objective Policies - Protecting Children from Harm Policy CH1 
• E: application of Cinemas, Cultural Venues, Live Sporting Premises and Outdoor Spaces 
Policy CCSOS1 
• F: application of Ancillary Delivery of Alcohol and/or Late-Night Refreshment Policy DEL1 
• Annex G: Planning Policy Appendix 14 - summary of Cumulative Impact Assessment 
• Annex H: Selected requirements for the Operating Schedule per the Council’s Licensing 
Policy, which lists many of the requirements for Operating Schedules and risk assessments, 
highlighting cases where the applicant has failed to meet the Licensing Policy. 
 
Context 
Nature and gravity of risks 
32.The risks that particularly concern me flow primarily from the trouble invariably associated 
with such events, including: 
• dangers associated with excessive crowds. Crowds will include fans with tickets to the final, 
fans without tickets to the final, others wishing to join the events in the fan zone, and others 
attracted to the area for other purposes, potentially including people intent on causing and 
participating in violence 
• the consequences of disorderly behaviour, especially by people who are under the influence of 
alcohol and/or drugs  
• consequent risks of violence directed not just at other football supporters but also at residents 
and their property and at members of the wider public, or incidentally affecting them 
• risks of crushing • associated risks of crime, including violent crime and theft from the person 



• these risks affect not just to those drawn to the zone, but to residents, businesses and people 
just going about their business. 
 
33. These concerns are not just theoretical. Events in and around Trafalgar Square at the time 
of the UEFA Euro final in 2021 amply demonstrate what happens when a large number of 
football fans gather in central London for a major game. It is reported that their violent, criminal, 
disorderly and anti-social behaviour were in many cases fuelled by alcohol and drugs. And there 
have been reports of violence in subsequent matches on the UEFA fixture list, with serious 
incidents reported in, for example, France, 
Germany, Bulgaria, Greece, Portugal and Switzerland. The conclusion must be that events 
such as the Champions League final will be a magnet for trouble, on a potentially large and very 
dangerous scale. 
 

 



 



 

 



 



 
 
 



 



 



 



 
 



 
 



 
 



 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 

 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 





 
 
 



 



 
 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

I am writing on behalf of my business , located less than 75m from the 
proposed Champions League fan zone on the Embankment. I am objecting to this application 
due to the significant operational and safety concerns it presents for my business and the 
community at large. 
 
The application's lack of specificity and apparent oversight regarding the event's broader impact 
raises serious concerns. It is clear that so many of the plans are still pending and subject to 
further discussions, making it difficult to properly scrutinise the plans. Why has this application 
been submitted at such a late stage with so little in the way of firm plans? Notwithstanding the 
lack of planning, my past experiences with similar events were traumatic (whether NYE or Euro 
2021) due to disorderly conduct and overcrowding which severely disrupted my business 
operations and compromised its safety. 
 
Furthermore, the documentation accompanying the application does not convincingly 
demonstrate how it will adhere to the licensing objectives or effectively manage the risks 
associated with such a large gathering. For example, the generic nature of the Event Safety 
Management Plan and the ambiguities in planning details leave me doubtful about the 
organisers' ability to ensure a safe environment both inside and outside the designated event 
zone.  
 
The consultation process also appears to have been insufficiently executed, with many 
businesses, including mine, not formally consulted. I have had to find out about this application 
from the local community. This lack of meaningful engagement suggests a disregard for the 
legitimate interests of the local business community. 
 
Given the cumulative impact of these issues, along with the potential for serious disruption to 
my business operations and the broader community, I urge the licensing authority to reject this 
application. 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

Dear Sirs 
 
Licensing Act 2003 
Representation by  
24/01115/LIPN / UEFA 2024 Champions League Fan Meeting Point, Victoria Embankment 
Gardens, 
Villiers Street, London WC2N 6ND / Great London Authority 
 
We refer to the above application for a premises licence in respect of UEFA 2024 Champions 
League Fan Meeting Point, Victoria Embankment Gardens. 
This representation against the grant of the application is made on behalf of LW Theatres Group 



Limited, local stakeholder and owner and operator of nearby theatres such as the Adelphi 
Theatre, Strand. 
 
Our client’s foremost concerns are the implication the application has on the licensing 
objectives, in particular the detrimental impact on crime and disorder and public nuisance likely 
to arise from a large scale 29,999 capacity highly anticipated football event in this location at 
which alcohol will be sold and consumed. 
 
Supporting Documentation 
In considering the application our client has engaged independent licensing consultant Dr Phil 
Hadfield and we enclose with this representation his Executive Summary of the issues raised by 
the application. 
 
Summary of Concerns 
Whilst the applicant refers to a consultation process with local stakeholders, in reality this has 
been poor. Whilst our client has only now (19 March) had the opportunity to discuss the 
application and intentions of the GLA with its representatives; it is disappointing that this did not 
occur prior to the submission of the application. Our client would have welcomed from the 
outset a meaningful and comprehensive briefing from the applicant as to the intention of use of 
the application and how it will prevent crime and disorder and public nuisance historically 
resulting from similar licensed events - particularly those directed at significant football events - 
in the vicinity. Even at that meeting, many of the responses received lacked clarity and 
certainty. 
It is of particular concern that the application seeks a licence for licensable activities, including 
the sale of alcohol for up to 29,999 people for a designated (and alcohol fuelled) football event. 
The application is for a time limited licence for the period 24 April 2024 to 02 June 2024, with 
licensable activities limited to a Saturday. Whilst the additional literature provided states the 
licence will be limited to one event – 
the Champion Leagues Final – this is not effectively conditioned in the proposal. 
Proposed condition 1 states (emphasis added): Licensable activities shall be restricted to the 
event period and shall only be carried out in conjunction with the UEFA Champions League 
Final official Fan Meeting Point activity taking place at Victoria Embankment.” The ‘event period’ 
is not defined in the conditions. 
Without an appropriate definition, if granted as applied for, licensed events could be held every 
Saturday during the period 24 April 2024 to 02 June 2024. 
Those fans at the event holding tickets to the match itself (and indeed many without tickets) are 
anticipated to move en masse from the licensed area to Wembley. Dr Hadfield highlights that 
such journey by public transport is almost 40 minutes, with the most direct route travelling north 
“through the heart of London, including through ‘pinch points’ such as Piccadilly Circus and 
Oxford Circus. It is therefore unclear how the event can be described as “located in close 
proximity to key transport hubs which run services to Wembley Stadium1”. 
 
Whilst opposing grant, this representation is also to ensure that should a premises licence be 
granted that it includes appropriate permissions and conditions to ensure that licensable 
activities provided under the licence are operated safely and in accordance with the licensing 
objectives for one Saturday only. 
 
Historical Context and Evidence 
This is not the first application for a premises licence made by, or in conjunction with the 
Greater London Authority for a Fan Zone. Previous events have taken place which have caused 
significant disruption and damage. The cost, both in time and money in rectifying damage from 
previous events has been significant. By way of example, the 2021 final of the UEFA European 
Football Championship resulted in six figures’ worth of damage to St Martin-in-the-Fields 
Church located on the edge of the licensed area. 
 
Concerns and Policy 
Historically, alcohol-fuelled football focused events have caused significant damage and 



vandalism. This causes not only a vast and expensive clean-up operation for those caught in 
the path of 29,999 leaving the event and those heading to Wembley, but also the significant 
negative damage to the City, including the historical and cultural buildings in the vicinity of the 
event itself. 
 
West End Buffer Special Consideration Zone 
Victoria Embankment Gardens is located in the West End Buffer Special Consideration 
Zone, to which Special Consideration Zone Policy SCZ1 applies. Policy para D43 notes 
(emphasis added): “Applicants may need to consider additional measures and mitigation 
above that which would normally be put in place to ensure that their operation will not 
negatively contribute to local issues. The proposed measures to mitigate the risks to the 
licensing objectives may be more or less appropriate depending upon the style of operation 
applied for.” 
 
The West End Buffer Zone is approximately 0.66km2 and, although occupying approximately 
3.6% of the borough’s footprint, it homes approximately 2,300 residential households and 
recorded rate of incidents per square kilometre nearly four times the borough average. The area 
itself is closely associated with dispersal, due to the large number of transport hubs, including 
national rail, tube stations and large numbers of night bus routes2. Granting a premises licence 
for, inter alia, the sale of alcohol for up to 29,999 people will, by any reasonable consideration, 
inevitably result in instances of crime and disorder and public nuisance. 
 
Key local issues in this area to be addressed by the Applicant are: 
• Robberies. 
• Theft. 
• Antisocial behaviour on and around public transport. 
• Incidents relating to ambulance call outs at night to the locations of licensed premises 
for intoxication, injury related to intoxication and/or assault. 
 
Of these, ASB and ambulance call outs are an obvious concern. It would be helpful if both the 
Police and the Applicant could address this policy. These also replicate factors that have 
caused specific issues historically and need to be addressed by the applicant to prevent future 
disturbances to neighbouring buildings and those in the vicinity. Of particular concern is the 
non-defined number of bars proposed at the event, to cater for the 29,999 capacity applied for 
and how these will be managed. The proposed conditions additionally lack detail as to the 
management of dispersal of such a large crowd into the city, particularly following the 
consumption of alcohol. 
 
Dispersal into the West End Cumulative Impact Area 
The consequence of the West End Buffer SCZ location is the close proximity to the cumulative 
impact area and the dispersal of up to 29,999 people into that area. The current designation of 
the West End CIA signposts, inter alia, (as per Policy paragraph D4) “the cumulative effect of 
the concentration of late night and drink led premises and/or night cafés has led to serious 
problems of disorder and/or public nuisance affecting residents, visitors and other businesses.” 
The result of the application will be the potential of 29,999 people dispersing into the CIA, 
particularly late at night. 
 
Alcohol 
The sale of alcohol sought, unrestricted by proposed conditions, must activate consideration of 
Public Houses and Bars Policy PB1 and in any event Policy SCZ1 and CIP1 given the mass 
movement of people through the CIA. 
Policy paragraph F90 states: “[…] premises that primarily serve alcohol, with or without the 
provision of any ancillary playing of music, can give rise to public nuisance for residents and 
other businesses, particularly where there is a concentration of such premises. This is 
principally due to noise from the premises and from patrons when they leave. Pubs and bars 
present opportunities for crime and they can also give rise to disorder.” 
 



The 2020 Cumulative Impact Assessment “[…] identified that pubs and bars were significantly 
associated with a greater likelihood of reported crime, disorder and nuisance. Overall, for every 
additional licensed premises the number of reported crimes increased by 13%, noise complaints 
by 9% and disorder at all times of day by 6%. For every additional pub or bar noise complaints 
increased by 24%”. 
The ability to sell alcohol is of significant concern to our client, particularly given the historic 
problems identified – in particular (but not limited to) football events. The Baroness Casey 
Review: An independent Review of events surrounding the UEFA Euro 2020 Final ‘Euro 
Sunday’ at Wembley refers, in which a GLA Official was quoted3: “I work across a plethora of 
events, and never have I seen the consistent poor behaviour for that volume of time. It 
was criminal, it’s the best way of describing it - there was violence, there was disorder.” 
Dr Hadfield raises similar concerns – “It should also be noted that football fixtures have strong 
cultural associations with heavy sessional (binge) drinking and particularly when fans are 
outside of the controlled environment of modern stadiums4.” 
It is our client’s view that either there should, as part of any licence granted, be clear and 
enforceable conditions that appropriately restrict the sale of alcohol, both in terms of applicable 
capacity, and timings. We also note proposed condition 12 regarding customers bringing their 
own alcohol onto thePremises and encourage the Committee to make this an absolute 
restriction as follows: 
“12. The Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that alcohol is not allowed to be brought onto 
the Premises by members of the public, unless approved by the LOPSG”. 
Cinemas, Cultural Venues, Live Sporting Premises and Outdoor Spaces Policy CCSOS1 
Policy paragraph F19 acknowledges the impact of noise nuisance from outdoor events and 
confirms: 
“The extent and frequency of these events in relation to the areas where the impact is felt will be 
considered in determining applications for premises licences for outdoor licensable activities, 
and the imposed conditions will reflect this.” 
 
Hours 
The previous disturbances caused indicate that the hours sought are too late for this particular 
location, where customers will be encouraged to congregate all day. Experience suggests that a 
not insubstantial number of customers will partake in all day drinking. As such, the committee is 
urged to consider the impact of up to 29,999 departing from the licensed area following the 
cessation of licensable activities (at the latter of 21:30 or 15 minutes into the second half of the 
match) and closure thereafter at 23:30 (or 30 mins after the match has ended including normal 
time, extra time, penalties and trophy presentation, whichever is the latter). 
Given the open space, even with temporary structures there is insufficient protection for 
neighbouring businesses and residents in terms of noise escape from both licensable activities 
and the dispersal of customers thereafter, particularly late at night. 
 
Prevention of Public Nuisance 
The application is the licensing of an open space. Whilst temporary structures can be installed 
the ability of any such temporary structure to successfully prevent significant noise escape and 
resulting nuisance is limited. 
Policy paragraph F19 supports this concern: “Sound from outdoor events is not enclosed and 
carries across the city and therefore may cause widespread nuisance.” 
Street urination, litter, significant damage to property and anti-social behaviour are all are 
elements experienced as a result of similar events at nearby Trafalgar Square, particularly 
resulting from events involving sport and football and/or alcohol. This requires a significant 
clean-up operation at a significant cost to third parties. 
As Dr Hadfield notes in his Executive Summary5: “this a large-scale event that will be disruptive 
to many local residents, workers and businesses as a result of its Central London location. The 
disruption will occur in relation to road closures, local noise from open air amplified sounds and 
other environmental impacts such as the degradation of gardens and pathways from the weight 
of human traffic and pressures on public transport services once the event ends…” Such 
consequences must be considered by the Licensing Sub-Committee in its determination of the 
application. 



 
Prevention of Crime and Disorder 
The 2020 Cumulative Impact Assessment identified that incident rates associated with 
cumulative impact increased rapidly from 9pm6. Given the location of the premises on the edge 
of the West End Cumulative Impact Area and the capacity sought, the Committee is urged to 
consider reducing the hours for licensable activities and in particular for the sale of alcohol. 
Anti-social behaviour and criminal damage have been experienced at similar events previously, 
both the increased likelihood of customers as (i) the cause of crime and (ii) victims of crime, are 
readily foreseeable given historic issues experienced. All such elements negatively impact on 
the prevention of crime and disorder and are contrary to the licensing objectives. The 
applications proposes insufficient detail to adequately address these very real issues arising 
from licensable activities as applied for. 
 
Public Safety 
The licensed use as denoted by red-line on the application plan, and the attraction of large 
crowds that it will bring – not only in the licensed area itself, but on its periphery - will require co-
ordinated management and policies to ensure the safety of both those visiting and those in the 
vicinity. Road closures adds to the intensification of use and the scale of licensable activities 
utilised under the licence. 
 
Prevention of Children from Harm 
The provision for alcohol sales is a key concern. The sale of alcohol may be exclusionary to 
some family audiences and faith groups. It places those children who do attend under increased 
exposure to alcohol related harms, including proxy sales, witnessing alcohol misuse and 
alcohol-related disorder by adults. 
 
Conclusion 
The application site is plainly not suitable for the size and scale of event sought. Dr Hadfield’s 
Executive Summary concludes7: “an alternative self-contained site, ‘out-of-town’ but well-
connected, in the West or North West London region, is to be strongly preferred in terms of 
supporting the Licensing Objectives, as this would impose less pressure on local communities 
and the transport network.” 
Given the historic issues with football events in the vicinity and the detrimental impact on the 
local community, in particularly in relation to the sale of alcohol, if granted the Licensing Sub-
Committee is encouraged to appropriately limit the permissions sought and to ensure that any 
grant is clear as to the extent of the permission granted. 
 
We should be grateful if you would kindly acknowledge receipt of this representation and keep 
us informed on the progress of this application, including the date of Licensing Sub-Committee 
once scheduled and the deadline for submitting submissions for that hearing. 
 
Yours faithfully 
Thomas & Thomas Partners LLP 
 
Encl – Dr Hadfield Executive Summary 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Premises Licence Application 
UEFA Champions League Final at Wembley Stadium, Fan Meeting 
Point in Central London event, Saturday 1 June 2024 
 
Victoria Embankment, Victoria Embankment Gardens, Whitehall Gardens, and 
MOD Gardens, WC2E 7HR 
 
Executive Summary 
This Premises Licence application is for a 1-day 30,000-capacity event to take place 
within open public spaces, footpaths and roads located along the North Bank of the 
River Thames in Central London. The sites have previously hosted informal gatherings 
to watch the New Year’s Eve fireworks displays, but have not previously hosted 
organised and licensed events of this scale. The proposed event is to be operated by 
LS Events (LSE) on behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA). 
 
The proposal is that on the day of The UEFA Champions League Final at Wembley 
Stadium (1 June 2024) two Fan Meeting Points (FMPs) will be established where each 
supporter group can congregate and use as a point from which to move to the stadium. 
The FMPs will also host un-ticketed fans, providing live footage of the match on several 
large open-air screens. Up to 30,000 fans will be able to assemble in the areas free of 
charge and access a full-day programme of activity, including live music 
entertainment, food and drink, merchandise stalls, and what the applicants describe 
as “interaction with sponsors”. There will be a large stage erected in Victoria 
Embankment Gardens and a (thus far unspecified) number of bars located across the 
sites. A variety of suppliers will be used to operate the bars, the entertainment offer, 
and to provide security. 
 
The Premises Licence Application requests permission for ‘Regulated Entertainment’ 
including plays, films, live music, recorded music, performance of dance, all to run: 
10:00 to 21:30; Supply of Alcohol: to run 10:00 to 21:30, or 15 mins into the second 
half of the match whichever is the latter; with an End Time of 23:30, or 30 mins after the 
match concludes, including normal time, extra time, penalties and trophy 
presentation, whichever is the latter. 
 
According to the LS Events Safety Management Plan (Version 1, 23/02/24 p.3-4) the: 
“Fan Meeting Points will provide a vital link between travelling fans arriving in the city 
on the morning of the Match, until reaching the stadium that evening, it is therefore 
important that the Fan Meeting Points are located in close proximity to key transport 
hubs which run services to Wembley Stadium with sufficient capacity and as little 
travel-time as possible but still within iconic areas of London”. 
 
Travel time to Wembley Stadium on public transport is approximately 37 minutes using 
the most direct route from Embankment or Charing Cross northbound on the Bakerloo 
Line, changing at Baker Street onto the Metropolitan Line. This involves fans travelling 
north through the heart of London, including through ‘pinch points’ such as Piccadilly 
Circus and Oxford Circus. It is therefore unclear how the event can be described as 
“located in close proximity to key transport hubs which run services to Wembley 
Stadium”. 
 
The application includes an Event Management Plan (EMP), which is to be put before 
membership of the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) no later than 2 months prior to the 
event. At the time of writing, membership of the SAG has not been confirmed and it is 



unclear if the goal of ‘no objections’ from the Responsible Authorities has been 
achieved. Much of the content in the EMP is redacted and the document is classified 
as Confidential / Controlled. It is therefore not possible for Interested Parties within the 
licensing process such as local residents and businesses to gauge and assess the 
detail of what is proposed and its impacts on the Licensing Objectives within particular 
locations in and around the proposed sites of the event. Information on anticipated 
audience numbers across the different viewing / activity areas has been redacted, as 
has projected ingress and egress flow rates. Road closures will be in place but the 
locations and times are not confirmed. Sections 9-12 of the EMP are dedicated to the 
procedures that would be needed in the case of a Major Incident, or emergency, 
including how to evacuate up to 29,999 people. Planned ‘Control Measures’ with the 
event Risk Assessment list are also redacted. 
 
Clearly, this a large-scale event that will be disruptive to many local residents, workers 
and businesses as a result of its Central London location. The disruption will occur in 
relation to road closures, local noise from open air amplified sounds and other 
environmental impacts such as the degradation of gardens and pathways from the 
weight of human traffic and pressures on public transport services once the event ends 
on a Saturday night when Central London’s Night-Time Economy is also in full flow. It 
should also be noted that football fixtures have strong cultural associations with heavy 
sessional (binge) drinking and particularly when fans are outside of the controlled 
environment of modern stadiums. The ‘drink factor’ simply increases the risk of 
negative impacts from the event spreading throughout Central London once fans 
depart the site and disperse. There is a long history of these forms of impact from 
football-related events. 
 
Victoria Embankment Gardens, the proposed heart of the event site, falls within West 
End Zone 2 / The ‘West End Buffer’, a designated Special Consideration Zone (SCZ) 
in the City of Westminster’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2021-26. Westminster’s 
2023 Cumulative Impact Assessment found this Zone to have higher levels of crime 
and noise complaints than any of the other SCZs, and second only to West End Zone 
1, the core Cumulative Impact Area. The Licensing Policy Statement notes that: 
 
“Cumulative impact in Zone 2 is likely significantly shaped not just by the premises 
that sit within it, but also dispersal from the acutely affected Zone 1 and hosting key 
transport hubs Charing Cross, Embankment…The area around Charing Cross station, 
towards Embankment demonstrated particularly persistent patterns of serious violent 
crime in the evening and night, as well as high rates of ambulance call outs to the 
location of licences” (p.168, Appendix 14, paras: 21-22). 
The choice of an ‘iconic’ location appears to relate to commercial factors and the 
prestige / attraction of the Thames riverside; it has not been justified in terms of the 
Licensing Objectives. Although the Applicants can no doubt negotiate detailed 
Conditions, with advice from the SAG, tweaking ‘best practices’ at the event itself will 
not address the broader fundamentals of the challenge, which are the location, 
timings, and scale of what is proposed and their negative cumulative impacts for 
Central London.  
 
I am of the opinion that an alternative self-contained site, ‘out-of-town’ 
but well-connected, in the West or North West London region, is to be strongly preferred 
in terms of supporting the Licensing Objectives, as this would impose less 
pressure on local communities and the transport network. If the LSC is minded to 
permit in the location proposed I would respectfully suggest that the size of event, in 



terms of the capacity of persons to be accommodated, should be significantly reduced. 
 
The Author 
Dr Phil Hadfield is an independent licensing consultant. He has worked on four rounds 
of evidence gathering for cumulative impact assessment exercises in the West End, 
commissioned by the City of Westminster between 2003 and 2017 as part of a series 
of Statement of Licensing Policy reviews. He also worked for the Greater London 
Authority in 2021 on a project to develop the London Night-Time Observatory shared 
data repository, as part of the Mayor of London’s on-going Evening and Night-Time 
Economy strategy development. 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  18 Mar 2024 

As a resident of  I object strongly to this application. Football fans have the 
potential to bring a wide range of undesirable behaviours, including noise, drunkenness and 
violence. This is completely the wrong area for this type of event. 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  24 Mar 2024 

As a resident of  I strongly object to the proposed Fan Zone Licence for 
the UEFA Cup on 1 June 2024. I set out the reasons below. 
The proposed area is totally inappropriate as it involves closing Victoria Embankment to traffic 
for in excess of 11.5 hours on a Saturday. Victoria Embankment is a major East/West route 
through London & the traffic congestion will be significant. The 11.5 hours are the time the zone 
will be open to fans, there will be significant additional time for setup & breakdown(estimated on 
the application as 28 hours). I assume the Licensing Authority has access to the traffic volumes 
on Victoria Embankment on Saturdays & can therefore work out for themselves the amount of 
traffic disruption. 
  
Apart from paved roads the area contains two fenced public gardens containing historic statues, 
large flower beds & trees, many of which are climbable. Both these areas which comprise 
approximately 50% of the proposed zone, are inappropriate for large groups of people. This is 
evidenced by the fact that New Year's Eve crowds are prevented from accessing the public 
gardens. The likelihood of extensive damage to the statues, flower beds & trees is significant 
  
With the exception of the main East/West highway, the area around the proposed fan zone 
comprises largely narrow streets with residential properties. There is therefore a considerable 
risk that tens of thousands of football fans could cause significant disruption & potential damage 
to people, properties & cars on these streets. 
  
The area is bounded on one side by the River Thames giving opportunity for misadventure 
either accidental or otherwise. 
  
The area is adjacent to the seat of government & is therefore maintained by the council to a 
high level in terms of clearing litter, provision of public conveniences, hanging flower baskets on 
lights & standards of gardening in the public gardens mentioned above. 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:   

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

24 Mar 2024 

All of this would likely be negatively impacted by 10s of thousands of football fans in the area. 
The planning evidenced by the Zoom meeting on Wednesday 20 March, showed scant regard 
for these problems particularly & very importantly, the non-existent provision of additional public 
conveniences. . 
  
In addition, all of the above problems & risks will be exaggerated because the event will not be 
ticketed so there will be no control of numbers. There is also an intention to sell alcohol for 11.5 
hours, which can easily be supplemented by alcohol purchased from shops & pubs near the 
area increasing the risks from drunkenness & potential violent behaviour.  
  
Finally, there is an opportunity to use an alternative venue, Green Park, which is a larger 
discrete fenced area with no statues, flower beds, or need to close major roads & no risks from 
river access. Green Park also has direct access from the park to the Jubilee Line to Wembley 
To the extent that a large paved area within the fan zone is required The Mall, which is adjacent 
to Green Park is currently closed to traffic & is frequently closed to traffic at weekends. 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

6 Mar 2024 

 
 



 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

I write as  Chairman of Whitehall Court Management Committee which exists to assist and 
advise our landlord in the efficient functioning of the building and to represent the interests of 
approximately 100 leaseholders in ensuring the amenity and safety of the building and its 
environs. The majority of the Committee is comprised of elected residents and leaseholders. 
The building is located on the red line of the map included as part of the Application, 
immediately adjacent to Whitehall Gardens. 
I can confirm that despite enquiries and in contradiction of the assertion of the applicant that 
consultation has taken place I can find no evidence of consultation either with individuals or 
management of this apartment building. 
We strenuously oppose this application on the following grounds:- 
The location is unsuited to contain and manage football crowds, which have a long and proven 
record of unruly and violent behaviour at UEFA events.(e.g UEFA Euro Final 2021) 
The level of control necessary to guarantee safety from disarray and acts of terrorism would be 
disproportionately oppressive to residents and businesses. 
Risk assessment as expressed in the Event Safety Plan is superficial and contains many factual 



errors. Delegating this high risk event to post- application officer management is unacceptable 
and undemocratic. No management plans are available to be assessed. 
The area has a high residential population as well as businesses which typically cater for large 
tourist numbers but will be swollen by an abnormally high proportion of children since the event 
falls during a half term holiday. 
Noise nuisance for residents will very considerably greater than NYE celebrations 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

 
  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

26 Mar 2024 

I would ask the council to consider the safety of members of the public, residents and 
businesses in the areas of the two proposed fan zones and question the wisdom of allowing a 
huge number of football fans on top of those attending the Major-General's Review at 
Horseguards Parade, alongside the usual number of people who visit the area for the theatres 
and galleries travelling into Waterloo, Charing Cross stations, and indeed Blackfriars station at 
the far end of the proposed zone. 
 
Is there sufficient resource for security, emergency access and crowd management on the 
streets and on London transport, whether it is provided by our metropolitan resources or 
privately by the event organisers? 
 
From the representation made by the organisers, and the messaging sent from the GLA, it 
would appear that this application is merely procedural and permission has already been 
granted. If this is the case, it seems this goes against the rules and regulations of the City of 
Westminster. 
 
It has also been highlighted that the blue notices in the immediate vicinity of Villiers St and 
Victoria Embankment Gardens refer to an area in EC4V and there is no date for the event, 
simply the date by which the public consultation ends. 
 
From a personal perspective this feels like it is a done deal between the GLA and the event 
organisers and our council had no involvement in the matter. 
 

 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

21 Mar 2024 

At short notice I attended the consultation event online on 20th March 2024. The application 
must be rejected - serving alcohol for a long period to football fans will result in crime and 
disorder, and public safety will be compromised. There are inadequate plans to mitigate these 
risks, no precise knowledge of the numbers attending, and no controls on using the streets to 
be shut off. There is likely to be public nuisance due to noise, urinating in the streets, vomiting 
and the like - particularly with the light wells to the semi - basements in Craven Street. The 
proposed location is simply not appropriate for a large football crowd, particularly when 
considering the other events in central London at the same time, and the current history of fans 
behaviour. 



 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

25 Mar 2024 

As a resident of , I would like to submit an objection to the UEFA Fan 
Event planned to take place in the nearby Embankment Parks and Gardens on 1 June 2024 
due to the following reasons: 
 
There has been limited engagement with local residents and businesses who will be most 
adversely effected by the event.  The level of crime and disorder escalated in the area during 
the COVID lockdown and I have seen no evidence of a reduction since then.  The area is 
already well populated with tourists and with an additional 30,000+ football fans crowded into 
the area and behind barricades, which appear to be unfit for purpose as evidenced by the 
unexpected and uncontrolled crowd surge from the barriers on Strand down Craven St on New 
Years Eve, and in such a small park space, is a recipe for disaster.  Evidence such as the 
tragedy at the Brixton Academy in December 2022 shows that social media fuelled crowds and 
unticketed events are uncontrollable despite the number of security personnel on site.  This 
event is a high level public safety risk to not only the crowds themselves, but to the policy and 
security personnel and residents as well. 
 
Regardless of the number of events occurring in the vicinity, and there are added events 
scheduled for 1 June in addition to the Fan Event, there is irrefutable evidence of constant 
public nuisance on Craven St and other local roads.  Upon awakening each weekend morning, 
and often times on weekday mornings as well, I am consistently greeted by litter, vomit, feces, 
and puddles of urine which are sometimes a result of the homelessness problems, but are often 
due to the tourists and party goers attending pubs and nightclubs in the area.  I have unofficially 
registered a complaint with the current council during this election year that this is my greatest 
concern in the area.  I have heard no mention of support for the homeless who routinely sleep in 
this area. 
 
An alcohol fuelled, all day event in such a small area will only add to what is already an 
enormous health and safety risk. 
 
Safeguarding the public and residents not attending the event does not seem to be a high 
priority for the event organisers.  What was described in the meeting on 20 March 2024 with 
Westminster councillors and the event organisers was alarming in the lack of attention, 
consideration and planning given to controlling the crowds and supporting them to travel from 
the Embankment area to Wembley.  For the local residents, there was no coherent plan to allow 
resident access to their homes or the event area itself should emergency vehicles be required.  
The resident population includes a high proportion of elderly and young which will find safe, 
general travel impossible and the noise levels unhealthy.  There was no indication that 
mitigating the additional risk of terrorism in crowded conditions was considered. In general, 
planning for safety appeared to be a light touch with little time left before the event to correct 
any planning errors which have been or could be identified. 
 
I would also like to add that the negative impact this event will have on the historic buildings, 
wildlife and gardens in the area and in the parks which require extra protection in densely used 
central London, and which are so highly valued by the public, the city and conservationists is 
unprecedented.  Despite efforts to protect these, without a limit to the crowd numbers or an 
adequate control on alcohol fuelled behaviours, damage is likely to occur which may take years 
to recover if recovery is possible at all.  My concern is that London could lose these forever. 
 



 
 Name:  

Address and/or Residents Association:  
 

  

Status:  Valid  In support or objection:  OBJECTION   

Received:  
 

11 Mar 2024 

We have ZERO confidence in the organising company LS Events to properly stage this event 
based on recent occasions for which they bore responsibility, e.g.:  
Euro 2020 (2021) fan zone in Trafalgar Square - fans climbing on buses & throwing trees, public 
disorder & disruption. 
The 2022 & 2023 NYE events showed the huge difficulties in controlling large gatherings on the 
Embankment & surrounding areas, with reports of drunk crowds initiating unsanctioned 
celebrations, leading to chaos in the city & neighbouring streets. 
 
As shown at the events above & others where SIA stewards are involved, their performance left 
much to be desired. Removing inebriated individuals from the licensing area doesn't resolve the 
problem, making it worse by simply pushing those individuals to the surrounding areas where 
local residents & businesses will have to deal with the consequences, placing undue burden on 
the police, emergency services, & the community at large, & impacting the quality of life for 
residents & businesses. 
 
Regarding consultation claims, it is a fact that not all local residents & businesses received the 
letter drop & the information contained in it was sparse and incomplete, indeed businesses in 
streets leading to Embankment were not served with notices. 
The proposed fans site fails to meet the transport criteria completely. Embankment Station is 
nowhere near the Metropolitan Line which services Wembley Stadium and travel from that 
station to Wembley will exceed 50 minutes. 
 
The application fails to acknowledge that 1 June coincides with the Major General's Review on 
Horse Guards Parade, a popular event that already draws substantial crowds. Hosting a fan 
zone on the same day (and within 200 metres of Horse Guards Parade) will exacerbate the 
issues of overcrowding and strain on public services, creating a scenario ripe for disorder.  
Access to St Thomas Hospital will be adversely impacted 

 
 
 
 



 
3. Policy & Guidance 

 

The following policies within the City of Westminster Statement of Licensing Policy apply: 
 

Special 
Consideration 
Zones  
 
Policy SCZ1 
applies 

 

A.  In addition to meeting the other policies within this statement, 
applications within a designated Special Consideration Zone should 
demonstrate that they have taken account of the issues particular 
to the Zone, in question as identified within the 2020 Cumulative 
Impact Assessment, and should set out any proposed mitigation 
measures in relation to those issues within their operating schedule. 

B.  For the purpose of Clause A, the designated Special Consideration 
Zones are: 
• West End Buffer. 
• Queensway/Bayswater. 
• Edgware Road. 
• East Covent Garden. 
• Mayfair. 
• Victoria. 

Hours Policy  

HRS1 applies 

A. Applications within the core hours set out below in this policy will 
generally be granted for the relevant premises uses, subject to not 
being contrary to other policies in the Statement of Licensing Policy. 

 
B. Applications for hours outside the core hours set out in Clause C will 

be considered on their merits, subject to other relevant policies, and 
with particular regard to the following: 

 
1. The demonstration of compliance in the requirements of policies CD1, 

PS1, PN1 and CH1 associated with the likelihood of the effect of the 
grant of a licence for later or earlier hours on crime and disorder, 
public safety, public nuisance and the protection of children from 
harm. 

2. If the application is located within a Special Consideration Zone 
   they have demonstrated that they have taken account of the issues 

identified in that area and provided adequate mitigation. 
3. Whether there is residential accommodation in the proximity of the 

premises that would likely be adversely affected by premises being 
open or carrying out operations at the hours proposed. 

4. The proposed hours of the licensable activities and when customers 
will be permitted to remain on the premises. 

5. The proposed hours when any music, including incidental music, will 
be played. 

6. The hours when customers will be allowed to take food or drink 
outside the premises or be within open areas which form part of the 
premises. 

7. The existing hours of licensable activities and the past operation of 
the premises (if any) and hours of licensable premises in the vicinity. 

8. Whether customers and staff have adequate access to public 
transport when arriving at and leaving the premises, especially at 
night. 

9.  The capacity of the premises. 
 
10. The type of use, recognising that some venues are more likely to 

impact the licensing objectives than others; for example, pubs and 
bars are higher risk than theatres, cinemas and other cultural and 
sporting venues due to the nature of the operation. 

11. The Licensing Authority will take into account the active measures 



proposed for a ‘winding down’ period including arrangements for 
people to be collected from the premises to travel home safely. 

12. Conditions on hours may be attached that require that the supply of 
alcohol for consumption on the premises ceases a suitable period of 
time before customers are required to leave the premises. 

13. The council, acting as the Licensing Authority, may reduce  hours if, 
after review, it is necessary to impose conditions specifying shorter 
hours in order to promote the licensing objectives. 

14. Specific days for non-standard hours should be identified and 
justified as part of the application to allow responsible authorities 
and interested parties to evaluate the impact that these licensable 
activities may have, and to plan accordingly. The consideration of 
applications for later hours for Bank Holiday Mondays will take into 
account that later hours are generally granted for preceding 
Sundays and that the next day is a working day. Non-specific days 
are expected to be covered by Temporary Event Notices or variation 
applications. 
 

C.  For the purpose of Clauses A and B above, the Core Hours for 
applications for each premises use type as defined within this policy 
are: 

 
2. Cinemas, Cultural Venues and Live Sporting Premises 

Monday to Sunday: 9am to Midnight. 
 
D. Core hours are when customers are permitted to be on the premises 

and therefore the maximum opening hours permitted will be to the 
same start and terminal hours for each of the days where licensable 
activity is permitted. 

 
E. For the purposes of this policy, ‘premises uses’ are defined within 

the relevant premises use policies within this statement. 
Note: The core hours are for all licensable activities but if an 
application includes late night refreshment, then the starting time for 
that licensable activity will be 11pm. 

Cinemas, Cultural 
Venues, Live 
Sporting Premises 
and Outdoor 
Spaces  

Policy CCSOS1 
applies 

A. Applications outside the West End Cumulative Zones will generally be 
granted subject to: 

1. The application meeting the requirements of policies CD1, PS1, 
PN1 and CH1. 

2. The hours for licensable activities are within the council’s Core 
Hours Policy HRS1. 

3. The operation of any delivery services for alcohol and/or late-night 
refreshment meeting the council’s Ancillary Delivery of Alcohol and/or 
Late-Night Refreshment Policy DEL1. 

4. The applicant has clearly demonstrated that the sale by retail of 
alcohol and late-night refreshment will be ancillary to the venue’s 
primary function as a cinemas, cultural and live sporting venues and 
outdoor space. 

5. The applicant has taken account of the Special Consideration Zone 
Policy SCZ1 if the premises are located within a designated area. 

6. The application and operation of the venue meeting the definition 
for a cinema, cultural venue, live sporting premises or outdoor space 
as per Clause C. 

 
C. For the purposes of this policy the primary function of a cinema, 

cultural venue and live sporting premises is defined as: 
 



1. Cinema For the exhibition of feature or shorts films to an audience. 
 
2. Cultural Venues 
a. Theatres: for the performance of plays, dramatic or other 

entertainment performances to an audience. 
b. Performance Venues: for a live performance in front of an 

audience which may include concert halls, comedy clubs or 
similar performances venues. 

c. Cultural Uses: for the exhibition of art (e.g. galleries), a museum, or 
historical building/site that is open for visitors to visit on payment. 

 
5. For the purposes of C1 to C3 above: 
 
a.  The sale of alcohol and late-night refreshment must be 

an ancillary function to the primary purpose of the venue. 
b.  An audience may include either invited guests, members of that  

venue or associated organisation or members of the public who have 
purchased a ticket or not. 

 
4.         Equality Implications 
 

The Council in its capacity as Licensing Authority has a duty to have regard to  
its public sector equality duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. In  
summary, section 149 provides that a Public Authority must, in the exercise of  
its functions, have due regard to the need to:  

 
(a) eliminate discrimination harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that 
is prohibited by or under this Act;  
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant 
protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and  
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristics and persons who do not share it.  

Section 149 (7) of the Equality Act 2010 defines the relevant protected characteristics as 
age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and 
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual orientation. 
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Report author: Ms Roxsana Haq 
Senior Licensing Officer 
 

Contact: Telephone: 020 7641 6500 
Email: rhaq@westminster.gov.uk 
 

 



 

If you have any queries about this report or wish to inspect one of the background 
papers please contact the report author. 
 

Background Documents – Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1972 
 

1 Licensing Act 2003 N/A 
 

2 City of Westminster Statement of Licensing  
Policy  

01 October 2021 

3 Amended Guidance issued under section 182 of  
the Licensing Act 2003  

December 2023 

4 Cumulative Impact Assessment 
 

 04 December 2023 

5 Environmental Health Service Representation 27 March 2024 

6 Interested Party 1 March 2024 

7 Interested Party 2 March 2024 

8 Interested Party 3 March 2024 

9 Interested Party 4 March 2024 

10 Interested Party 5 March 2024 

11 Interested Party 6 March 2024 

12 Interested Party 7 March 2024 

13 Interested Party 8 March 2024 

14 Interested Party 9 March 2024 

15 Interested Party 10 March 2024 

 16 Interested Party 11 March 2024 

17 Interested Party 12 March 2024 

 18 Interested Party 13 March 2024 

19 Interested Party 14 March 2024 

20 Interested Party 15 March 2024 

21 Interested Party 16 March 2024 

22 Interested Party 17 March 2024 

23 Interested Party 18 March 2024 

24 Interested Party 19 March 2024 

25 Interested Party 20 March 2024 

26 Interested Party 21 March 2024 

27 Interested Party 22 March 2024 

28 Interested Party 23 March 2024 

29 Interested Party 24 March 2024 

30 Interested Party 25 March 2024 

31 Interested Party 26 March 2024 

32 Interested Party 27 March 2024 

33 Interested Party 28 March 2024 

34 Interested Party 29 March 2024 

35 Interested Party 30 March 2024 

36 Interested Party 31 March 2024 

37 Interested Party 32 March 2024 

38 Interested Party 33 March 2024 
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Question 2024
Licencing Objectives

Describe the steps you intend to take
to promote the four licensing
objectives:
a) General – all four licensing
objectives (b,c,d,e)
List here steps you will take to
promote all four licensing objectives
together.

GENERAL OVERVIEW
Promotion of the licensing objectives laid out in the
Licensing Act 2003 is central to the plans for the Event.
The applicant and their appointed contractors have
engaged with the Safety Planning Group (SAG) at an
early stage to ensure that the planning and operation of
the event conforms with best practice for live outdoor
events.

The content for the event day is designed to create a
unique and interesting atmosphere for audiences to
enjoy. It is the intention of the applicant that they are
free to experience this in a safe and secure
environment. Furthermore, the applicant can
demonstrate that they have considered the impact of
the event on the community around the site, and have
developed and implemented policies to minimise
disturbance or harm.

We believe that the framework for live events provided
by the Licensing Act and statutory guidance offers a
realistic and valuable tool for ensuring the safety and
welfare of all involved. The track record of the
organisers’ operations elsewhere indicate that this will
be a well-managed and safe event.

Consultation has taken place with the Neighbours
Group as well as local residents via a letter drop. A
copy of this letter has been supplied as supporting
document to this application. If granted there will be a
programme of consultation which will take place with
local businesses, residents and neighbours.

EVENT OVERVIEW
The UEFA Champions League Final will be held at
Wembley Stadium June 01 2024. The Fan Meeting
Points (FMP’s) will be two team-dedicated areas within
the Host City, where each supporter group can
congregate and use as a point from which to move to
the stadium.

The meeting points will be a preparation and
celebration zone for fans from each team to safely
assemble on Match Day, free of charge. Working in
conjunction with the individual teams, the Fan Meeting
Points will reflect the character and culture of the team
as well as that of London as a host city.

Applicant Supporting Documents Appendix 2



Fan Meeting Points will provide a vital link between
travelling fans arriving in the city on the morning of the
Match, until reaching the stadium that evening, it is
therefore important that the Fan Meeting Points are
located in close proximity to key transport hubs which
run services to Wembley Stadium with sufficient
capacity and as little traveltime as possible but still
within iconic areas of London.

The Fan Meeting Points may screen the live match for
unticketed fans. The live screening is subject to which
teams get through to the final, more information on this
will be shared as the planning progresses.

CAPACITY
One event may operate under this licence with a
maximum capacity of 29,999 persons including fans,
VIP's, performers, staff and contractors.

THE LICENSED AREA
A red line plan has been provided as part of this
application to outline the licensed area.
Our plans will use the least amount of space as is
necessary of the safe delivery of the events. The event
organisers will manage access to the premises
throughout the event and their build and break
sections.

EVENT MANAGEMENT AND OPERATING PLAN
An Event Management and Operating Plan (EMOP)
will be provided within individual Management Plans for
the safe design and operation of Event. This Plan shall
be submitted within an agreed timetable and be subject
to the scrutiny of the SAG.

After approval of the final EMOP, any further
amendments may only be made with the prior written
approval of the Chair of the SAG. The applicant will
implement the Final approved EMOP.

PROPOSED CONDITIONS
The applicant's proposed conditions are attached to
this application.



B) The prevention of crime and
disorder

In conjunction with the Metropolitan Police and the
LSAG the applicant will produce:
• Crowd Management Plan
• Alcohol Management Plan
• Ingress Management Plan
• Egress Management Plan
• Security & Crime Reduction Plan, including
counter-terrorism measures as advised by the Police

The detailed Crowd Management Plan that will be
drawn up by the appointed security contractor, will
specify numbers of staff and roles, where SIA qualified
staff are required and emergency procedures (e.g.
evacuation of the site). This plan will integrate with the
EMOP for the event and will be produced in
conjunction with the Metropolitan Police, the
designated security contractor and the applicant.

All activity within the licensed area will be appropriately
managed with SIA security and stewards. A pre-agreed
level of professional stewarding and SIA security
personnel will have a designated responsibility to
maintain a safe environment for members of the public
attending the event.

All temporary structures will be lit internally, and
adequate temporary public lighting will be present on
the site when necessary.

The applicant will ensure that staff are trained to
recognise intoxication and refuse service to customers
who have consumed excessive alcohol and trained to
handle potential troublemakers and diffuse difficult
situations.

We will encourage vigilance among staff to supervise
customers in all parts of the premises and will employ
sufficient staff to keep down the number of people
waiting to be served in any bar areas.

Event SIA security and stewarding will be vigilant and
identify suspicious behaviour and take appropriate
action to assist in the prevention of theft and robbery
and the prevention of crime and disorder within the
premises.

The applicant will work with the Metropolitan Police to
support development and implementation of an
appropriate policing plan for the event.

The applicant has a clear and definitive policy on the
use or possession of illegal substances at the event



and will co-operate fully with other authorities to
implement this.

Challenge 25 will be in operation. Anyone who appears
to be under 25 must produce ID or a proof of age card
to acquire or consume alcohol on the premises.

The applicant will provide anti-crime and drugs
awareness advice to ticket holders.

The applicant will use screening on the entry points to
the event to exercise the right to refuse entry to any
unauthorised or disorderly person.

C) Public Safety

All event activity within the licensed premises will be
controlled with specific reference to the capacity of the
venue, the nature of the cultural content and in
compliance with the standards for the provision of
services as outlined by The Event Safety Guide
(commonly known as the Purple Guide).

The applicant will utilise the application and planning
stage of the event management process to ensure the
safety of the public, contractors and artists, and to
minimise hazards and prevent accidents. This will be
achieved through the consultation process with the
Multi-Agency Planning Group and through the
submission of documentary proof of competency to
include proof of Public Liability Insurance and the
provision of an event risk assessment.

All event activity will make provision for the
management of access and egress to the park
considering the maximum specified capacity at any one
time.

Provision will be made to allow communication of
emergency procedures and issues relating to the
health, safety and welfare of people within the venue.
This will be done through signage, via public address
systems and by event staff.

The contingency arrangement for emergency
evacuation is in place and will be implemented should
the need arise. This is detailed in the Event
Management and Operating Plan (EMOP).

First Aid provision for events will be in accordance with
the Event Safety Guide and will form part of the EMOP.

All event contractors will comply with all relevant health
and safety legislation and follow the control measures



documented in their own risk assessments and method
statements and will be responsible for ensuring safe
systems of work.

Structural calculations for temporary structures will be
made available as required for scrutiny. A site-wide
Wind Management Plan detailing wind speeds at which
certain actions must be taken will be drawn up and
implemented.

The applicant will produce an Adverse Weather Plan in
conjunction with the SAG.

All temporary structures will be lit internally, and
adequate temporary public lighting will be present on
the site when necessary.

The applicant will carry out an analysis of sanitary
provision needs for the event using The Event Safety
Guide as a basis for determining what provision is
required. Suitable and sufficient sanitary provision shall
then be provided.

No glass containers will be permitted in the general
public site areas.

Challenge 25 will be in operation. Anyone who appears
to be under 25 must produce ID or a proof of age card
to acquire or consume alcohol on the premises.



D) the prevention of public nuisance

The applicant is mindful that events of this scale have
the potential to create a public nuisance if
inappropriately managed. It is therefore our intention to
engage with the LOSG and local residents to ensure
that the operation of the event is undertaken in such a
way as to minimise this.

The event takes place in Victoria Embankment (which
is a public highway open to vehicular and cycle traffic)
and the Victoria Embankment Gardens, Whitehall
Gardens and MOD Gardens (which are a a series of
gardens on the north side of the River Thames
between Blackfriars Bridge and Westminster Bridge in
London).

The applicant will liaise with the Environmental
Protection team in the planning of the event. The
applicant will undertake to comply with the Music Noise
Levels(MNL) given by Environmental Protection and
have engaged the services of specialist acoustic
consultants who have developed a Sound
Management Plan for the event. It is the responsibility
of the specialist acoustic consultants to monitor levels
at the agreed locations, to act as required to remain
within the agreed levels and to provide documentary
proof after the event of our compliance.

The applicant agrees to comply with noise curfews as
are reasonably required by the Westminster City
Council's Environmental Health Department for
operations during build up and break down of the
event.

Consultation will take place to gain feedback and allow
the applicant to tailor plans to the specific concerns of
the local community. Consultation will continue with
community and business engagement meetings prior
to the event date.

The sound limits for event will be set out in the Sound
Management Plan and will be consistent with the
existing premises licence. The maximum MNL will be
75dB LA eq (5 min) one metre from nearest affected
facade.

The applicant, in conjunction with the Metropolitan
Police and the appointed security and stewarding
contractor will put in place such plans as are necessary
to control the ingress and egress of the large volume of
guests attending the event. This will include a highly
visible security and stewarding presence on designated
routes. Furthermore, they will develop a plan to prevent



and respond to anti-social behaviour caused by visitors
to the event, and undertake to commit the required
resources to implement it.

Where applicable, a comprehensive transport and
traffic management plan, to include production, artists
and guest traffic will be developed and enforced to
ensure minimal disruption to both local residents and
other traffic.

Members of the public will be prevented from removing
alcohol from the event site by stewards at the event
exit points. Bins will be placed at these locations to
allow the disposal and recycling of any containers.

E) The protection of children from
harm

Age restrictions apply to the event day, which have
been agreed in advance with SAG and will be
contained in the EMOP. No Under 2’s are permitted,
under 18’s must be accompanied by an adult.

The applicant will implement a Safeguarding
Management Plan which will include provisions if a
child or vulnerable person is found or reported missing.
This will include liaison at the planning stages with the
Metropolitan Police to ensure the correct questions are
asked at the outset by event staff should details of the
missing person need to be escalated to the
Metropolitan Police.

One person will be identified as being responsible for
Safeguarding on site. This person will ensure that
safeguarding measures are coordinated across Event
Management & Operating Plan and appendices.

A welfare area will be set up to coordinate all welfare,
safeguarding and information activities. This will be
located next to the medical centre and have direct
access to the Event Control room via radio and
telephone.

Any person under the age of 18 years, found within the
boundaries of the licensable areas to be in possession
of alcohol or deemed to be intoxicated, shall be
escorted by Security Staff to a “safe waiting area”. His
or her parents / responsible adult will be contacted to
collect such a person and remove him / her from the
event.

Additional children’s toilets and changing facilities shall
be added to the event site when appropriate, in
addition to the minimum guidance provided in the
Event Health, Safety and Welfare Guide (Purple



Guide).

The organisers are committed to the responsible and
legal sale of alcohol and do not tolerate provision of
alcohol to children. The contracted bar operator is
required to make an undertaking to enforce the
Challenge 25 policy for all sales of alcohol, requiring
approved photographic ID. The security and event
team will maintain vigilance for instances whereby
alcohol is purchased by adults for supply to children,
and this criminal activity will be considered grounds for
ejection. The promoters will facilitate and support
licensing inspections if appropriate.

Any mobile dispensing servers (MDS) will be
accompanied by persons not involved directly in
serving alcohol. These other persons ('shepherds') will
be responsible, jointly with the sellers and security
personnel, for ensuring that mobile units comply with
the Challenge 25 policy used on site, including
preventing proxy sales; and for the prevention of sales
to intoxicated customers.
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Applicants Proposed Conditions
This document outlines the proposed conditions for the Victoria Embankment Application

No
. Victoria Embankment

1 Licensable activities shall be restricted to the event period and shall only be carried out in conjunction with
the UEFA Champions League Final official Fan Meeting Point activity taking place at Victoria Embankment.

2
Unless otherwise agreed with the City Council, the total number of people to be accommodated for the
purposes of this Licence, in the event site at any one time shall not be more than 29,999 (including
security, staff, performers and employees).

3 The use of this licence shall be agreed through the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) process and shall have
had 'no objection' raised by the representatives on the SAG.

4 The Safety Advisory Group (SAG) shall be chaired by a representative of the City Council's City
Promotions, Events and Filming team.

5

Membership of the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) shall normally consist of invited representatives of the
designated event organiser, the Metropolitan Police Service, Officers of the Council, the Environmental
Health Consultation Team, London Ambulance Service, London Fire Brigade, Transport for London and
any other appropriate and specialist advisor as required by the chairman of the SAG to achieve 'no
objection' and to meet the objectives of the Licensing Act.

6

The Premises Licence Holder shall comply with all reasonable requirements of Westminster City Council,
Westminster Police Licensing Team, Westminster City Council’s Environmental Health Consultation Team,
Westminster City Council’s City Promotions, Events and Filming Team, the London Fire Brigade and the
Metropolitan Police Service.

7

No later than 2 months prior to the event the Premises Licence holder must ensure the Event Management
Plan is presented to the members of the SAG for their comments. If requested, the Event Management
Plan shall include but not be limited to the following:
a. Alcohol Management Plan (if appropriate)
b. Access Management Plan;
c. Adverse Weather Plan;
d. Cancellation Procedure;
e. CCTV Plan;
f. Communications Plan;
g. Child & Vulnerable Adults Policy;
h. Crowd Management Plan (including Security and Stewarding Plan);
i. Egress Management Plan;
j. Emergency and Evacuation procedures;
k. Event Control Statement of Intent;
l. Event Medical Plan;
m. Event Safety Plan including Risk Assessment;
n. Fire Safety Management Plan;
o. Ingress Management Plan;
p. Lighting Plan;
q. Noise Management Plan;
r. Public Liability Insurance;
s. Safeguarding Policy; Child & Vulnerable Adults Policy & Protection of Women & Girls;
t. Sanitary Provisions
u. Security and Crime Reduction Plan; including overnight security arrangements
v. Site Plans (showing all permanent and temporary structures and all access and egress points);
w. Sustainability Statement;
x. Terms and Conditions of Entry;
y. Trader Food Management Plan;
z. Certificates from competent persons on Structures, Electrical Power Supply and Gas equipment

(including LPG)
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aa. Transport Assessment;
bb. Traffic Management Plan
cc. Waste Management Plan
dd. Crisis Communications Plan.

8 So far as is reasonably practicable the Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that the event is run in
accordance with the Event Management Plan.

9 If required by SAG, the Premises Licence Holder shall arrange an event debrief after the event at a time
agreed with SAG.

10

An alcohol management plan shall be provided to the SAG. The plan for approval shall include:
(a) the exact location of the bars;
(b) the area/s set aside for alcohol consumption;
(c) the type of alcohol to be sold;
(d) any associated crowd management processes
(e) proposed serveware by risk assessment;
(f) the steps taken to uphold the Licensing Objectives
(g) details of drinking water provisions
(h) staff training

11 There shall be at least one personal licence holder on site during operational hours. Details of the personal
licence holder (including name and contact number) shall be displayed in a prominent position on site.

12
The Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that alcohol is not allowed to be brought onto the Premises by
members of the public, unless approved by the SAG.

13
The Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that no alcohol is allowed to be taken off the Premises by
members of the public.

14

When alcohol is sold at the event the following conditions shall apply to all bars, both for the public and in
hospitality areas:
a) Unless otherwise agreed with SAG bars shall cease no later than 15 minutes after the start of the
second half of the match. The closing times of bars will be prominently displayed on bar signage.
b) Bars shall not be permitted to run price promotions, happy hours or other promotions designed to
encourage excessive drinking.
c) Drinks shall not be served in glass vessels or containers. A risk assessment shall be conducted if cans
are proposed and the suitability should be agreed with the SAG.

15 Food and non-intoxicating beverages, including drinking water, shall be available in all parts of the
premises where alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on the premises.

16 Flashing or particularly bright lights on or outside the premises shall not cause a nuisance to nearby
properties (save insofar as they are necessary for the prevention of crime or public safety).

17 No fumes, steam or odours shall be emitted from the licensed area so as to cause a nuisance to any
persons living or carrying on business in the area where the premises are situated.

18

A sufficient number of easily identifiable, readily accessible receptacles for refuse must be provided,
including provisions for concessions. Arrangements must be made for regular collection. Public areas must
be kept clear of refuse and other combustible waste prior to, and so far as is reasonably practicable, during
the licensed event.

19

The licensee shall ensure that the highway and public spaces in the vicinity of the premises are kept free of
litter from the premises to the satisfaction of the Council. The highway in the vicinity of the premises shall
be swept at regular intervals and at the close of business. All litter and sweepings collected and stored in
accordance with the approved refuse storage arrangements. Vicinity shall include the highway to each side
of Victoria Embankment to a minimum distance of 50 metres.

20 A Noise Management Plan to promote the prevention of public nuisance shall be provided to Westminster
City Council's Environmental Health Consultation Team for approval. The Noise Management Plan will be
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provided a minimum of 28 days prior to the event. The Noise Management Plan shall state the maximum
permitted music noise level applicable at the nearest noise sensitive premises. Once approved in writing it
shall be implemented by the Premises Licence Holder.

21 The Licensee will take all reasonable steps to ensure that amplified music will not cause a nuisance.

22

The following noise conditions shall apply to events with regulated entertainment:

(a) A noise control consultant shall be appointed, who shall liaise between all parties including the Licence
Holder, promoter, sound system supplier, sound engineer and the Environmental Health Consultation Team
on all matters relating to noise control prior to the event.

(b) For the purposes of monitoring music noise levels during the event and sound check, the noise control
consultant shall contact the Environmental Health Consultation Team and agree noise sensitive locations
which are to be used to monitor compliance with condition (d).

(c) If deemed necessary a noise propagation test shall be undertaken in consultation with representative(s)
of the Environmental Health Consultation Team in order to set appropriate control limits at the sound mixer
position. The sound system shall be configured and operated in a similar manner as intended for the event.
The sound source used for the test shall be similar in character to the music likely to be produced during
the event.

(d) The control limits set at the mixer position shall be adequate to ensure that the Music Noise Level shall
not at 1 metre from the façade of any noise sensitive premises exceed 75 dB(A) over a 5-minute period
between 10:00 and 21:30 on the day of the event.

(e) The promoter, system supplier and all individual sound engineers shall be informed of the sound control
limits and that any instructions from the noise control consultant regarding noise levels shall be
implemented.

(f) A communications link should be provided to enable condition (e) above to be complied with and any
numbers shall be made available to the Environmental Health Consultation Team prior to the event starting.

(g) The appointed noise control consultant/or appointed person shall continuously monitor noise levels and
advise the sound engineer accordingly to ensure that the noise limits are not exceeded. The Environmental
Health Consultation Team shall have access to the results of the noise monitoring at all times. The
Environmental Health Consultation Team shall have access and facilities to enable them to carry out their
own monitoring.

(h) The speakers must be located to the satisfaction of the Environmental Health Consultation Team.

(i) Residential properties and the relevant amenity group(s) in the immediate vicinity of Victoria
Embankment will be contacted as soon as reasonable practicable prior to the Event advising them of the
times of the Event and any sound check or rehearsal times and giving them a telephone number to contact
in the event that they have any complaints.

23

There shall be no noise audible above background noise at the facade of the nearest building, from any
construction or similar works in association with the set-up and breakdown of the site, outside the hours of:

● 08:00-18:00 Monday to Friday
● 08:00- 13:00 Saturday
● No noisy work can be carried out on Sundays, bank holidays and public holidays.

Noisy work must not take place outside these hours unless otherwise agreed through an out of hours
(OOH) approval (up to three consecutive days) or a Control of Pollution Act 1974 section 61 prior consent
in special circumstances (for works longer than 3 consecutive days).

Noisy work may take place outside of these hours, in which case approval for these works will be sought
through the OOH process and a section 61 application made where relevant. Set up for the event will take
place between 19:00 Friday 31st May to 11:00 Saturday 1st June and the event will be dismantled between
23:30 Saturday 1st June and 10:00 Sunday 2nd June. This work may include deliveries, vehicle unloading,
equipment set up and fencing erection. Event staff will be present to monitor the noise impact of this work
and noise impact will be kept to a minimum.
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24 Any generators, refrigerators or other machinery running overnight will be silenced, screened or sited so as
to not create noise audible above background levels at the facade of the nearest building

25 Notices shall be prominently displayed at all exits requesting patrons to respect the needs of local residents
and businesses and leave the area quietly.

26

The Premises Licence Holder shall carry out the sanitary provision analysis using the event safety guide as
the basis for determining the sanitation facilities required. The minimum number of facilities will be included
in the Event Management Plan together with details of the maintenance and servicing of sanitary
accommodation.

27

Any special effects or mechanical installations shall be arranged, operated and stored so as to minimise
any risk to the safety of those using the premises. The following special effects will only be used on 10
days prior notice being given to the licensing authority where consent has not previously been given.

1. dry ice and cryogenic fog
2. smoke machines and fog generators
3. pyrotechnics including fireworks
4. firearms
5. lasers
6. explosives and highly flammable substances.
7. real flame.
8. strobe lighting.

28

No person shall give at the premises any exhibition, demonstration or performance of hypnotism,
mesmerism or any similar act or process which produces or is intended to produce in any other person any
form of induced sleep or trance in which susceptibility of the mind of that person to suggestion or direction
is increased or intended to be increased. NOTE: (1) This rule does not apply to exhibitions given under
the provisions of Section 2(1A) and 5 of the Hypnotism Act 1952.

29
The approved arrangements at the premises, including means of escape provisions, emergency warning
equipment, the electrical installation and mechanical equipment, shall at all material times be maintained in
good condition and in full working order.

30 The means of escape provided for the premises shall be maintained unobstructed, free of trip hazards, be
immediately available and clearly identified in accordance with the plans provided.

31 All emergency exit doors shall be available at all material times

32 Emergency exits and entrances to the event area must be kept clear at all times and must be provided with
clearly visible signage.

33
All parts of the licensed area intended to be used in the absence of adequate daylight and all essential
safety signage shall be suitably illuminable. Details of the locations and level of illumination must be
submitted to the SAG or their authorised representative.

34 The edges of the treads of steps and stairways of infrastructure introduced to the premises for the
purposes of the event, shall be maintained so as to be conspicuous.

35 Curtains and hangings shall be arranged so as not to obstruct emergency safety signs or emergency
equipment.

36

All fabrics, curtains, drapes and similar features including materials used in finishing and furnishing shall be
either non-combustible or be durably or inherently flame-retarded fabric. Any fabrics used in escape routes,
entertainment areas, shall be non- combustible.
All fabric, including curtains and drapes used on stage for tents and marquees, or plastic and weather
sheeting, shall be inherently or durably flame retardant to the relevant British Standards. Certificates of
compliance must be available upon request by an authorised officer of Westminster City Council, The
London Fire Brigade.

37

Any moving flown equipment must contain a device or method whereby failure in the lifting system would
not allow the load to fall. All hung scenery and equipment must be provided with a minimum of two securely
fixed independent suspensions such that in the event of failure of one suspension the load shall be safely
sustained.
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38

The certificates listed below shall be submitted to the licensing authority upon written request:
● Any permanent or temporary emergency lighting battery or system
● Any permanent or temporary electrical installation
● Any permanent or temporary emergency warning system

39

Electrical generators, where used, must be:
● Suitably located clear of buildings, marquees and structures, and free from flammable materials;
● Enclosed to prevent unauthorised access;
● Able to provide power for the duration of the event;
● Backed up electrical generators are to be provided to power essential communications, lighting

and safety systems in the event of primary generator failure.

40 Details of all marquees, tented structures and temporary structures should be provided including
emergency exits and signage, fire warning and fire fighting equipment.

41

Full structural design details and calculations of all and any structures to be erected within the licensed
area must be submitted to the Westminster City Council Building Control. A certificate from a competent
person or engineer that a completed structure has been erected in accordance with the structural drawings
and design specification must be available for inspection prior to a relevant structure being used during the
licensed event.

42

The Premises Licence Holder must ensure that competent persons are employed to assess the electrical
requirements at the event and the compatibility of the electricity supply with the equipment to be used.
Appropriate safety devices (such as 30mA Residual Current Devices at Source) must be used for electrical
apparatus, particularly for any electrical equipment exposed to adverse conditions or electrical equipment
to be used in association with hand held devices (e.g. microphones). The competent person must make a
certificate of inspection of the electrical installation available for inspection.

43
All spare fuel, including LPG, must be kept and stored safely in accordance with relevant Health and Safety
legislation and suitable safety signage and fire fighting equipment provided.

44 No non-emergency vehicles shall be operated within the premises during an event.

45

The Premises Licence Holder shall install a comprehensive CCTV system on site in accordance with the
CCTV Plan agreed with SAG and in particular with the Police. The CCTV system shall continually record
whilst the premises is open for licensable activities and during all times when customers remain on the
premises. A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the operation of the CCTV system
shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open to the public. This staff member must be
able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies of recent CCTV images or data with the
minimum of delay when requested. All recordings shall be stored for a minimum period of 31 days with
date and time stamping, and recordings should be made available upon the request of Police or authorised
officer as soon as reasonable practicable throughout the entire 31 day period.

46

The bars shall close immediately on the direction of the senior police officer engaged on the event. In the
event of disorder or injury to any person due to the presence of plastic bottles or cans, the senior police
officer present can direct the immediate cessation of alcohol served in plastic bottles or cans whilst the risk
is still present.

47
The Premises Licence Holder shall produce a security stewarding plan which will detail the qualification,
training and deployment of SIA security and stewards. The positioning of staff will be based on a risk
assessment process.

48 Adequate stewarding within the licensed area must be provided at all times during the licensed event.

49 All security staff will be identifiable in uniform and will display their name badges by way of a reflective
armband or lanyard.

50 Twenty-four hour Security Industry Authority (SIA) approved security to be provided on site from the night
when equipment first arrives until removed.
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51

Unless police approval is given otherwise, stewards shall monitor all entry and egress points throughout
the day of an event. Such monitoring shall include:

(a) The numbers of stewards at each entry and egress point shall be continuously reassessed throughout
the day in consultation with the relevant senior police officer on duty for the event or relevant area of the
event.

(b) All stewards shall wear readily identifiable tabards or as agreed with Police.

52

An incident log shall be kept at the premises on event days whilst the premises is open, and made
available on request to an authorised officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be completed within
24 hours of the incident and will record the following:

1. all crimes reported to the venue
2. all ejections of patrons
3. any complaints received concerning crime and disorder
4. any incidents of disorder
5. all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons
6. any refusal of the sale of alcohol
7. any formal visit by a relevant authority or emergency service.

53

A record shall be kept detailing all refused sales of alcohol. The record should include the date and time of
the refused sale and the name of the member of staff who refused the sale. The record shall be available
for inspection at the premises by the police or an authorised officer of the City Council at all times whilst the
premises is open.

54
A Challenge 25 proof of age scheme shall be operated at the premises where the only acceptable forms of
identification are recognised photographic identification cards, such as a driving licence, passport or proof
of age card with the PASS Hologram.

55 Posters will be displayed on site in the bar area and point of sale, which refer to the Challenge 25 policy
and to advise that suitable proof of age will be required for the purposes of the supply of alcohol.

56 Age restricted films shall not be shown in the presence of children.

57 Children under the age of 18 will not be admitted unless accompanied by a responsible adult.

58
The Safeguarding Policy will include details of the welfare provision for the support of children and
vulnerable adults and protection of Women and Girls. All welfare staff will be appropriately trained and
certified.

59
The Premises Licence Holder shall produce and implement a child or vulnerable persons policy which will
include provision for children or vulnerable persons found or reported missing. This will be included in the
safeguarding policy.

60 The Premises Licence Holder shall appoint one person as responsible for safeguarding on site to
coordinate safeguarding measures.

61 A welfare area will be provided to coordinate all welfare safeguarding activities.

62 If required by SAG, external security teams will patrol the event perimeter and a security response team
will operate in the immediate area around the site.
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GREATER LONDON AUTHORITY
GLA REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment UCLF24 V1

DATE: date sent

RE: Victoria Embankment Premises License Application

Dear whom it may concern,

On Saturday 1st June 2024, the UEFA Champions League Final will take place at Wembley Stadium. Victoria
Embankment could host a Fan Meeting Point, as part of the celebrations and facilities provided to travelling
supporters.

If approved this will be a dedicated area for one of the finalist teams where supporters can congregate before
travelling to Wembley Stadium. The event will also provide a space for those fans without stadium tickets to watch
the match. The Fan Meeting Point is being promoted specifically to supporter groups. The event site would consist
of a stage for live performance, screens, food & beverage and public welfare facilities, and will be designed for up
to 29,999 capacity.

A premises licence application for the Victoria Embankment event will be submitted to Westminster City Council in
the coming weeks. This application will be available to view here: www.westminster.gov.uk/Licensing

Road Closures
In order to facilitate the event, a road closure of Victoria Embankment from Westminster Bridge to Blackfriars Bridge
will be required. This will also affect the following roads: White Lion Hill, Horse Guards Avenue, Whitehall Place,
Great Scotland Yard, Scotland Place, Northumberland Avenue, Savoy Street, Savoy Place, Savoy Hill, Carting
Lane.

Enabling works will also take place on the pavements and adjoining gardens prior to and after the road closures, as
per the timings below.

Wednesday
29 May

Thursday
30 May

Friday
31 May

Saturday 1
June

Sunday 2
June

Monday 3
June

Tuesday 4
June

Road
Closure

Closed
19:00

All Day Reopen
10:00

Build Hours 08:00 –
20:00

08:00 –
20:00

08:00 –
00:00

00:01 –
10:00

Event
Timing

11:00 –
23:30

De-rig
hours

23:30 –
00:00

00:01 –
18:00

08:00 –
20:00

08:00 –
20:00

Impact of the Event
The event organisers are working closely with the Westminster Safety Advisory Group to ensure that the impact of
the event on residents is minimised. The event plans include the cleaning and waste removal from the surrounding
streets, temporary toilets and security personnel positioned at key locations along the exit routes for the spectators
as they enter and exit the event.

Our focus as event organisers is to constantly review the safe crowd management of attendees, whilst minimising
interruption for local business and residents. During the event, the organisers will work closely with the police and
other statutory bodies, meeting regularly to respond quickly and effectively to issues raised.

Sound
A sound management company has been appointed to monitor levels from key locations around the event
perimeter.

Business and Residents Hotline
A dedicated Business and Residents hotline will be in operation over the event construction, show days and
dismantle de-rig period. This number will be circulated nearer to the event.

Further Information
Full event details will be circulated nearer to the time. In the meantime, if you have further questions relating to the
event you can contact the events Business & Residents Consultation team by email at uclf.community@ls.uk and
they will be happy to help.

City Hall, Kamal Chunchie Way, London E16 1ZE
mayor@london.gov.uk London.gov.uk 020 7983 4000

http://www.westminster.gov.uk/Licensing
mailto:mayor@london.gov.uk


DELIVERING EVENT EXCELLENCE

REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application
Cllr Louise Hyams – Westminster City Hall, 64 Victoria Street, London

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear ,
 

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application
–

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear

 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  

Regarding your concerns for your venue operations, following our online meeting we are arranging the follow up
site visit where we can detail the queuing design and walking route, that we believe will address your specific
ingress and egress concerns. Furthermore, we are committed to providing additional stewards to prevent
conflict in these areas. Evacuation of your venue should not be affected by our event and we are committed to
working with you to define an alternative muster point for your regular routes. We will also review the details of
this at the upcoming site visit.  Access for emergency service vehicles in the case of emergency will be
maintained.
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
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The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 
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· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security
company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
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for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
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We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application
Mr Anil Drayan – Environmental Protection

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear Mr Drayan,
 

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear Mr
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear

 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Tuesday 16th April 2024

Dear

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We set out below information we have passed to residents who have made representations which we hope
gives you reassurance about many of the points in your representation. In the final paragraphs of this letter we
also answer some specific concerns you make.

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
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premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
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behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event.

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

● Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.
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Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.

We now turn to your specific concerns not covered above:
 
Planning

You are concerned about the lack of time for us and the Responsible Authorities to plan for the event. We can
assure you that this concern is not shared by us, based on our experience, or by WCC Licensing or the other
Responsible Authorities. Planning began in August 2023 and pre-application advice meetings took place in
December 2023 and January 2024 when proposed conditions were agreed with WCC Licensing. In addition,
planning meetings with the Responsible Authorities and other Stakeholders are being held with our plans being
submitted for scrutiny and being updated. The final plans will all be prepared within the required timescale.

Consultation

In addition to the statutory requirements, we distributed over 900 letters to residential premises and over 800
letters to business premises. In addition, we held one online meeting and will continue with further consultation
about the application and mitigations in our plans.

Crime and Disorder
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We understand your concerns about your experience of the 2021 fan zones in Trafalgar Square and the New
Year celebrations, and the reports of disorder in France and Turkey at or connected with the Champions League
Finals. As explained above, we were not responsible for the planning or implementation of plans for these
events. The planning to promote all of the Licensing Objectives for the Victoria Embankment space has been
done in conjunction with the Metropolitan Police and SAG and they are satisfied with our plans.

Full stewarding and security dot plans are submitted as part of the SAG process. The Metropolitan Police and
WCC must approve these plans prior to the event taking place. The plans are continuing to progress having
been submitted in draft and will be finalised within the agreed timescale. To date, the Metropolitan Police have
expressed their support for our plans. The stewarding and security plans cover placements and duties both
within the Space and outside the perimeter.

Protests which clash with the Event

Should protests take place, we will coordinate all necessary actions via the Metropolitan Police. Consultation
will take place to establish the relevant routes and any associated impacts. A Policing Plan will be put in place
to work with any protests mindful of the other existing events on that day. All the plans are subject to the SAG
planning process and approval. We will update residents on any relevant information we receive regarding
protests.

Access Plan for Residents, Businesses and Hotel Guests

Access to residents, business and hotel guests will not be restricted. All of these properties will be accessible
except for fans within the Licensed Area. Consultation has been undertaken with those specific businesses and
will be ongoing to keep them updated. As previously stated, stewards and barriers will be used to direct fans
onto the desired walking routes and residents will continue to be able to maintain access to their properties.

Road Closures

We have provided a road closure map as part of this response.

Parking Suspensions

Some parking restrictions will apply on roads and a final map will be sent to residents and businesses as part of
the further letter drop to take place in early May.

Other Fan Meeting Places

You express concerns about us not providing information about other Fan Meeting Places. Applications for
different premises must be made and it is part of the process for each application to be considered on its own
merits. However, as part of the planning and scrutiny by SAG, the overall impact of other gatherings is
considered and coordinated, for example, travel arrangements.

Personal Impact Statement

The Greater London Authority have engaged with us to achieve this and in a recent communication to you on 8
April 2024, it outlined changes to our plans to mitigate this inconvenience as follows:

· Review of HVM positioning and access to ensure that the party cars are accommodated.
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· We have changed the main Ingress station to Waterloo (from Westminster previously). This will
greatly reduce the number of fans utilising Whitehall as the route to/from the fan meeting points. In
particular, it will reduce the footfall past the .

· We have committed to providing an additional 20 stewards around the Great Scotland Yard and
Hotels to manage any fans.

· In relation to sound management we have reviewed the positioning of the PA system, using the best
suppliers in the business to deliver the PA as well as monitoring the sound.

· We continue to work with you and the hotels to talk through the plans and a site visit is being
arranged soon to discuss the traffic management and stewarding in detail.

A meeting was held on the 15th April 2024 and below are the notes and attendees from that meeting are
detailed below.

Attendees:

 
 

● The project manager described the new temporary hostile vehicle mitigation barrier agreed with the
Metropolitan Police, and how it will allow traffic into taxi drop off position with a soft closure (cones
and signs not barriers) at the junction of Whitehall and Horse Guards Avenue.

● A pedestrian barrier was discussed as a possibility to give separation from event pedestrian traffic and
pedestrians, although the project manager stressed it wasn’t likely to give notable tangible

benefits.
● It was discussed that showing the match was still dependent on which teams qualify for the final and the

subsequent risk assessment.
● The project manager reassured that access to the hotel at Great Scotland Yard was also going

to be facilitated by a soft closure.
● The project manager confirmed that the access to services loading bay would be facilitated via

Whitehall.
● The team agreed that they would coordinate with the onsite Event Liaison Team on taxi

movement, drop offs, stewarding and key stakeholder communications including the party
movement from .

● The project manager reassured that toilets external to the fan zone would be at Whitehall Court
and not outside the entrance.

● guests will be transported by taxi to Not all taxis and cars will enter the
courtyard and most will drop guests off on Horse Guards Avenue at the courtyard entrance and exit back
onto Whitehall.

● agreed that cars would not park at as this would block the courtyard and the
taxi drop off.

● door team agreed that they would liaise with the soft closure staff as soon as the closure was in
place.

● The project manager confirmed that there will be a member of event management staff overseeing the
area around Horse Guards Avenue / Whitehall ensuring that stewards are fully briefed, in position and as
a point of contact on the day.

● The project manager confirmed that Showsec will be in place to provide the area security and mentioned
their positive credentials.

● It was discussed that any pre-match late influx of fans was unlikely to disturb guest’s arrival as
by that time guests would be sat down at dinner.
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● mentioned that she was concerned about external noise interfering with the dinner. The
project manager and business and resident manager reassured her that in a subterranean room this was
unlikely. Discussion with staff established that traffic, police sirens etc., could not be heard from
that room and the business and resident manager reiterated that noise disturbance was very unlikely.

● The project manager informed the meeting that the event gates could process 4320 people per hour per
gate, described the maths, and explained that the number of gates was essential for emergency access.

● queried the coach strategy in the event of a tube strike. The project manager explained that
contingency plans were in development and LS will continue to work with partners to refine contingency
plans from an operational point of view.

● queried what would happen in the event of a Whitehall closure. The project manager
advised that a closure of Whitehall was not in the event operational plan. It was acknowledged that the
Metropolitan Police have powers to close the road but the importance of maintaining access to
has been discussed in the planning meetings.

● queried who would be briefing the stewards. The project manager explained the chain of
command from the Event Liaison Team to street level staff.

● The project manager described the “make your way to Wembley” messaging, the two potential “waves” of
fans and how they would be managed; and how the comms works in the event of “reaching an agreed
attendance threshold”.

● The project manager highlighted the updates to the external walking routes and that Waterloo station
plans are in development to replace Westminster station as the fan route to Wembley. This will greatly
reduce footfall along Whitehall and in front of .

● team pointed out a new fire evacuation point needed to be agreed as the event footprint had
rendered there’s obsolete for the event date. LS events is addressing this.

● The project manager pointed out that a specific directional signage contractor was in place for the event.
LS events will be working closely with the contractor to finalise these plans.

● requested that Metropolitan Police vehicles do not park in the taxi drop off area.
● mentioned that he wished to see the final plans in writing, that he would like an invite for the

residents meeting on the 22nd April and regular acknowledgement of his emails.
● The project manager and agreed that the dialogue should continue at a pace, the project

manager agreed that the business and resident manager was always available, and that final plans would
be shared with when agreed with the Metropolitan Police.

● The meeting was concluded on a positive note, and a positive email was received from post
meeting, which was gratefully received.

Finally, we want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive
letters at governmental level from DCMS expressing their support for the event and our plans. We trust that this
and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to deliver a safe and well-run
event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. Therefore, we have already
fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns can be evaluated in this forum
and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will be implemented by us.

We will continue our conversation with you personally to allay any further concerns as much as we can. If you
would like to speak to us then please contact us via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background

The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 

The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Tuesday 16th April 2024

Dear

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We set out below information we have passed to residents who have made representations which we hope
gives you reassurance about many of the points in your representation. In the final paragraphs of this letter we
also answer some specific concerns you make.

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
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The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
 
In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
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We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
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We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
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visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.

We now turn to your specific concerns not covered above:
 
Planning

You are concerned about the lack of time for us and the Responsible Authorities to plan for the event. We can
assure you that this concern is not shared by us, based on our experience, or by WCC Licensing or the other
Responsible Authorities. Planning began in August 2023 and pre-application advice meetings took place in
December 2023 and January 2024 when proposed conditions were agreed with WCC Licensing. In addition,
planning meetings with the Responsible Authorities and other Stakeholders are being held with our plans being
submitted for scrutiny and being updated. The final plans will all be prepared within the required timescale.

Consultation

In addition to the statutory requirements, we distributed over 900 letters to residential premises and over 800
letters to business premises. In addition, we held one online meeting and will continue with further consultation
about the application and mitigations in our plans.
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Crime and Disorder

We understand your concerns about your experience of the 2021 fan zones in Trafalgar Square and the New
Year celebrations, and the reports of disorder in France and Turkey at or connected with the Champions League
Finals. As explained above, we were not responsible for the planning or implementation of plans for these
events. The planning to promote all of the Licensing Objectives for the Victoria Embankment space has been
done in conjunction with the Metropolitan Police and SAG and they are satisfied with our plans.

Full stewarding and security dot plans are submitted as part of the SAG process. The Metropolitan Police and
WCC must approve these plans prior to the event taking place. The plans are continuing to progress having
been submitted in draft and will be finalised within the agreed timescale. To date, the Metropolitan Police have
expressed their support for our plans. The stewarding and security plans cover placements and duties both
within the Space and outside the perimeter.

Protests which clash with the Event

Should protests take place, we will coordinate all necessary actions via the Metropolitan Police. Consultation
will take place to establish the relevant routes and any associated impacts. A Policing Plan will be put in place
to work with any protests mindful of the other existing events on that day. All the plans are subject to the SAG
planning process and approval. We will update residents on any relevant information we receive regarding
protests.

Access Plan for Residents, Businesses and Hotel Guests

Access to residents, business and hotel guests will not be restricted. All of these properties will be accessible
except for fans within the Licensed Area. Consultation has been undertaken with those specific businesses and
will be ongoing to keep them updated. As previously stated, stewards and barriers will be used to direct fans
onto the desired walking routes and residents will continue to be able to maintain access to their properties.

Road Closures

We have provided a road closure map as part of this response.

Parking Suspensions

Some parking restrictions will apply on roads and a final map will be sent to residents and businesses as part of
the further letter drop to take place in early May.

Other Fan Meeting Places

You express concerns about us not providing information about other Fan Meeting Places. Applications for
different premises must be made and it is part of the process for each application to be considered on its own
merits. However, as part of the planning and scrutiny by SAG, the overall impact of other gatherings is
considered and coordinated, for example, travel arrangements.

Personal Impact Statement

The Greater London Authority have engaged with us to achieve this and in a recent communication to you on 8
April 2024, it outlined changes to our plans to mitigate this inconvenience as follows:

· Review of HVM positioning and access to ensure that the party cars are accommodated.
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· We have changed the main Ingress station to Waterloo (from Westminster previously). This will
greatly reduce the number of fans utilising Whitehall as the route to/from the fan meeting points. In
particular, it will reduce the footfall past the .

· We have committed to providing an additional 20 stewards around the Great Scotland Yard and
Hotels to manage any fans.

· In relation to sound management we have reviewed the positioning of the PA system, using the best
suppliers in the business to deliver the PA as well as monitoring the sound.

· We continue to work with you and the hotels to talk through the plans and a site visit is being
arranged soon to discuss the traffic management and stewarding in detail.

A meeting was held on the 15th April 2024 and below are the notes and attendees from that meeting are
detailed below.

Attendees:

 
 

 
 

● The project manager described the new temporary hostile vehicle mitigation barrier agreed with the
Metropolitan Police, and how it will allow traffic into taxi drop off position with a soft closure (cones
and signs not barriers) at the junction of Whitehall and Horse Guards Avenue.

● A pedestrian barrier was discussed as a possibility to give separation from event pedestrian traffic and
pedestrians, although the project manager stressed it wasn’t likely to give notable tangible

benefits.
● It was discussed that showing the match was still dependent on which teams qualify for the final and the

subsequent risk assessment.
● The project manager reassured that access to the hotel at Great Scotland Yard was also going

to be facilitated by a soft closure.
● The project manager confirmed that the access to services loading bay would be facilitated via

Whitehall.
● The team agreed that they would coordinate with the onsite Event Liaison Team on taxi

movement, drop offs, stewarding and key stakeholder communications including the party
movement from .

● The project manager reassured that toilets external to the fan zone would be at Whitehall Court
and not outside the entrance.

● will be transported by taxi to Not all taxis and cars will enter the
courtyard and most will drop guests off on Horse Guards Avenue at the courtyard entrance and exit back
onto Whitehall.

● agreed that cars would not park at as this would block the courtyard and the
taxi drop off.

● door team agreed that they would liaise with the soft closure staff as soon as the closure was in
place.

● The project manager confirmed that there will be a member of event management staff overseeing the
area around Horse Guards Avenue / Whitehall ensuring that stewards are fully briefed, in position and as
a point of contact on the day.

● The project manager confirmed that Showsec will be in place to provide the area security and mentioned
their positive credentials.

● It was discussed that any pre-match late influx of fans was unlikely to disturb guest’s arrival as
by that time guests would be sat down at dinner.
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● mentioned that she was concerned about external noise interfering with the dinner. The
project manager and business and resident manager reassured her that in a subterranean room this was
unlikely. Discussion with staff established that traffic, police sirens etc., could not be heard from
that room and the business and resident manager reiterated that noise disturbance was very unlikely.

● The project manager informed the meeting that the event gates could process 4320 people per hour per
gate, described the maths, and explained that the number of gates was essential for emergency access.

● queried the coach strategy in the event of a tube strike. The project manager explained that
contingency plans were in development and LS will continue to work with partners to refine contingency
plans from an operational point of view.

● queried what would happen in the event of a Whitehall closure. The project manager
advised that a closure of Whitehall was not in the event operational plan. It was acknowledged that the
Metropolitan Police have powers to close the road but the importance of maintaining access to
has been discussed in the planning meetings.

● queried who would be briefing the stewards. The project manager explained the chain of
command from the Event Liaison Team to street level staff.

● The project manager described the “make your way to Wembley” messaging, the two potential “waves” of
fans and how they would be managed; and how the comms works in the event of “reaching an agreed
attendance threshold”.

● The project manager highlighted the updates to the external walking routes and that Waterloo station
plans are in development to replace Westminster station as the fan route to Wembley. This will greatly
reduce footfall along Whitehall and in front of .

● team pointed out a new fire evacuation point needed to be agreed as the event footprint had
rendered there’s obsolete for the event date. LS events is addressing this.

● The project manager pointed out that a specific directional signage contractor was in place for the event.
LS events will be working closely with the contractor to finalise these plans.

● requested that Metropolitan Police vehicles do not park in the taxi drop off area.
● mentioned that he wished to see the final plans in writing, that he would like an invite for the

residents meeting on the 22nd April and regular acknowledgement of his emails.
● The project manager and agreed that the dialogue should continue at a pace, the project

manager agreed that the business and resident manager was always available, and that final plans would
be shared with when agreed with the Metropolitan Police.

● The meeting was concluded on a positive note, and a positive email was received from post
meeting, which was gratefully received.

Finally, we want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive
letters at governmental level from DCMS expressing their support for the event and our plans. We trust that this
and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to deliver a safe and well-run
event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. Therefore, we have already
fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns can be evaluated in this forum
and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will be implemented by us.

We will continue our conversation with you personally to allay any further concerns as much as we can. If you
would like to speak to us then please contact us via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Tuesday 16th April 2024

Dear ,

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify
communications to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on
Saturday 1st June 2024.

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the
event on behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London
to enjoy the Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are
working together with all of the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service
and Westminster City Council (WCC) to ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been
chosen as the Event Management Company because of our trusted and vast experience of delivering
major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the British Summer Time Hyde Park
concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan meeting point for 50,000
in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and completed the planning
for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19 caused the
cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen
Elizabeth II’s funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of
delivering a variety of successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the
management plans we agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in
Trafalgar Square. The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and
beverage concessions. Nor was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve
celebrations. The Event Management for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve
celebrations were managed by completely different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024
events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events have been fed into the planning and our Event
Management Plan for the event proposed in this application.

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the
Major Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory
Group (SAG) meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the
attendees at both our events and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated
several ingress and egress routes into our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage
persons on the walking routes outside our event. The Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant
agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with the Review.
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Background

The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s
Euros Final in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for
the final and one of the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting
points to create safe and managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match.

The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find
the most suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand
out spaces that could host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.

In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) as being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have
objected to the use of these spaces.

We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities.
This is why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event
Management Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are
going to be family friendly and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the
entertainment through the day and the screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place
is only advertised and communicated to the fans of one club and will not be advertised as a place for
other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used on previous European Finals and they
have been successful in delivering the objectives.

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on
the 17th April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility
consultant to review the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they
could bring (based on historical knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will
come from and also the crowd behaviours associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football
Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk
assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are considered to ensure a safe, well
managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then allows us to set the
maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan Police
Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the
number of unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded
then there is also contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside
protected areas (away from residents and businesses).

The Licensing Process

Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated
entertainment and the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most
notably the annual New Year’s Eve event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new
Premises Licence Application for the specific purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be
made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny via the Licensing Application process. As
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part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application consultation with the Licensing Authority
and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police Service) which has included having
pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. Proposed conditions emerged
from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. These conditions are
specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than the
conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities.

Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that
WCC policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no
“Operating Schedule”. We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC
and the Responsible Authorities, all relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed.
These policies are addressed in the proposed conditions and the specific plans which comprise the
Event Management Plan.

The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising
the Event Management Plan.

If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is
properly scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that
the Event Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and
tested process adopted by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.

We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices
around the event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to
over a thousand premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can
and will do more engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via
Microsoft teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April.
You will be sent the link one working day in advance at the latest.

Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points.
This process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised
plans are provided for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the
SAG. The most recent of these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March
and includes specific documents that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s
representations. A further set of updated documents will be published at the end of April.

● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which
demonstrates how everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all
the staff on the ground feeding into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the
Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to
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each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can work together to fix it swiftly. This is a
tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

● Residents Phoneline:We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have
any concerns then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending
noise monitors, security, Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address
the problem.

● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff,
signage on bars, the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age
checking and the procedure to deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security
staff on the bars to ensure these are well managed and they will be in touch with the event
control room.

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for
serving alcohol to start from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am.

· Adverse Weather Plan:We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its
part in the event. We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with
extremes of weather be that hot or cold. Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk
assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high winds). It also contains details of how we
will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and medical staff, all to
manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal with
electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at
countless events previously, adapted specifically for this event.

· Crowd Management Plan:We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding
and security company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd
management plan that will deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security
and stewards and their deployments are agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC.
This is a significant deployment that will engage positively with the fans, managing them into
and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have worked with Showsec, WCC and
the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where, when and how
many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down
the back streets. We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets
whilst still allowing residents access to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use
routes and mix with residents, then we have a high stewarding presence to not only reassure
residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social behaviour. We know that the
stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have. Therefore, we are
working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance
of reassuring residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents
and how to report problems into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their
supervisors and managers across the event footprint and additionally as the Event Management
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Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to oversee the stewarding operation,
checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the objectives of the
event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management:We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare
our plans covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and
Transport group (sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans. These
plans will provide up to date travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point
and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in progress which is continuing and the current plans
were approved earlier this month.

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans,
there will be several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on
Friday 31st May 2024 from 19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads
which will have closures are reflected in the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter
with further information will be circulated prior to the events.

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space
for fans to enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will
therefore have some bands and live entertainment on through the day before showing the
match at 8pm. We have considered at length the noise impact from the event on local
residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing conditions which have been
supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the speaker system,
from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will
have Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital
monitoring system which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure
that we are constantly managing the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a
nuisance. Noise from generators will also be managed by type and location so that noise
nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s phoneline will operate throughout
the event.

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and
therefore it is right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the
potential for nuisance. We will be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and
stewarding provisions in line with guidance and best practice. Additionally, we will be installing
sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from transport hubs to provide toilets to
fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in positions agreed with
WCC.

● Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the
Metropolitan Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan.
The Metropolitan Police Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have
worked through to create a safe space for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative
impact on local residents and businesses. Through engagement thus far from residents and
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businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans to minimise the impact of
the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place
mitigations for other types of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security
staff all form part of the mitigations. The Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the
plans in place and they will support these plans with a large, visible policing presence on the
event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the
Metropolitan Police and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off
sensitive areas in the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards.
Interruption to access to the gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure
that outside of the event day the gardens are available to all and our build areas are safely
managed.

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with
the multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought
into the event. There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event.
We will also have stewards and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of
customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we
mitigate any negative impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a
comprehensive waste management plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed
an area around the event that we will ensure has additional waste and cleansing measures
during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road sweepers, litter pickers and
street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have mixed waste
stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that
Westminster residents expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful
tool for us to be aware of any specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can
task additional cleansing where reports are received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable
persons throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to
underage children. Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought
into the event and to prevent proxy purchases.

Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare
provision and part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a
proven process to reunite any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
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We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive
letters at governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police Service expressing their support
for the event and our plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and
reassurance that we are going to deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have
concerns about the event and its impact. Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the
SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns can be evaluated in this forum and where
appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will be implemented by us.

We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you
personally to allay any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then
please contact us via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director

LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

All spaces have been approved by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as being appropriate.
We note that you have suggested Green Park, however this location was discounted on the basis the viewing
space is not large enough and because the Major General’s Review is taking place adjacent to that area so this
suggested alternative would not be supported by other agencies.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
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The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
 
In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
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We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
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We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
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visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear ,
 
  
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Tuesday

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We set out below information we have passed to residents who have made representations which we hope
gives you reassurance about many of the points in your representation. In the final paragraphs of this letter we
also answer some specific concerns you make.

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
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premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
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behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.
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Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.

We now turn to your specific concerns not covered above:
 
Planning

You are concerned about the lack of time for us and the Responsible Authorities to plan for the event. We can
assure you that this concern is not shared by us, based on our experience, or by WCC Licensing or the other
Responsible Authorities. Planning began in August 2023 and pre-application advice meetings took place in
December 2023 and January 2024 when proposed conditions were agreed with WCC Licensing. In addition,
planning meetings with the Responsible Authorities and other Stakeholders are being held with our plans being
submitted for scrutiny and being updated. The final plans will all be prepared within the required timescale.

Consultation

In addition to the statutory requirements, we distributed over 900 letters to residential premises and over 800
letters to business premises. In addition, we held one online meeting and will continue with further consultation
about the application and mitigations in our plans.
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Crime and Disorder

We understand your concerns about your experience of the 2021 fan zones in Trafalgar Square and the New
Year celebrations, and the reports of disorder in France and Turkey at or connected with the Champions League
Finals. As explained above, we were not responsible for the planning or implementation of plans for these
events. The planning to promote all of the Licensing Objectives for the Victoria Embankment space has been
done in conjunction with the Metropolitan Police and SAG and they are satisfied with our plans.

Full stewarding and security dot plans are submitted as part of the SAG process. The Metropolitan Police and
WCC must approve these plans prior to the event taking place. The plans are continuing to progress having
been submitted in draft and will be finalised within the agreed timescale. To date, the Metropolitan Police have
expressed their support for our plans. The stewarding and security plans cover placements and duties both
within the Space and outside the perimeter.

Protests which clash with the Event

Should protests take place, we will coordinate all necessary actions via the Metropolitan Police. Consultation
will take place to establish the relevant routes and any associated impacts. A Policing Plan will be put in place
to work with any protests mindful of the other existing events on that day. All the plans are subject to the SAG
planning process and approval. We will update residents on any relevant information we receive regarding
protests.

Access Plan for Residents, Businesses and Hotel Guests

Access to residents, business and hotel guests will not be restricted. All of these properties will be accessible
except for fans within the Licensed Area. Consultation has been undertaken with those specific businesses and
will be ongoing to keep them updated. As previously stated, stewards and barriers will be used to direct fans
onto the desired walking routes and residents will continue to be able to maintain access to their properties.

Road Closures

We have provided a road closure map as part of this response.

Parking Suspensions

Some parking restrictions will apply on roads and a final map will be sent to residents and businesses as part of
the further letter drop to take place in early May.

Other Fan Meeting Places

You express concerns about us not providing information about other Fan Meeting Places. Applications for
different premises must be made and it is part of the process for each application to be considered on its own
merits. However, as part of the planning and scrutiny by SAG, the overall impact of other gatherings is
considered and coordinated, for example, travel arrangements.

Personal Impact Statement

The Greater London Authority have engaged with us to achieve this and in a recent communication to you on 8
April 2024, it outlined changes to our plans to mitigate this inconvenience as follows:

· Review of HVM positioning and access to ensure that the party cars are accommodated.
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· We have changed the main Ingress station to Waterloo (from Westminster previously). This will
greatly reduce the number of fans utilising Whitehall as the route to/from the fan meeting points. In
particular, it will reduce the footfall past the

· We have committed to providing an additional 20 stewards around the Great Scotland Yard and
Hotels to manage any fans.

· In relation to sound management we have reviewed the positioning of the PA system, using the best
suppliers in the business to deliver the PA as well as monitoring the sound.

· We continue to work with you and the hotels to talk through the plans and a site visit is being
arranged soon to discuss the traffic management and stewarding in detail.

A meeting was held on the 15th April 2024 and below are the notes and attendees from that meeting are
detailed below.

Attendees:

 
 

 
 

● The project manager described the new temporary hostile vehicle mitigation barrier agreed with the
Metropolitan Police, and how it will allow traffic into taxi drop off position with a soft closure (cones
and signs not barriers) at the junction of Whitehall and Horse Guards Avenue.

● A pedestrian barrier was discussed as a possibility to give separation from event pedestrian traffic and
pedestrians, although the project manager stressed it wasn’t likely to give notable tangible

benefits.
● It was discussed that showing the match was still dependent on which teams qualify for the final and the

subsequent risk assessment.
● The project manager reassured that access to the hotel at Great Scotland Yard was also going

to be facilitated by a soft closure.
● The project manager confirmed that the access to services loading bay would be facilitated via

Whitehall.
● The team agreed that they would coordinate with the onsite Event Liaison Team on taxi

movement, drop offs, stewarding and key stakeholder communications including the party
movement from .

● The project manager reassured that toilets external to the fan zone would be at Whitehall Court
and not outside the entrance.

● guests will be transported by taxi to Not all taxis and cars will enter the
courtyard and most will drop guests off on Horse Guards Avenue at the courtyard entrance and exit back
onto Whitehall.

● agreed that cars would not park at as this would block the courtyard and the
taxi drop off.

● door team agreed that they would liaise with the soft closure staff as soon as the closure was in
place.

● The project manager confirmed that there will be a member of event management staff overseeing the
area around Horse Guards Avenue / Whitehall ensuring that stewards are fully briefed, in position and as
a point of contact on the day.

● The project manager confirmed that Showsec will be in place to provide the area security and mentioned
their positive credentials.

● It was discussed that any pre-match late influx of fans was unlikely to disturb guest’s arrival as
by that time guests would be sat down at dinner.
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● mentioned that she was concerned about external noise interfering with the dinner. The
project manager and business and resident manager reassured her that in a subterranean room this was
unlikely. Discussion with staff established that traffic, police sirens etc., could not be heard from
that room and the business and resident manager reiterated that noise disturbance was very unlikely.

● The project manager informed the meeting that the event gates could process 4320 people per hour per
gate, described the maths, and explained that the number of gates was essential for emergency access.

● queried the coach strategy in the event of a tube strike. The project manager explained that
contingency plans were in development and LS will continue to work with partners to refine contingency
plans from an operational point of view.

● queried what would happen in the event of a Whitehall closure. The project manager
advised that a closure of Whitehall was not in the event operational plan. It was acknowledged that the
Metropolitan Police have powers to close the road but the importance of maintaining access to
has been discussed in the planning meetings.

● queried who would be briefing the stewards. The project manager explained the chain of
command from the Event Liaison Team to street level staff.

● The project manager described the “make your way to Wembley” messaging, the two potential “waves” of
fans and how they would be managed; and how the comms works in the event of “reaching an agreed
attendance threshold”.

● The project manager highlighted the updates to the external walking routes and that Waterloo station
plans are in development to replace Westminster station as the fan route to Wembley. This will greatly
reduce footfall along Whitehall and in front of

● team pointed out a new fire evacuation point needed to be agreed as the event footprint had
rendered there’s obsolete for the event date. LS events is addressing this.

● The project manager pointed out that a specific directional signage contractor was in place for the event.
LS events will be working closely with the contractor to finalise these plans.

● requested that Metropolitan Police vehicles do not park in the taxi drop off area.
● mentioned that he wished to see the final plans in writing, that he would like an invite for the

residents meeting on the 22nd April and regular acknowledgement of his emails.
● The project manager and agreed that the dialogue should continue at a pace, the project

manager agreed that the business and resident manager was always available, and that final plans would
be shared with when agreed with the Metropolitan Police.

● The meeting was concluded on a positive note, and a positive email was received from post
meeting, which was gratefully received.

Finally, we want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive
letters at governmental level from DCMS expressing their support for the event and our plans. We trust that this
and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to deliver a safe and well-run
event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. Therefore, we have already
fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns can be evaluated in this forum
and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will be implemented by us.

We will continue our conversation with you personally to allay any further concerns as much as we can. If you
would like to speak to us then please contact us via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear ,
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

All spaces have been approved by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as being appropriate.
We note that you have suggested Green Park, however this location was discounted on the basis the viewing
space is not large enough and because the Major General’s Review is taking place adjacent to that area so this
suggested alternative would not be supported by other agencies.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
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The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
 
In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
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We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
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We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
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visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from the
shortcomings at these events have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event
proposed in this application. 
We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

With reference to your residence and facilitating ease of access to your property, every effort will be made to
minimise issues to yourself and the other residents and to keep the area free from littering and damages.
Dedicated stewards will be in place and a secure barrier system installed. If you would prefer, we can allocate
stewards to assist you if there are any specific issues with ingress/egress to your home.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
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The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
 
In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
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We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.

Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
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We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
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visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application

DATE: Friday 12 April 2024

Dear
 
 
Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify communications
to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on Saturday 1st June 2024. 

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the event on
behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London to enjoy the
Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are working together with all of
the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service and Westminster City Council (WCC) to
ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been chosen as the Event Management Company because of
our trusted and vast experience of delivering major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the
British Summer Time Hyde Park concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan
meeting point for 50,000 in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and
completed the planning for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19
caused the cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen Elizabeth II’s
funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of delivering a variety of
successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the management plans we
agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in Trafalgar Square.
The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and beverage concessions. Nor
was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve celebrations. The Event Management
for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve celebrations were managed by completely
different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024 events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events
have been fed into the planning and our Event Management Plan for the event proposed in this application. 

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the Major
Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory Group (SAG)
meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the attendees at both our events
and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated several ingress and egress routes into
our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage persons on the walking routes outside our event. The
Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with
the Review.

Background
 
The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s Euros Final
in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for the final and one of
the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting points to create safe and
managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match. 
 
The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find the most
suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand out spaces that could
host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.
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In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) as
being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have objected to the use
of these spaces. 
 
We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities. This is
why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event Management
Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are going to be family friendly
and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the entertainment through the day and the
screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place is only advertised and communicated to the fans
of one club and will not be advertised as a place for other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used
on previous European Finals and they have been successful in delivering the objectives. 

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on the 17th
April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility consultant to review
the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they could bring (based on historical
knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will come from and also the crowd behaviours
associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this
research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are
considered to ensure a safe, well managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then
allows us to set the maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan
Police Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the number of
unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded then there is also
contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside protected areas (away from
residents and businesses).  
 
The Licensing Process
 
Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated entertainment and
the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most notably the annual New Year’s Eve
event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new Premises Licence Application for the specific
purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny
via the Licensing Application process. As part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application
consultation with the Licensing Authority and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police
Service) which has included having pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. 
Proposed conditions emerged from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. 
These conditions are specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than
the conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities. 
 
Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that WCC
policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no “Operating Schedule”. 
We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC and the Responsible Authorities, all
relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed. These policies are addressed in the proposed
conditions and the specific plans which comprise the Event Management Plan.  
 
The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising the Event
Management Plan. 
 
If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is properly
scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that the Event
Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and tested process adopted
by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.
 
We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices around the
event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to over a thousand
premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can and will do more
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engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via Microsoft
teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April. You will be sent the
link one working day in advance at the latest.
 
Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points. This
process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised plans are provided
for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the SAG. The most recent of
these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March and includes specific documents
that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s representations. A further set of updated
documents will be published at the end of April.
 
● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which demonstrates how

everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all the staff on the ground feeding
into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical
Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can
work together to fix it swiftly. This is a tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

 
● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have any concerns

then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending noise monitors, security,
Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address the problem. 

 
● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff, signage on bars,

the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age checking and the procedure to
deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security staff on the bars to ensure these are well
managed and they will be in touch with the event control room. 

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for serving alcohol to start
from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am. 

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its part in the event.
We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with extremes of weather be that hot or cold.
Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high
winds). It also contains details of how we will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and
medical staff, all to manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal
with electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at countless
events previously, adapted specifically for this event. 

 
· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding and security

company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd management plan that will
deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security and stewards and their deployments are
agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC. This is a significant deployment that will engage
positively with the fans, managing them into and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have
worked with Showsec, WCC and the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where,
when and how many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down the back streets.
We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets whilst still allowing residents access
to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use routes and mix with residents, then we have a high
stewarding presence to not only reassure residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social
behaviour. We know that the stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have.
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Therefore, we are working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance of reassuring
residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents and how to report problems
into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their supervisors and managers across the event
footprint and additionally as the Event Management Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to
oversee the stewarding operation, checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the
objectives of the event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare our plans
covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and Transport group
(sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans.  These plans will provide up to date
travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in
progress which is continuing and the current plans were approved earlier this month.  

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans, there will be
several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on Friday 31st May 2024 from
19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads which will have closures are reflected in
the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter with further
information will be circulated prior to the events. 

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space for fans to
enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will therefore have some bands
and live entertainment on through the day before showing the match at 8pm. We have considered at length
the noise impact from the event on local residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing
conditions which have been supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the
speaker system, from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will have
Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital monitoring system
which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure that we are constantly managing
the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a nuisance. Noise from generators will also be
managed by type and location so that noise nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s
phoneline will operate throughout the event. 

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and therefore it is
right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the potential for nuisance. We will
be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and stewarding provisions in line with guidance and
best practice. Additionally, we will be installing sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from
transport hubs to provide toilets to fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in
positions agreed with WCC.

●  Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the Metropolitan
Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan. The Metropolitan Police
Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have worked through to create a safe space
for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative impact on local residents and businesses. Through
engagement thus far from residents and businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans
to minimise the impact of the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place mitigations for other types
of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security staff all form part of the mitigations. The
Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the plans in place and they will support these plans with a large,
visible policing presence on the event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control
Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the Metropolitan Police
and will be implemented during the events.
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We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off sensitive areas in
the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards. Interruption to access to the
gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure that outside of the event day the gardens are
available to all and our build areas are safely managed. 

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with the
multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought into the event. 
There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event. We will also have stewards
and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we mitigate any negative
impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a comprehensive waste management
plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed an area around the event that we will ensure has
additional waste and cleansing measures during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road
sweepers, litter pickers and street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have
mixed waste stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that Westminster residents
expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful tool for us to be aware of any
specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can task additional cleansing where reports are
received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable persons
throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

 
Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to underage children.
Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought into the event and to prevent
proxy purchases.

 
Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare provision and
part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a proven process to reunite
any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
 
We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive letters at
governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police expressing their support for the event and our
plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and reassurance that we are going to
deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have concerns about the event and its impact. 
Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns
can be evaluated in this forum and where appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will
be implemented by us.
 
We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you personally to allay
any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then please contact us
via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director
LS Events
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REFERENCE: Victoria Embankment Premises Licence Application
Thomas and Thomas (Solicitors) on behalf of

DATE: Tuesday 16th April 2024

Dear Sirs,

Thank you for taking the time to put in a representation. We welcome this as it helps us clarify
communications to the local residents and businesses surrounding the proposed single day event on
Saturday 1st June 2024.

We are contacting you from LS Events, the Event Management Company contracted to deliver the
event on behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).

We understand that there is some unease around this event and the fans that are coming to London
to enjoy the Champions League Final. We want to reassure you that the GLA and LS Events are
working together with all of the relevant London agencies (including the Metropolitan Police Service
and Westminster City Council (WCC) to ensure the safest possible event. LS Events have been
chosen as the Event Management Company because of our trusted and vast experience of delivering
major events in central London. LS Events annually delivers the British Summer Time Hyde Park
concerts for up to 65,000 people each day. We successfully delivered a fan meeting point for 50,000
in Hyde Park in 2018. We had successfully obtained a Premises Licence and completed the planning
for a Fan Meeting Point of up to 30,000 in Greenwich Park in 2020 until Covid-19 caused the
cancellation of this. And we were the Central Event Management Company that was engaged to
deliver the event management for over 275,000 people coming into central London for HM Queen
Elizabeth II’s funeral in 2022. No other event management company has such an extensive record of
delivering a variety of successful events. We do this by delivering on the planning and the detail of the
management plans we agree with the Relevant Authorities, each and every time.

LS Events were not the event management company for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event in
Trafalgar Square. The only involvement LS Events had was a small team who managed the food and
beverage concessions. Nor was LS Events the event management company for the New Year’s Eve
celebrations. The Event Management for the 2021 Men’s Euros Final event and the New Year’s Eve
celebrations were managed by completely different agencies who are not involved in any of the 2024
events. Nevertheless, learnings from these events have been fed into the planning and our Event
Management Plan for the event proposed in this application.

We have noted concerns expressed by some residents, about the interaction of our events with the
Major Generals Review. Within our planning process this has been discussed at the Safety Advisory
Group (SAG) meetings. Our crowd management plans take into account the movement of the
attendees at both our events and the Review. The Review finishes by 1pm and we have incorporated
several ingress and egress routes into our plans. We will deploy sufficient stewarding to manage
persons on the walking routes outside our event. The Metropolitan Police Service and other relevant
agencies are supportive of our plans to mitigate interaction with the Review.
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Background

The creation of the Fan Meeting Points came from the Baroness Casey Report following the Men’s
Euros Final in 2021. This inquiry was a full review of the shortcomings of the management of fans for
the final and one of the recommendations was to ensure that in future, there should be fan meeting
points to create safe and managed areas to host ticketed and unticketed fans around the match.

The GLA, TfL and LS Events have undertaken a review of every major space across London to find
the most suitable spaces to host the safest event. Hyde Park and Victoria Embankment were stand
out spaces that could host the expected numbers and for their proximity to travel to Wembley.

In addition, these spaces have been supported by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport
(DCMS) as being appropriate for the fan meeting points and none of the Responsible Authorities have
objected to the use of these spaces.

We recognise and have identified that bringing up to 27,600 fans into central London has challenges,
particularly in ensuring that residents and businesses can go about their normal day to day activities.
This is why we have been working on the plans since Autumn when we were appointed as the Event
Management Company for the GLA (who are the Event Organiser). These fan meeting points are
going to be family friendly and we will have a good mix of fans young and old coming to enjoy the
entertainment through the day and the screening of the match in the evening. Each fan meeting place
is only advertised and communicated to the fans of one club and will not be advertised as a place for
other fans to come to. Fan meeting points have been used on previous European Finals and they
have been successful in delivering the objectives.

The capacity of the fan meeting points has been based on the analysis of the teams remaining in the
tournament. Currently there’s a possibility of 8 teams and this will be down to 4 semi-finalist teams on
the 17th April 2024. Detailed analysis of these teams has been undertaken by UEFA and a mobility
consultant to review the number of ticketed fans expected, the number of unticketed fans that they
could bring (based on historical knowledge of previous finals), how, when and where these fans will
come from and also the crowd behaviours associated with these fan groups. Additionally, the Football
Policing Unit is inputting intelligence into this research. All this detailed analysis goes into the risk
assessment for the event and therefore the mitigations are considered to ensure a safe, well
managed event detailing contingencies for a worst case scenario. This then allows us to set the
maximum safe capacity of the Fan Meeting Points. The Event Organisers, the Metropolitan Police
Service and multi-agency planning group are happy that the capacity set is appropriate for the
number of unticketed fans. However, in the highly unlikely scenario that these numbers are exceeded
then there is also contingency within the crowd management plan, including safe queuing inside
protected areas (away from residents and businesses).

The Licensing Process

Victoria Embankment is already licensed to provide licensable activities namely, regulated
entertainment and the supply of alcohol and has a proven history of holding major events, most
notably the annual New Year’s Eve event. However, it was agreed at an early stage that a new
Premises Licence Application for the specific purpose of licensing the fan meeting points would be
made so that our proposals would receive robust scrutiny via the Licensing Application process. As
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part of this process, we have engaged in the pre-application consultation with the Licensing Authority
and the Responsible Authorities (including the Metropolitan Police Service) which has included having
pre-application meetings and receiving written pre-application advice. Proposed conditions emerged
from this pre-application process and thereafter, the application was made. These conditions are
specifically tailored to the location and the event and are vastly more comprehensive than the
conditions on the existing Licence. No additional conditions have been proposed by the Responsible
Authorities.

Concern has been expressed by a few residents (but not by any of the Responsible Authorities) that
WCC policies may not have been considered in the application process and that there is no
“Operating Schedule”. We can reassure you that during the pre-application engagement with WCC
and the Responsible Authorities, all relevant policies were identified, considered and discussed.
These policies are addressed in the proposed conditions and the specific plans which comprise the
Event Management Plan.

The Operating Schedule for the event is the combination of the conditions and the plans comprising
the Event Management Plan.

If the Premises Licence is granted, the conditions will ensure that the Event Management Plan is
properly scrutinised and approved before the event can take place. The conditions also require that
the Event Management Plan must be implemented which are committed to do. This is a tried and
tested process adopted by WCC, other Licensing Authorities in London and country wide.

We have followed the Westminster City Council (WCC) Licensing process in publishing Blue notices
around the event site, placing a newspaper advert and additionally sending a residents letter out to
over a thousand premises and have held resident and business meetings. We recognise that we can
and will do more engagement over the coming weeks.

With this in mind, we will be sending out a further resident’s letter and we will carry out a further online
community meeting on Monday 22nd April from 4 pm to 5.30 pm. This will be an online meeting via
Microsoft teams. Please sign up by emailing uclf.community@ls.uk by midday on Friday 19th April.
You will be sent the link one working day in advance at the latest.

Event Planning

We have worked with all the relevant agencies to develop detailed plans for the fan meeting points.
This process has developed significantly since the application was lodged. Updated and revised
plans are provided for each multi-agency planning working group and further discussed through the
SAG. The most recent of these, with over 50 updated documents, was published at the end of March
and includes specific documents that address the concerns that have been raised in resident’s
representations. A further set of updated documents will be published at the end of April.

● Event Control Room: a detailed communications plan has been created which
demonstrates how everyone will communicate to each other during the event. This includes all
the staff on the ground feeding into a central Event Control room. Ourselves, as well as the
Metropolitan Police Service, WCC, Medical Providers and Fire Officers will all be able to talk to
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each other quickly so if there is a problem then we can work together to fix it swiftly. This is a
tried and tested process for large outdoor events countrywide.

● Residents Phoneline: We will publish the number of our Resident phoneline so if you have
any concerns then you can call that number and we will deal with the issue swiftly by sending
noise monitors, security, Metropolitan Police Service, cleaners etc as appropriate to address
the problem.

● Alcohol Management Plan: This is a comprehensive plan which sets out training of staff,
signage on bars, the hours of service, the number of drinks that can be sold, appropriate age
checking and the procedure to deny serving to any intoxicated persons. We will have Security
staff on the bars to ensure these are well managed and they will be in touch with the event
control room.

Fans will not be permitted by security to bring alcohol onto the space or leave the space with alcohol.

Following engagement with residents and stakeholders, we will be reducing the hours for
serving alcohol to start from 11 am, the application previously requested 10 am.

· Adverse Weather Plan: We are in an outdoor space so we know that the weather will play its
part in the event. We are very experienced in managing outdoor events and dealing with
extremes of weather be that hot or cold. Our safety plan contains details concerning the risk
assessments of structures (to be able to cope in high winds). It also contains details of how we
will issue free water, have free sunscreen available, have welfare and medical staff, all to
manage issues from hot weather, wet and cold weather. We have a lightning plan to deal with
electrical storms. So, please be reassured that we have robust plans, that we have delivered at
countless events previously, adapted specifically for this event.

· Crowd Management Plan: We are working with Showsec, a highly experienced stewarding
and security company who are one of the best in the business. They have developed a crowd
management plan that will deploy over 600 staff on the 1st June 2024. The numbers of security
and stewards and their deployments are agreed with the Metropolitan Police Service and WCC.
This is a significant deployment that will engage positively with the fans, managing them into
and out of the event and to and from transport hubs. We have worked with Showsec, WCC and
the Metropolitan Police Service to produce detailed dot plans showing where, when and how
many stewards will be positioned in and around the event. One of our key priorities has been
ensuring that the fans only utilise the walking routes we want them to use and do not go down
the back streets. We will have stewards and barriers preventing fans access to these streets
whilst still allowing residents access to their properties. Where we identify that fans will use
routes and mix with residents, then we have a high stewarding presence to not only reassure
residents but to manage fans and mitigate against any anti-social behaviour. We know that the
stewards are only as good as the information and supervision they have. Therefore, we are
working with the stewarding companies to deliver detailed briefing packs so that they are
empowered through good knowledge of their roles and responsibilities including; the importance
of reassuring residents, counter terrorism awareness, how to spot welfare and medical incidents
and how to report problems into the event control. The stewarding companies will have their
supervisors and managers across the event footprint and additionally as the Event Management
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Company, we will be putting in our own Event Managers to oversee the stewarding operation,
checking on the quality of the briefings and that the staff are delivering the objectives of the
event and the licence.

● Transport and Traffic Management: We have appointed a specialist consultant to prepare
our plans covering traffic and transport management. These plans are fed into the Traffic and
Transport group (sub-group of SAG) and which is tasked with scrutinising the plans. These
plans will provide up to date travel advice to fans travelling to and from the fan meeting point
and to Wembley Stadium. This is a work in progress which is continuing and the current plans
were approved earlier this month.

These plans also take into account impact upon residents. As part of our operational plans,
there will be several road closures. These will be in operation for the essential period only on
Friday 31st May 2024 from 19:00 hrs through to Sunday 2nd June 2024 at 10:00 hrs. The roads
which will have closures are reflected in the map below. No other roads will be affected.

Traffic and transport information will be communicated to residents via our website and a letter
with further information will be circulated prior to the events.

● Noise Management: One of the reasons to have the Fan Meeting Point is to create a space
for fans to enjoy some entertainment in a controlled and managed environment. We will
therefore have some bands and live entertainment on through the day before showing the
match at 8pm. We have considered at length the noise impact from the event on local
residents. We have offered up strict noise control licensing conditions which have been
supported by WCC environmental protection team. We have designed the speaker system,
from the event site, to be directed at the event audience rather than surrounding properties
and the entertainment sound will reduce once the match kicks off in the early evening. We will
have Vangardia on site who are experts at managing off site noise. They will have a digital
monitoring system which will be visible to the WCC environmental protection team and ensure
that we are constantly managing the sound levels throughout the day so as not to cause a
nuisance. Noise from generators will also be managed by type and location so that noise
nuisance is not caused. As mentioned above, a resident’s phoneline will operate throughout
the event.

● Sanitary Provisions: We recognise that we’re bringing a large group of people together and
therefore it is right that we give them a great experience at the event whilst mitigating the
potential for nuisance. We will be bringing in sufficient toilets, water, medical, welfare and
stewarding provisions in line with guidance and best practice. Additionally, we will be installing
sanitation on the entrances/exits and the routes to/from transport hubs to provide toilets to
fans as they arrive/leave the event. Off-site toilets will be located in positions agreed with
WCC.

● Security and Crime Reduction: We have been working with the agencies (including the
Metropolitan Police Service and WCC) to develop a detailed security and crime reduction plan.
The Metropolitan Police Service have recommended a vehicle mitigation plan that we have
worked through to create a safe space for the event attendees, whilst minimising the negative
impact on local residents and businesses. Through engagement thus far from residents and
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businesses on this we have made some amendments to our plans to minimise the impact of
the event on access, and we will continue this over the coming weeks.

We have a Security and Crime Reduction Plan which risk assesses and puts in place
mitigations for other types of potential crime. Fencing, barriers, CCTV, stewards and security
staff all form part of the mitigations. The Metropolitan Police Service are very happy with the
plans in place and they will support these plans with a large, visible policing presence on the
event day around the event footprint. This is all coordinated in our Event Control Room.

Counter-terrorism measures are also planned and coordinated with specialist officers of the
Metropolitan Police and will be implemented during the events.

We will protect the assets, monuments and street furniture within our event. We will fence off
sensitive areas in the gardens, provide ground protection and ensure the presence of stewards.
Interruption to access to the gardens for the public will be limited to one day and we will ensure
that outside of the event day the gardens are available to all and our build areas are safely
managed.

● Terms and Conditions of Entry: The terms and conditions of entry have been agreed with
the multi-agency SAG group. This includes prohibited items that are not allowed to be brought
into the event. There will be clear signage of the terms and conditions on entry to the event.
We will also have stewards and a welfare team to be able to look after the welfare of
customers.

● Waste Management Plans: As we’ve stated, one of our top priorities is ensuring we
mitigate any negative impact on the residents and businesses around the event. Ensuring a
comprehensive waste management plan is crucial to this. Along with WCC, we have agreed
an area around the event that we will ensure has additional waste and cleansing measures
during and after the event. We will ensure that there are road sweepers, litter pickers and
street pressure washers where agreed with WCC. Inside the event we will have mixed waste
stream bins to maximise recycling and support our environmental goals. We will utilise and
uplift WCC’s regular contractor Veolia to ensure that the same high standards that
Westminster residents expect is adhered to for the event. The resident’s phoneline is a useful
tool for us to be aware of any specific areas that residents are concerned about, so we can
task additional cleansing where reports are received.

● Protection of Children from Harm: We will promote the safety of children and vulnerable
persons throughout the event appointing a Safeguarding Manager to coordinate this.

Bars will operate a strict Challenge 25 policy and ID checks to ensure no alcohol is served to
underage children. Stewards and security will also monitor to prevent against alcohol being brought
into the event and to prevent proxy purchases.

Welfare and safeguarding forms part of the pre-event briefing for all staff. There will be welfare
provision and part of this will ensure the care of any children and/or vulnerable persons, including a
proven process to reunite any lost children/persons with their parents/guardians.
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We want to reassure you that our previous proven record is second to none and we have supportive
letters at governmental level from DCMS and the Metropolitan Police Service expressing their support
for the event and our plans. We trust that this and our explanations above give further clarity and
reassurance that we are going to deliver a safe and well-run event. We do understand that you have
concerns about the event and its impact. Therefore, we have already fed your representation into the
SAG scrutiny process so that all of your concerns can be evaluated in this forum and where
appropriate, further mitigations can be included in our plans and will be implemented by us.

We wish to continue our conversation with you and welcome an opportunity to speak to you
personally to allay any further concerns as much as we can. If you would like to speak to us then
please contact us via uclf.community@ls.uk to make appropriate arrangements.

Thanks

Project Director

LS Events
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Introduction 
 

1. This submission is made on behalf of LW Theatres Group Limited (“LWT”), local stakeholder, owner 

and operator of nearby theatres such as Adelphi Theatre, Strand in objection to the application for a 

new premises licence made by the Greater London Authority. 

 

2. LWT commissioned a report by Dr Philip Hadfield. That report is enclosed with this submission and the 

Committee is requested to give appropriate weight to the content and findings of that Report based 

on, inter alia, Dr Hadfield’s experience in the Evening and Night-Time Economy (“ENTE”) and his 2016 

- 17 commission by City of Westminster in relation to its Cumulative Impact Assessment as referenced 

in the current Statement of Licensing Policy (2021 – 2026). As such, he is an expert in his field and 

appropriate weight should be put upon his evidence. 

  

The Application 

3. The application is for a 29,999 capacity Champion’s League Final football Fan Zone located in Victoria 
Embankment, Victoria Embankment Gardens and MOD Gardens, with regulated entertainment and 
the sale of alcohol until the latter of 21:30 or 15 minutes into the second half of the match and with 
an end time of the latter of 23:30 or 30 mins after the match has ended including normal time, extra 
time, penalties and trophy presentation.   

4. LWT’s foremost concerns are the detrimental impact on crime and disorder and public nuisance likely 

to arise from a large scale 29,999 capacity football event in this location at which alcohol will be sold 
and consumed in vast numbers and the impact that has on both LW’s theatres and West End culture 
as a whole. 

 

The Location 

5. The current and historical uses and functions of the gardens are as areas that are protected, nurtured 
and set-aside for commemoration of lives lost in war and for the public to enjoy as respite from 
everyday city life, during the day-time and daylight hours. This is a stark contrast to an alcohol selling 
Fan Zone for football fans which will likely result in significant disruption, nuisance and concern to 

residents and businesses alike, as well as degradation of the event site. 

6. The premises fall within the West End Buffer Special Consideration Zone on the edge of the West 
End Cumulative Impact Area (CIA). The CIA has a high density of licensed premises in the borough, 
with concentrated and intense negative cumulative impacts on the Licensing Objectives1  

7. The 2023 Cumulative Impact  Assessment found the West End Buffer Zone to have higher levels of 
crime and noise complaints than any of the other SCZs, and second only to West End Zone 1, the 
core Cumulative Impact Area2. 

8. In line with Policy SCZ1 Applicants for Premises Licences within a SCZ “should demonstrate that 
have taken account of the issues particular to the Zone in question”, as identified in the cumulative 
impact assessments, setting out how they propose to mitigate those issues within their Operating 
Schedule. The applicant has failed to address the local issues, particularly theft and anti-social 
behaviour on or around public transport of which there are many in close proximity.  

 
1 Policy paragraphs D4 & D5, Appendix 14 and Hadfield Report Executive Summary. 
2 Hadfield Report paragraph 4.1 
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9. Policy paragraphs D47 – 48 notes that the West End Buffer Zone “… is closely associated with 
dispersal due to the large number of transport hubs; which includes a national rail station, a 
number of Underground stations and large numbers of night bus routes.” Dispersal from proposed 
events, particularly late at night would likely result in queues and crowded services at Charing 
Cross Station, Embankment Station, at bus / night-bus stops and taxi ranks. Pedestrians would 
disperse far and wide on foot through the West End CIA and beyond. Such dispersal and use of 
transport hubs will be exacerbated, if granted, by an additional 29,999 people in and dispersing 
from the premises, particularly late at night and following the ability to consume alcohol 
throughout. 

10. Given the location, the hours sought, particularly after 21:00, there is a significant increase in 
incident reports thereafter (Policy paragraph D4 and F94). 

Policy Considerations 

11. A number of policy considerations apply, including: 

 
a) Location within West End Buffer Special Consideration Zone Policy SCZ1 and failure to address 

specific issues of concern for that location.  

b) Dispersal into the West End Cumulative Impact Area. 

c) Unrestricted sale of alcohol triggering Pubs and Bars Policy PB1. 

d) Cinemas, Cultural Venues, Live Sporting Premises and Outdoor Spaces Policy CCSOS1 (not applicable 
for the reasons set out below) 

e) Core Hours Policy  

f) Licensing Objectives – specific impact on crime and disorder and public nuisance not adequately 
addressed, including the acknowledgment and addressing of the event location in close proximity to 
the north bank of the river Thames, the Golden Jubilee footbridge and Waterloo Bridge with additional 
water-based risk factors applying. 

g) The proposals are not a ‘live sporting event” and must therefore be considered under Policy PB1.  See 
also Policy paragraphs F8 and F14. 

 
Cultural Considerations and resulting operational challenges 

12. The application raises a number of cultural concerns. Cultural erosion from the hosting of alcohol-
fuelled football events are a threat to the cultural value of the West End and the historical significance 
of the gardens, particularly the MOD gardens with focus on war memorials and commemorating lives 
lost in conflict.  

13. The application also has an inherent conflict with true cultural integrity of the West End. Rowdy 
behaviour associated with alcohol consumption will disrupt the peaceful atmosphere, detracting from 
a location for contemplation and reflection, whilst also posing a serious threat to the historic buildings, 
statues and landmarks with significant damage caused by similar events at Trafalgar Square.  

14. Many operational challenges arise aside of the impact on cultural considerations, from safety concerns 
arising from the presence of unruly crowds, including disabled audience members navigating the area, 
to noise disturbance from loud cheers and chants, crowd management issues from overcrowding and 
bottlenecks and in increased terrorism threat associated with large volumes of people congregating in 
the area. 
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Football concerns 

15. LWT’s original representation details historical context and evidence of disruption and damage arising 
from previous events. Whilst all competitive sport raises concern, particular concerns arise from 
football events3.  

 
16. Previous consequences arising from football events indicate a licence is inappropriate with football 

fans given the ability to congregate (and drink alcohol) all day. As an open space, even temporary 

structures will be unable to prevent noise escape from both licensable activities and the dispersal 

of customers thereafter impacting on local residents and businesses, particularly late at night.    

 

Contracted out provisions 

 

17. The Operating Schedule and Proposed Conditions indicate that many of the required services will 

be delivered by a range of sub-contractors and not by the Applicant or LS Events directly. Resulting 

concerns are the manner in which those sub-contractors are aware of and adhere to the premises 

licences and any conditions not expressly included on the face of the licence.  

 

Conclusion 

18. If granted, the resulting licence will allow an additional 29,999 people to drink alcohol in the West End 
Buffer Zone at a highly competitive football event, with a mass movement of ticketholders on the public 
transport network to Wembley. Such movement and dispersal of an additional 29,999 people into the 
SCZ, CIA and surrounding residential streets, thoroughfares, licensed premises, and transport services 
that are already under pressure. Likely consequences include environmental degradation through 
increased noise, congestion, littering and inevitable public nuisance, as well as an increase in crime and 
disorder associated with the sale of alcohol with patrons as both victims and perpetrators4. The location 
is not suitable for an event of this size or nature, including the movement en-masse travelling to 
Wembley Stadium on public transport where match tickets are held. 

 
19. The ability to sell alcohol at the event is indicative of the expected clientele and changes the nature of 

the events whilst narrowing its appeal, e.g. to some family audiences and faith groups.   
 

20. The applicant has not adequately addressed the impact of the event on the Licensing Objectives, nor 
the Policy implications of the (inappropriate) location sought.  Accordingly, the application should be 
refused. 

 
16 April 2024 

 
3 Dr Hadfield Report – paragraph 6.13 
4 “Cumulative impact in Zone 2 is likely significantly shaped not just by the premises that sit within it, but also dispersal 
from the acutely affected Zone 1 and hosting key transport hubs Charing Cross, Embankment…The area around Charing 
Cross station, towards Embankment demonstrated particularly persistent patterns of serious violent crime in the evening 
and night, as well as high rates of ambulance call outs to the location of licences” (Policy p.168, Appendix 14, paras: 21-
22). 
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Executive Summary  
 

This Premises Licence application is for a 1-day 30,000-capacity event to take place 

within open public spaces, footpaths and roads located along the North Bank of the 

River Thames in Central London. The sites have previously hosted informal gatherings 

to watch the New Year’s Eve fireworks displays, but have not previously hosted 

organised and licensed events of this scale. The proposed event is to be operated by 

LS Events (LSE) on behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA). 

The proposal is that on the day of The UEFA Champions League Final at Wembley 

Stadium (1 June 2024) two Fan Meeting Points (FMPs) will be established where each 

supporter group can congregate and use as a point from which to move to the stadium. 

The FMPs will also host un-ticketed fans, providing live footage of the match on several 

large open-air screens. Up to 30,000 fans will be able to assemble in the areas free of 

charge and access a full-day programme of activity, including live music 

entertainment, food and drink, merchandise stalls, and what the applicants describe 

as “interaction with sponsors”. There will be a large stage erected in Victoria 

Embankment Gardens and a (thus far unspecified) number of bars located across the 

sites. A variety of suppliers will be used to operate the bars, the entertainment offer, 

and to provide security and other essential services.   

The Premises Licence Application requests permission for ‘Regulated Entertainment’ 

including plays, films, live music, recorded music, performance of dance, all to run: 

10:00 to 21:30; Supply of Alcohol: to run 10:00 to 21:30, or 15 mins into the second 

half of the match whichever is the latter; with an End Time of 23:30, or 30 mins after 

the match concludes, including normal time, extra time, penalties and trophy 

presentation, whichever is the latter.  

According to the LS Events Safety Management Plan (Version 1, 23/02/24 p.3-4) the: 

“Fan Meeting Points will provide a vital link between travelling fans arriving in the city 

on the morning of the Match, until reaching the stadium that evening, it is therefore 

important that the Fan Meeting Points are located in close proximity to key transport 

hubs which run services to Wembley Stadium with sufficient capacity and as little 

travel-time as possible but still within iconic areas of London”.   
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Travel time to Wembley Stadium on public transport is approximately 37 minutes using 

the most direct route from Embankment or Charing Cross northbound on the Bakerloo 

Line, changing at Baker Street onto the Metropolitan Line. This involves fans travelling 

north through the heart of London, including through ‘pinch points’ such as Piccadilly 

Circus and Oxford Circus. It is therefore unclear how the event can be described as 

“located in close proximity to key transport hubs which run services to Wembley 

Stadium”. 

The application includes an Event Safety Management Plan (EMP), which is to be put 

before membership of the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) no later than 2 months prior 

to the event. At the time of writing, membership of the SAG has not been confirmed 

and it is unclear if the goal of ‘no objections’ from the Responsible Authorities has been 

achieved. Much of the content in the EMP is redacted and the document is classified 

as Confidential / Controlled. It is therefore not possible for Interested Parties within the 

licensing process such as local residents and businesses to gauge and assess the 

detail of what is proposed and its impacts on the Licensing Objectives within particular 

locations in and around the proposed sites of the event. Information on anticipated 

audience numbers across the different viewing / activity areas has been redacted, as 

has projected ingress and egress flow rates. Road closures will be in place but the 

locations and times are not confirmed. Sections 9-12 of the EMP are dedicated to the 

procedures that would be needed in the case of a Major Incident, or emergency, 

including how to evacuate up to 29,999 people. Planned ‘Control Measures’ within the 

event Risk Assessment list are also redacted.  

Clearly, this a large-scale event that will be disruptive to many local residents, workers 

and businesses as a result of its Central London location. The disruption will occur in 

relation to road closures, local noise from open air amplified sounds and other 

environmental impacts such as the degradation of gardens and pathways from the 

weight of human traffic and pressures on public transport services once the event ends 

on a Saturday night when Central London’s Night-Time Economy is also in full flow. It 

should also be noted that football fixtures have strong cultural associations with heavy 

sessional (binge) drinking and particularly when fans are outside of the controlled 

environment of modern stadiums or events. The ‘drink factor’ simply increases the risk 

of negative impacts from the event spreading throughout Central London once fans 
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depart the site and disperse. There is a long history of these forms of impact from 

football-related events.  

Victoria Embankment Gardens, the proposed heart of the event site, falls within West 

End Zone 2 / The ‘West End Buffer’, a designated Special Consideration Zone (SCZ) 

in the City of Westminster’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2021-26. Westminster’s 

2023 Cumulative Impact Assessment found this Zone to have higher levels of crime 

and noise complaints than any of the other SCZs, and second only to West End Zone 

1, the core Cumulative Impact Area. The Licensing Policy Statement notes that:  

“Cumulative impact in Zone 2 is likely significantly shaped not just by the premises 

that sit within it, but also dispersal from the acutely affected Zone 1 and hosting key 

transport hubs Charing Cross, Embankment…The area around Charing Cross station, 

towards Embankment demonstrated particularly persistent patterns of serious violent 

crime in the evening and night, as well as high rates of ambulance call outs to the 

location of licences” (p.168, Appendix 14, paras: 21-22).  

The Applicant offers a list of 62 Proposed Conditions for the Premises Licence. These 

appear as a generic check-list of operational practices which could be applied by a 

responsible operator to any and all events of this size. As a generic list, the Proposed 

Conditions are silent to essential specifics of the event: the nature of the crowd being 

rival groups of football fans, the location of the event being on the north bank of the 

River Thames, the event being located within the West End Buffer SCZ and the 

requirements of Westminster’s Licensing Policy in this regard, the measures to be 

taken to protect and secure the stations at Embankment, Charing Cross and in relation 

to the N15 and N29 bus routes, and measures to protect London’s public transport 

network more broadly, given overlap between egress from the event and dispersals 

from Westminster’s evening and night-time economy.    

The current and historical uses and functions of the gardens are as areas that are 

protected, nurtured and set-aside for the public to enjoy as respite from the hustle-

and-bustle of the city, and for commemoration of lives lost in war, during the day-time 

and daylight hours. The current proposals seem entirely out of keeping with these uses 

and functions and moreover are likely to prove detrimental to them.  
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The choice of an ‘iconic’ location appears to relate to commercial factors and the 

prestige / attraction of the Thames riverside; it has not been justified in terms of the 

Licensing Objectives. Although the Applicants can no doubt negotiate more detailed 

Conditions, with advice from the SAG, tweaking ‘best practices’ at the event itself will 

not address the broader fundamentals of the challenge, which are the location, 

timings, and scale of what is proposed and their negative cumulative impacts for 

Central London. I am of the opinion that an alternative self-contained site, ‘out-of-town’ 

but well-connected, in the West or North West London region, is to be strongly 

preferred in terms of supporting the Licensing Objectives, as this would impose less 

pressure on local communities and the transport network. If the LSC is minded to 

permit in the location proposed I would respectfully suggest that the size of event, in 

terms of the capacity of persons to be accommodated, should be significantly reduced. 

                                                                                                                                                           

Introduction 

 

1.   The author 

 

1.1 I am currently Director of www.philhadfield.co.uk a research and training 

consultancy working in the alcohol licensing and crime prevention field. I have 

previously held posts as a Senior Research Fellow at the University of Leeds, 

a Research Officer at the University of Durham and a Lecturer in Criminology 

at the University of York.  

 

1.2 My consultancy and research interests focus upon crime prevention, policing 

and regulatory matters, with special reference to the Evening and Night-Time 

economy (ENTE). I have managed and worked on research projects on these 

topics since 1998 and have authored and co-authored a number of the leading 

books, reports and articles in this field, alongside contributing to the national 

and international ‘conversation’ on the ENTE at conferences and networking 

events. In recent years, I have focused, in particular, upon improving the data 

collection methodology for evidence-led ENTE regulation; providing detailed 

insights that support complex problem solving and pragmatic decision-making. 

http://www.philhadfield.co.uk/
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Further details of my professional activities and credentials may be found in the 

Appendix to this report.   

 

1.3 In licensing consultancy matters, my approach is premised upon an 

independent assessment of operating standards, public policy and regulatory 

issues, which take the reduction of harm as their key goal.1 This involves 

assessing each set of circumstances as they relate to the statutory Licensing 

Objectives and associated legislation, Home Office Guidance and best 

practice. I have particularly lengthy experience in matters of assessing licensed 

premises whose Premises Licences are under Review and in making 

assessments of cumulative impact, helping councils weigh the evidence that 

might underpin such spatial designations (or alternative interventions). I have 

worked in such capacities since first implementation of the Licensing Act in 

2005 and previously under the Licensing Act 1964 regime, bringing broad 

insight into the recent development of licensing policy and practice, particularly 

as it relates to the gathering of empirical evidence. 

 
1.4 In 2016 - 2017 I was commissioned by the City of Westminster to conduct a 

‘Mayfair Cumulative Impact Assessment observational exercise’. My report is 

referenced in the current Westminster Statement of Licensing Policy 2021-26 

at Paragraph D41. In this work, I attributed negative cumulative impacts on the 

Licensing Objectives to the proliferation of late-night licensed premises 

operating in Berkeley Street, Berkeley Square and Dover Street (but not 

Shepherd Market).  

 
1.5 The City of Westminster subsequently, in October 2020, produced their own 

‘Cumulative Impact Assessment’ which considered the statistical evidence of 

negative cumulative impacts on the Licensing Objectives in Westminster. As 

part of the Licensing Policy review, Westminster introduced a new category of 

‘Special Consideration Zone’ (SCZ) within their Statement of Licensing Policy 

 
1 See Robson, G. and Marlatt, A. (2006) ‘Harm Reduction and its Application to Alcohol Policy,’ 
International Journal of Drug Policy, 17(4) Special Issue: 255-376.  
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2021-26. These Zones, include an area labelled the West End Zone 2 / The 

West End Buffer. As with the cumulative impact area (West End Zone 1) the 

SCZs have tightly-drawn boundaries, as defined on the maps within 

Westminster’s Policy. Applicants for premises licences or licence variations 

within these zones are asked to consider and address the issues raised by the 

cumulative impact assessment for the location of their premises and to include 

in their Operating Schedules proposed measures to mitigate any negative 

impacts. The City of Westminster repeated their City-wide CIA exercise in 2023, 

using more recent post-pandemic statistical data sources from 2022. The 

findings of this 2023 exercise, as they relate to West End Zone 2 / The West 

End Buffer, are outlined in Section 4 of this report.  

 
 
2. Licensed Fan Meeting Points: Case overview and research methods                                                                         
 
 
            2.1 I have received instructions from Thomas and Thomas Partners LLP   

            acting on behalf of Really Useful Group and LW Theatres in respect of their  

            Representation in response to the Greater London Authority (GLA) Premises  

            Licence Application for a 1-day 29,999-capacity event to take place on  

            designated areas of the Victoria Embankment, Victoria Embankment Gardens,  

            Whitehall Gardens and the MOD Gardens, which are a series of open public  

            spaces, footpaths and roads located along the North Bank of the River Thames  

            in Central London. 

 

            2.2 In March 2024, Thomas and Thomas provided me with various  

            documents pertaining to the application. These comprised: the Premises 

            Licence Application, the Applicant’s list of Proposed Conditions, a boundary 

            map of the proposed locations for the ‘Fan Meeting Points’ (the event), the  

            ‘Event Safety Management Plan’ (partly redacted, v1, 23/02/24), and an  

            Operating Schedule for the event prepared by the Applicant and the proposed  

            operators, LS Events.   

             

           2.3 I also consulted the City of Westminster Statement of Licensing Policy  

           2021-2026, the Westminster Cumulative Impact Assessment documents  
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           published in 2020 and 2023 and the Revised Guidance issued under s182 of  

           the Licensing Act 2003 (updated December 2023).  

 

          2.4 I was also provided with the letter of Representation from Really Useful  

          Group and LW Theatres. However, at the time of writing, I have not been made  

          aware of any other Representations, for example from the Responsible  

          Authorities, or from other Interested Parties.  

 

2.5 These documents informed my understanding of the Applicant’s proposed 

ambitions for this large scale, time-limited event and associated licensing 

requirements. Read in combination, these documents gave insight into both the 

specifics of the proposed Licensable Activities at the site and their ‘fit’ within the 

broader context of the application in Westminster, given the event’s proposed 

modes of operation. 

 

2.6 Upon reading this documentation, I agreed to prepare this report setting out 

my professional assessment of how the Applicant’s proposals might influence 

promotion of the Licensing Objectives in Westminster. I draw on over 20 years’ 

experience of gathering and assessing research data to inform the drafting of 

Licensing Policies, and particularly Cumulative Impact Policies, in ‘high impact’ 

urban areas, including Westminster, Hackney, Camden and Southwark and 

other major Evening and Night-Time Economies (ENTEs) in UK cities including 

Newcastle, Cardiff, Brighton, Liverpool and Leeds. These areas provide useful 

comparisons as they all have large vibrant ENTEs and operate long-standing 

Cumulative Impact policies in support of the statutory Licensing Objectives. 

 

2.7 In preparing this report I made an unannounced day-time visit to the 

proposed event site on Tuesday 2nd April 2024. Neither the Applicant, Really 

Useful Group and LW Theatres, nor staff at Thomas and Thomas, knew the 

dates and times I would visit, although it was requested that I visit ahead of this 

Hearing. 

 

2.8 As a result of the above, I was able to refresh my understanding, at first-

hand, of the spatial arrangements at the site, the positioning of residential 
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properties and current public uses, the pathways to the nearest public transport 

options and the location’s connectivity to other areas of London’s West End. 

This enabled me to understand what issues might arise in licensing terms were 

the site to host a fan event of this scale. Given the importance of pedestrian 

dispersals and connectivity to the West End, I walked the 7-minute route to and 

from St Martin’s Place / Charing Cross Road, which lies within the area 

designated in Westminster’s Licensing Policy as West End Zone 1. 

 
 
3. Licensed Fan Meeting Points: Premises Licence Application                                                        
 

3.1 This Premises Licence application is for a 1-day 29,999-capacity event to take 

place within open public spaces, footpaths and roads located along the North Bank of 

the River Thames in Central London. The sites have previously hosted informal 

gatherings to watch the New Year’s Eve fireworks displays, but have not previously 

hosted organised and licensed events of this scale. The proposed event is to be 

operated by LS Events (LSE) on behalf of the Greater London Authority (GLA).  

3.2 The proposal is that on the day of The UEFA Champions League Final at Wembley 

Stadium (1 June 2024) two Fan Meeting Points (FMPs) will be established where each 

supporter group can congregate and use as a point from which to move to the stadium. 

The FMPs will also host un-ticketed fans, providing live footage of the match on several 

large open-air screens. Up to 29,999 fans will be able to assemble in the areas free of 

charge and access a full-day programme of activity, including live music 

entertainment, food and drink, merchandise stalls, and what the applicants describe 

as “interaction with sponsors”. There will be a large stage erected in Victoria 

Embankment Gardens and a (thus far unspecified) number of bars located across the 

sites. The Operating Schedule also makes reference to ‘mobile dispensing servers’ 

(MDS) who are persons moving around the site selling alcohol. A variety of suppliers 

will be used to operate the bars, the entertainment offer, and to provide security and 

other essential services. 

3.3 The Premises Licence Application requests permission for ‘Regulated 

Entertainment’ including plays, films, live music, recorded music, performance of 

dance, all to run: 10:00 to 21:30; Supply of Alcohol: to run 10:00 to 21:30, or 15 mins 
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into the second half of the match whichever is the latter; with an End Time of 23:30, 

or 30 mins after the match concludes, including normal time, extra time, penalties and 

trophy presentation, whichever is the latter.  

 
Policy Context    
                                                                                             
 

4. The City of Westminster Statement of Licensing Policy 2021-26                    

 

4.1 Victoria Embankment Gardens, the proposed heart of the event site, falls within 

West End Zone 2 / The ‘West End Buffer’, a designated Special Consideration Zone 

(SCZ) in the City of Westminster’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2021-26. 

Westminster’s 2023 Cumulative Impact Assessment found that: “the West End Zones 

defined in the previous CIA (2020) still remain the focal point of cumulative impact 

within the borough” (p.51). Moreover, the 2023 assessment found the West End Buffer 

to have higher levels of crime and noise complaints than any of the other SCZs, and 

second only to West End Zone 1, the core Cumulative Impact Area. The Licensing 

Policy Statement notes that:  

“Cumulative impact in Zone 2 is likely significantly shaped not just by the premises 

that sit within it, but also dispersal from the acutely affected Zone 1 and hosting key 

transport hubs Charing Cross, Embankment…The area around Charing Cross station, 

towards Embankment demonstrated particularly persistent patterns of serious violent 

crime in the evening and night, as well as high rates of ambulance call outs to the 

location of licences” (p.168, Appendix 14, paras: 21-22). 

4.2 Page 55, Paras D47-48 of the Policy notes that the West End Buffer:  

“…is closely associated with dispersal due to the large number of transport hubs; 

which includes a national rail station, a number of Underground stations and large 

numbers of night bus routes.  

Although all incident rates are well above the borough average, the key local issues 

that need to be considered by applicants are:  
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• Robberies.  

• Theft.  

• Antisocial behaviour on and around public transport.  

• Incidents relating to ambulance call outs at night to the locations of 

licensed premises for intoxication, injury related to intoxication and/or 

assault.” 

4.3 The Cumulative Impact Assessment 2023 notes the following in relation to the 

precise locations of alcohol-related offences across the West End:  

“…There are further smaller concentrations around Charing Cross train station and 

the Embankment area at the west end of the Strand and close to Trafalgar Square.” 

(p.83).  

4.4 In relation to licence applications that fall within the West End Buffer SCZ, 

applicants are required to set out their proposed mitigation measures in relation to the 

list of issues identified in D47-48 within their Operating Schedule.  

4.5 The City of Westminster also has a Core Hours Policy (HRS1) which applies to the 

use of Outdoor Spaces (in addition to indoor licensed premises). The hours are 

Monday to Thursday 09:00 to 23:30, Friday and Saturday, 09:00 to Midnight, Sunday: 

09:00 to 22:30 and Sundays immediately prior to a Bank Holiday: 09:00 to Midnight.  

4.6 The purpose of the Hours Policy is to work alongside the Spatial Policies to protect 

the Licensing Objectives in Westminster. Applications to conduct licensable activities 

beyond Core Hours must include details of how the proposed operations will seek to 

mitigate the impacts of later trading / closing times. 

4.7 The event has a proposed end time of 23:30 hrs, or possibly slightly later 

depending upon the progression of the football match at Wembley Stadium. The 

proposed hours for the Fan Meeting Points are therefore within Core Hours for a 

Saturday night. It should be considered however, that this is a large-scale event and 

crowds of this size will take longer to disperse than would be the case with indoor 

spaces within the West End. At a practical level therefore, there is certain to be some 

overlap of dispersals, with crowds from the event joining the patrons of the large 
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proportion of licensed premises in West End Zones 1 and 2 that operate until around 

23:00-00:00 on Saturdays.  

 

Operational Aspects   

 

5. The Event Safety Management Plan                                                                                           

5.1 The application includes an Event Safety Management Plan (EMP) (Version 1, 

23/02/24) drafted by the organisers LS Events, which is to be put before membership 

of the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) no later than 2 months prior to the event. At the 

time of writing, I am not aware that membership of the SAG has not been confirmed 

and it is unclear if the 2-months deadline was met and the goal of ‘no objections’ from 

the Responsible Authorities has been achieved.  

5.2 It is clear from the EMP that many of the services required to host the event are to 

be delivered by a range of sub-contractors and not by the Applicants, or LS Events 

directly. These include: a temporary stage positioned at the Waterloo Bridge entrance 

facing west, towards Westminster (supplied by ADI); a ‘bar provider’ who will nominate 

an unspecified Designated Premises Supervisor for the event; food units managed by 

LS Bites; TLC Welfare to serve lost and found children and vulnerable adults; Showsec 

providing stewards and an unspecified number of SIA licensed security staff; CCTV 

provision (supplier not confirmed); a Local Control Room in Somerset House (provider 

not specified); and medical cover by Location Medical Services (LMS). Although the 

SAG is unconfirmed one would expect this must, by necessity, include the London Fire 

Brigade, London Ambulance Service, the City of Westminster and the Metropolitan 

Police Service.  

5.3 The EMP (Version 1, 23/02/24 p.3-4) outlines the rationale for locating the event 

in the public spaces proposed: 

“Fan Meeting Points will provide a vital link between travelling fans arriving in the city 

on the morning of the Match, until reaching the stadium that evening, it is therefore 

important that the Fan Meeting Points are located in close proximity to key transport 

hubs which run services to Wembley Stadium with sufficient capacity and as little 

travel-time as possible but still within iconic areas of London”.   
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5.4 Travel time to Wembley Stadium on public transport is approximately 37 minutes 

using the most direct route from Embankment or Charing Cross northbound on the 

Bakerloo Line, changing at Baker Street onto the Metropolitan Line. This involves fans 

travelling north through the heart of London, including through ‘pinch points’ such as 

Piccadilly Circus and Oxford Circus. It is therefore unclear how the event can be 

described as “located in close proximity to key transport hubs which run services to 

Wembley Stadium”. 

5.5 Much of the content in the EMP is redacted and the document is classified as 

Confidential / Controlled. It is therefore not possible for Interested Parties within the 

licensing process such as local residents and businesses to gauge and assess the 

detail of what is proposed and its impacts on the Licensing Objectives within particular 

locations in and around the proposed sites of the event. Information on anticipated 

audience numbers across the different viewing / activity areas has been redacted, as 

has projected ingress and egress flow rates. Road closures will be in place but the 

locations and times are not confirmed. Sections 9-12 of the EMP are dedicated to the 

procedures that would be needed in the case of a Major Incident, or emergency, 

including how to evacuate up to 29,999 people. Planned ‘Control Measures’ within the 

event Risk Assessment list are also redacted.  

5.6 The EMP makes no reference to how the organisers, their sub-contractors and 

SAG partners will meet the Licensing Objectives in this specific location and the set of 

circumstances that are attached to this location. Similarly, there is no mention of the 

City of Westminster’s Licensing Policy and how procedures at the event will address 

the issues that Applicants (for even much smaller and less impactful events) would be 

required to address under the West End Buffer SCZ Policy.  
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6. Licensed Fan Meeting Points: Do the Operating Schedule and Proposed 

Conditions meet the four Licensing Objectives?      

 

6.1 In support of this Premises Licence application the GLA / LS Events have provided 

an Operating Schedule and list of proposed Conditions. These documents (I presume 

at the time of writing) provide the Licensing Sub-Committee with the closest outline of 

the balance of likely impacts anticipated for the event, as set against the range of 

mitigation measures proposed; thus, filling-in some of the necessary detail that the 

extensively-redacted EMP omits.   

 

6.2 To consider the event in licensing terms it is necessary to examine each of the four 

Licensing Objectives; to look at what issues and challenges arise and the extent to 

which the Applicant’s EMP / Operating Schedule / proposed Conditions offer 

sufficiently robust measures in mitigation. Moreover, it is necessary to consider that 

Westminster’s Statement of Licensing Policy requires that the Applicants in this matter 

specifically address and respond to the point that their event is to be inserted into a 

location that is already experiencing negative cumulative impacts, as identified in the 

West End Buffer SCZ policy.   

 

Crime and Disorder                                                                                       

6.3 In relation to the Crime and Disorder objective the Applicant relies heavily on the 

promise of forthcoming and undisclosed measures to be drawn up in conjunction with 

the Metropolitan Police Service and other members of the SAG. These comprise a 

Crowd Management Plan, Alcohol Management Plan, Ingress Management Plan, 

Egress Management Plan and Security and Crime Reduction Plan. At the time of 

writing these have not been offered in support of this Application and it is unclear if 

they currently exist in any advanced form.  

6.4 On the ground the dispersals from the proposed event at or around 23:30 hrs 

would see queues and crowded services at Embankment Station, Charing Cross 

Station, at bus stops and taxi ranks. Pedestrians would disperse far and wide on foot, 

returning to their overnight accommodation and homes. A large security and police 

presence will be necessary to keep rival fan groups apart at the event itself, but this 
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will no longer be possible as fans move further from the event and onto the streets of 

the West End and the transport network. It should be noted that the crowds would be 

inserted into the West End Buffer, which Westminster’s SCZ policy has identified as 

already experiencing “Antisocial behaviour on and around public transport” (see 

Section 4, above).  

6.5 The 2023 Westminster CI Assessment includes hot spot mapping of crime 

incidents using data provided by TfL and the British Transport Police (BTP) in relation 

to the N15 and N29 bus routes in particular, both of which stop in Trafalgar Square, 

with the N15 also stopping at Charing Cross (ps.30-31).  

6.6 In relation to the above it is clear that any ‘Egress Management Plan’ will need to 

be a city-wide enterprise and that the impacts will be keenly felt by TfL and those users 

of the transport network who will share their journeys with fans. Controlling crowds as 

they leave the event will be necessary, but not sufficient, to meet this Licensing 

Objective.  

 

Public Safety                                                                                                              

 

6.7 It should be noted that the location of the event close to the north bank of the river 

Thames and two Thames bridges (the Golden Jubilee foot Bridge and Waterloo 

Bridge) adds another risk factor from the possibility of intoxicated or otherwise 

vulnerable persons falling into the water. Whilst it is deemed necessary to close roads, 

partly on public safety grounds, the applicants do not address the water safety risk in 

any of their proposed Conditions, nor in their Operating Schedule, or EMP. These risks 

could, of course, be removed were the event to take place in many other locations.  

 

Public Nuisance                                                                                          

6.8 The three distinct gardens that line the Embankment were created and continue 

to be enjoyed as the ‘green lungs’ of this intensively developed area of Central London, 

providing a respite from the ‘hard landscaping’ and frantic activity of the streets and 

high-sided buildings. The location of numerous war memorials, monuments and 

statues within the gardens also identifies them as spaces of cultural significance and 
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reflection. The following images illustrate both the historical intentions and current 

usage of the gardens:  

 

Image 1: Public Information Board outlining the history of the gardens and the 

intentions of their creators.   
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Image 2: Expectations as to the intended uses and functions of the gardens, 

including behavioural norms and the avoidance of ‘public nuisance’ (including 

noise nuisance), are long-established.  
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Image 3: Families with young children have a dedicated ‘play area’ to the 

northern tip of the gardens, just south of Waterloo Bridge. This is one of the 

only public facilities of this type in the West End.  
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Image 4 and 5: Current use of much of the remainder of the gardens is as a 

popular spot for ‘taking a break’ and enjoying the colourful, well-maintained 

landscaping and planting schemes.   
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Image 5  
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Image 6 and 7: Maintenance of the gardens as a green and pleasant public 

facility is a source of pride and has received awards in recognition of the efforts 

involved in this on-going work.   
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Image 7  
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Image 8: War memorials, statues and monuments are scattered at intervals 

throughout the three gardens.  
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Image 9: Whitehall Gardens are slightly more formal and structured in 

comparison with the Victoria Embankment Gardens.  
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Images 10 and 11: The MOD Garden is comparatively stark and sombre, the 

focus being upon the war memorials and commemorating lives lost in conflict.  
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Image 11: Even current uses and levels of footfall require constant efforts to 

maintain the gardens to a clean, hygienic and attractive standard.   

6.9 The gardens are generally closed and locked at night, as early as 16:30 hrs in the 

winter months, through to later times, from 19:30-21:30, following the introduction of 

British Simmer Time on 31st March. On 1 June the gardens would usually close at 

21:30 hrs.  

6.10 The images above illustrate the current and historical uses and functions of the 

gardens as areas that are protected, nurtured and set-aside for the public to enjoy as 

respite from the hustle-and-bustle of the city, during the day-time and daylight hours. 

The current proposals seem entirely out of keeping with these uses and functions and 

moreover are likely to prove detrimental to them.  

6.11 The proposed event is on a large-scale that will be disruptive to many local 

residents, workers and businesses as a result of its Central London location and from 

being somewhat distant from the major sporting event at Wembley Stadium which is 
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its focus. The disruption will occur in relation to road closures, local noise from open 

air amplified sounds and other environmental impacts such as degradation of the 

gardens and pathways shown above, from the sheer weight of human traffic.  

6.12 The Applicants commit to controlling the sound levels emitted from this open-air 

event, and in relation to ingress / egress they propose: “a highly visible security and 

stewarding presence on designated routes. Furthermore, they will develop a plan to 

prevent and respond to anti-social behaviour caused by visitors to the event, and 

undertake to commit the required resources to implement it” (Operating Schedule). 

This appears to be an acknowledgement that anti-social behaviour from some 

members of the crowd is anticipated. There is no specific mention of the impacts on 

public transport, or the SCZ policy. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to foresee that the 

pressures on public transport services will be significant, as fans travel through Central 

London between the event site and Wembley Stadium and once the event ends on a 

Saturday night when Central London’s Night-Time Economy is also in full flow.  

6.13 It should also be noted that football fixtures have strong cultural associations with 

heavy sessional (binge) drinking and particularly when fans are outside of the 

controlled environment of modern stadiums and organised events. The ‘drink factor’ 

increases the risk of negative impacts from the event spreading throughout Central 

London once fans depart the site and disperse. A proportion of these dispersals will 

be noisy, with some fans exiting in groups, possibly singing and chanting. A previous 

football-related event in nearby Trafalgar Square saw instances of criminal damage to 

a church, large-scale littering and street urination. There is, of course, a long history 

of various forms of public nuisance impacts from football-related events when located 

in central urban areas, in London, nationally, and internationally. Perhaps the best way 

to avoid such impacts is to locate events in more peripheral areas where there are 

fewer potential conflicts of interest and where suitable controls can more easily be 

applied.   

Children and Harm                                                                                       

 

6.14 Children who attend a large licensed football-related event are likely to be placed 

under increased exposure to alcohol-related harms. These include the risk of proxy 

sales, made easier in a crowded open-air environment, and witnessing alcohol misuse 
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and alcohol-related disorder by adults. These harms are likely to occur despite the 

assurances made by the Applicants in their Operating Schedule with regards to server 

training and vigilance with respect to proxy sales and under-18s being in possession 

of alcohol on the event site.  

 

6.15 The Applicant offers a list of 62 Proposed Conditions for the Premises Licence. 

These appear as a generic check-list of operational practices and commitments which 

could be applied by a responsible operator to any and all events of this size. As a 

generic list, the Proposed Conditions are silent to essential specifics of the event: the 

nature of the crowd being rival groups of football fans, the location of the event being 

on the bank of the River Thames, the event being located within the West End Buffer 

SCZ and the requirements of Westminster’s Licensing Policy in this regard, the 

measures to be taken to protect and secure the stations at Embankment, Charing 

Cross and in relation to the N15 and N29 bus routes, and measures to protect 

London’s public transport network more broadly, given the overlap between egress 

from the event and dispersals from Westminster’s evening and night-time economy.    

 

 

7. Conclusions         

                                                                                             

7.1 The choice of an ‘iconic’ Central London location for this fan event appears to 

relate to commercial factors and the prestige / attraction of the Thames riverside; it 

has not been justified in terms of the Licensing Objectives. The event is being inserted 

into a location which has been identified in the two most recent rounds of Westminster 

Cumulative Impact Assessments as an existing ‘hotspot’, particularly in relation to 

crime and anti-social behaviour on and around the public transport network. 

7.2 Although the Applicants can no doubt negotiate more detailed Conditions, with 

advice from the SAG, tweaking ‘best practices’ at the event itself will not address the 

broader fundamentals of the challenge. These are the location, timings, and scale of 

what is proposed and their negative cumulative impacts for Central London, as crowds 

move between the event and Wembley Stadium and disperse between the hours of 

23:00 and midnight.  
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7.3 I am of the opinion that an alternative self-contained site, ‘out-of-town’ but well-

connected, in the West or North West London region, is to be strongly preferred in 

terms of supporting the Licensing Objectives, as this would impose less pressure on 

local communities and the transport network. If the LSC is minded to permit in the 

location proposed I would respectfully suggest that the size of event, in terms of the 

capacity of persons to be accommodated, should be significantly reduced.  

 

Declaration 

 
 

I understand that my duty as an expert witness is to the Hearing and this report has 

been prepared in compliance with that duty. All matters relevant to the issues on which 

my expert evidence is given have been included in this report. I believe that the facts 

I have stated in this report are honest and true and that the opinions I have expressed 

are correct to the best of my judgement. The fee for this report is not conditional upon 

the outcome of the case in any way whatsoever.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
P.M. Hadfield, 10 April 2024 

Director www.philhadfield.co.uk 

Visiting Senior Research Associate, Centre for Criminal Justice Studies 

School of Law,  

University of Leeds   

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.philhadfield.co.uk/
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Appendix: Professional biography of the author (April, 2024)        

 

Dr. Phil Hadfield is a Social Scientist and Director of www.philhadfield.co.uk an 

Independent Research Consultancy based in Leeds. Phil’s work addresses research 

/ data needs, problem-solving and cost v benefit analysis for clients in urban cultural 

planning, place management, community safety, public health and regulatory matters, 

with special reference to Evening and Night-time Economies (ENTEs).  

 

Phil has a background in academia (Criminology) and Research Council / NGO-

funded projects. He holds (or has held) Advisory Board / Steering Group roles at the 

University of Leeds, London School of Hygiene & Tropical Medicine, the Institute of 

Alcohol Studies and the City of Bordeaux. He is on the International Editorial Board of 

the journal Contemporary Drug Problems.  

 

Phil has advised many Licensing Authorities, notably the City of Westminster, 

Camden, Hackney, Liverpool, and the City of London on their licensing policies, 

together with contributions to the City of Sydney, ‘Open Sydney’ research Programme 

and three EC-funded Pan-European Research Programmes. He recently gave expert 

evidence in respect of the licensing of CO-OP Live, Manchester, the UK’s largest 

indoor live music arena outside of London.  

 

He is the author or co-author of some of the leading (highest citation) books and 

research articles on the ENTE. Through his work as an Expert Witness, Phil has 

considerable practical experience of evidence-gathering and decision-making 

processes within a UK licensing framework.  

 

Key recent projects: 

 

The London Night-Time Data Observatory 

 

In 2021, Phil worked in collaboration with Arcola Research LLP and the Greater 

London Authority (GLA) to develop a data-monitoring tool, producing outputs that can 

inform the future of nightlife policy across the Capital. ‘Safety’ is one of four ‘Dashboard 
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Indicators’ of the Observatory now used to monitor the ‘health’ of London’s ENTE.   

 

The first iteration of the London Night-Time Observatory has been launched 

here: https://data.london.gov.uk/night-time-observatory/ 

 

 

https://data.london.gov.uk/night-time-observatory/


Ms Roxsana Haq 
Senior Licensing Officer 
Licensing Team 
Westminster City Council 
15th Floor West, 64 Victoria Street 
London, SW1P 6QP 
 
licensing@westminster.gov.uk 
rhaq@westminster.gov.uk 
 
Dear Ms Haq 
 
Re: 24/01115/LIPN - Premises Licence | Victoria Embankment Gardens Villiers Street London 
WC2N 6ND – Supplemental Submission 
 
I am writing to further supplement my objection considering additional information that has come to 
light since the deadline for submitting objections.  

It appears that the applicant has consistently portrayed an overly optimistic view of the event logistics 
for this Fan Zone. However, it is imperative that the committee are presented with and consider the 
medium and worst-case scenarios that could come to fruition (and which present very real risks). 

Melbourne Women’s World Cup 2023 – Fan Zone cancelled 

Other cities have previously pulled their plans for Fan Zones due to security concerns. For example, 
in August 2023, Melbourne had to discontinue its Fan Zone at Federation Square during the Women's 
World Cup after the event reached capacity and subsequent security breaches occurred. 1 Fans overran 
the security fences and ignited flares, leading to a shutdown of the event. This incident highlights a 
crucial point: the non-ticketed nature of such events, which supposedly makes them safer, can 
exacerbate risks when crowd control measures fail at critical points such as reaching capacity. 

The applicant's claim that a non-ticketed Fan Zone is inherently safer is directly contradicted by the 
Melbourne experience, where the non-ticketed, unrestricted access contributed to the chaos. This 
should serve as a stark warning of the kind of disturbances residents could witness on 1 June 2024. 

Ticket Allocation Confirmed 

The plan to accommodate both ticket holders and non-ticket holders, is inherently flawed and poses 
significant risks. Recent announcements from UEFA confirm that 25,000 tickets will be allocated to 
each of the finalist teams.2 The applicant's assumption that not all ticket holders will attend the Fan 
Zone lacks certainty and opens the door to potential chaos when it is expressly being advertised to 
ticket and non-ticket holders. 

Given the high-profile nature of the event and the passions it stirs, it is entirely plausible that a 
significant proportion of these ticket holders, along with countless non-ticketed supporters, will 
converge on the Fan Zone. Should the number of attendees exceed the capacity, the scenario could 
quickly escalate into a safety and security nightmare. There is no effective way to prevent the arrival 
of more fans than the area can safely hold, and the consequence of turning away thousands at the 
entrance could lead to severe crowd management issues, including the possibility of unrest and 
disorder. 

 
1 Federation Square axed as Women’s World Cup live site after fans breached security and lit flares | 
Melbourne | The Guardian 
2 Ticket sales for 2024 men’s UEFA club competition finals and UEFA Super Cup launched | UEFA.com 

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2023/aug/17/womens-world-cup-2023-federation-square-live-site-melbourne-axed-dropped-safety-security-flares
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2023/aug/17/womens-world-cup-2023-federation-square-live-site-melbourne-axed-dropped-safety-security-flares
https://www.uefa.com/news-media/news/028c-1a9c5b793851-c86ab42d20c8-1000--ticket-sales-for-2024-men-s-uefa-club-competition-finals-an/


The 600 stewards that the organisers have employed are not authorised to exceed the powers of the 
ordinary private person and therefore will be of no use if people start breaching the perimeter.  

It is imprudent to proceed with a plan that so clearly underestimates the potential turnout and 
overestimates the capacity to control such a gathering. No matter what studies the applicant has 
conducted, these simply do not replicate what could happen on the day. The Fan Zone, as currently 
conceived, does not adequately account for the logistical and safety challenges posed by such large, 
potentially unmanageable crowds. For the safety of all involved – fans, residents, and emergency 
services alike – this proposal should be rejected outright. 

Transport to Wembley should there be a tube strike 

We understand from the latest discussions with the organisers that a contingency plan is in place that 
will use buses to ferry fans to Wembley in the event of a tube strike. This plan is not only desperate, 
but it is downright bizarre.  

I have set out below some basic calculations as to how many buses would be required to complete this 
journey on the basis that each bus takes ~52 people (stretching from the organiser’s best-case scenario 
of 5,000 fans requiring transport to Wembley to the worst-case scenario of 25,000 fans requiring 
transport to Wembley): 

Ticketed fans requiring transport to Wembley No of buses required 
5,000 96 
10,000 192 
15,000 288 
20,000 384 
25,000 480 
 

Even in the most optimistic scenario, the organisers would need at least 96 buses to accommodate 
fans traveling to Wembley. This raises significant logistical issues. Where would these buses be 
stationed in central London? Parking such a large fleet would inevitably necessitate closing down 
additional roads, exacerbating congestion, threatening the safety of both residents and local 
businesses, and increasing pollution in the area. Given our mayor’s commitment to tackling air 
quality, this goes against everything he stands for.  

Furthermore, should fans find themselves unable to reach Wembley promptly, the frustration could 
escalate into a highly charged, potentially violent atmosphere. This plan seems to underestimate the 
complexities involved and could very well lead to more problems rather than solving the existing one.  

I urge the sub-committee to reject this proposal outright owing to the serious safety concerns and 
nuisance that it will cause in the area for residents and businesses.  

 



Please address aしI correspondence to:

21§t Ma鴫h 2024

ucen§lhg鴫am

Westminster Cfty CounciI

15th Floor West, 64 VIctorla Street

しondon, SWIP 6QP

曲024 Cl1.m申ons垣聾虻田m Met曲調調nt川Ct。調教mb.由れ帥tしOndorl

軸a簡on Reference: 24/01115/しi型

In response to the ietterbox communica簡ons from the Greater London Autho「itw dated 26th Februa「y 2024,

regarding the use of the Victoria Embankment and Embankment Gardens for the above event, We, the

OWnerS and 「esidents of imited′ requeSt registra備on of the

fallowing objections against this application.

Ai propoSed:

1. "we belIeve that the framework for Ilve events provlded bγ the LIcen§lれg Act and statuto「γ guldance

o請ers a reaIIstic and whuabIe tooi for ensuring the safety and we旧「e of ai…voived.巾e track record of

the o喝anisers’operations eI§owhere lndlcate that仙s w"一be a we一一・managed and safe eventJ’

2・ rm aCtivIty wl仙n the Iさcensed area wIIl be approprla-e-y managed wlth S-A secu'lty and stewards:・

0勘e(簡on

旦Q!e軸aI for Crime and Disor豊型

●　We have ZERO confidence that this com車ny w両be able to manage this event as stated. This companγ

Organised the Euro 2020 (2021) fan zone in TfafaIgar Square resu-ting in chaotic and iIIegaI scenes with

伯ns′′ assaulting other 〃fanS:′ cIimbing onto buses・ tearing up foliage and trees as reported in the press

・ #講話霊窪ま宝器岩盤霊霊諾ng 。。曲。,
COnducting la we=-managed and safe event,′ a「e spurious at best

●　P「evious exampies indicate the poss輔tγ Of a repeat of the shamefuI management of the NYE

Celebrations on 21st Decembe「 2023・ evidenced by a tota一一ack of crowd contro- amongst such massively

iarge groups and after chaos ensued′ a tOta- breakdown of the management of crowd and the remediaI

aく簡vity

●　The residentiaI and business areas abu惰ng the Victoria Embankment and Ga「dens are blessed with

narrow streets and norma時川mited access, but which makes the management and containment of

disorderIy crowds much more d珊cuIt



●　The “statutory guidance’’quoted is just that - a guidance broadIγ designed to cover a wide and disparate

range of activities and we beIieve the circumstances around hoIding this event in the location nominated

require much mo「e deta冊han the “statuto「y guideIines’’which to date has not been p「ovided, eVen

during the ltams meeting on the 201h March

●　We have learned that this is no Ionge「 a ticketed event which elicit no confiden⊂e that the organisers w川

have any controi over numbers or the tγPe Of persons entering the site

The UE臥site is pIanned to last at Ieast 13 hours which w間by design, incIude, and promote, the proIonged

consumption of aicohoI and fast foods.

●　The appI cation refers onIγ tO the activitγ inside the event area. 11〃O issues rear their heads immediateiy:

a) what happenswhen, and it fans leave the event area, nO doubt, We= primed with alcohoI and

POSSibie other substances

b) previous experience has demonstrated time and time again that untrained o「 poorIy trained

触ewards〃 and ′′secu「ity〃 in γe=ow vests have ZERO chance of managing disorde「lγ CrOWds of

drunken 「eve=ers

●　Scenes simiIartothose atWembIeγat the UEIA Euros in 2021,t)ast UEIA FinaIs in othe「 European cities

and at the recentしondon NYE ceIebratfons confirm that these persons entrusted with managing c「owds

and policing the activities are incapabie ofthese tasks and chaos is not far behind. As a result, Wembiey

has banned alcohol saIes to the generai pubIic meaning this event takes oJl a muCh more sinister

reIevance for aIcohoI-intent aduIts and possibly minors

●　There is no men筒on of the roIe of poIice or other statutory authorities to maintain o「de「 and it is

assumed therefore that the poIice wi‖ be forced to intervene once the fans ieave the site which wi=

inevitabIy happen

●　Furthe唖ven recent experience, Should affairs in other parts of the worId s胡be activating protestors,

One muSt aSSume that Satu「daγ 1St 」une wiIl be no di惟「ent and poiice resources w肌be stretched

beγOnd their current iimits in hand=ng訓such occasions as weII as any faIl-Out from the Embankment

●　Scenes of the chaos・ disorde[ VandaIism′ and other anti-SOCiaI behaviours remain firmIy rooted in the

memories of residents in the area afte「 the NYE chaos in Decembe「 and frequentIγ during sma=er events

in the nearbγ aantrai London area

●　The「e is aiso Z駅O menfon of who′ Or Which authorities′ W川be responsibIe fo「 cIeaning the streets and

Su「rounds on which, based on previous experien七e, We Can eXPeCt to See Puddles of u「ine, mOunds of

VOmit・ Piles offaeces and mountains of rubbish as weII as the possibiI ties ofvandaiised properties. Yet,

residents w川be expe⊂ted to put up with this until such time as the streets can be returned to their

normaI we=-kept standards.



As proposed

3. ¶e appllcant can d帥OnStrate thatthey have consldered the lmpact of the event on the communIty

around the slte and have developed and lmpl帥帥ted po-1cles to m州mlse d!stu巾ance or harm∵

0囲oれ;

Pubiic Sa俺tv

There is again Z駅O evidenee of any p-anning o「 ∞ntingency measures in the a師cafron d∝umentS,

●　AIl references to safety and welfare apply to the eve巾Site and the attendees w軸n the site alene

●　There is no mention of ∞n軸gency pfans in the eveut of ∞mmon disruptions inしonden -

O Heavyrain

O Storms

O PubIic transport disruptions

O Tllbe and othe「 public transport industrial action

O Power dis叫Ptions

O VIolence o「 at least disruptive behaviour anrongst participants

O Evacuafrons in the event of serious injuries to event participants.

O Emergencγ Vehicle access

●　Given the nature of the surrounding st「eets and bui-dings′ the potentiaI for an筒・S∝ial behaviour and

even ha… to ksoal residents・ businesses and prope簡es remains h晦h due to the lack of information.

●　Memories remain for aII London citizens of the tragic outcomes generated by p∞「 CroWd ∞ntrOIs, and

庇k of ∞ntingency measures, driven by socia- media spreading -ies that o∝urred at Brixton O2 in

December 2022. This was aggravated by poor security and an inabi-itγ for a quick pdice response

● in additfon・ this lackofa clearly defined strate軌and the ta節cs supporting it, to enSure that no ha… Or

damage is inflicted on local叩perties and thei「 ocoupants ∞ndemns the weasel word statements in the

a師catton which appear to be inserted simply to make it appca「 that the orBanisers care, Which if they

rea=y did・ WOuId have been much more specific

●　Given there are several pubs in the e如emely clese vicinity of the event area, any SPi"age into those

businesses by aIready inebriated attendees ∞uueaSily resuIt in either damage to the premises or bodily

harm to either pub empleyees在ustomers or the attendees

●　ShouId events at the match du血g the teIecast to the big screens not be acce昨bIe to the team

SuPPOrters at Embankment, there appears ne provision for que…ng any subsequent poor or riotous

behaviou「 from fans who be-ieve they may have been wronged

●　No provision has been made fo「the in血ence ofsocia- media on the numbe「s, orthe mood ofthe

attendees during the event. The disaster that ocquned at Brixton was driven by u輔mited distortions and

叩)VOCafrons spread via social media wh扇resulted in an influx of folk who in舶ily had no intentton of

attending the event・ There is no provision for hand-ing a simila「 occurrence as there is no ticketing

required to enter the even担rea

●　We need taedcs and ∞ntaCt numbers・ etC fdr any antirsociaI behavieu団ndalism, rioting or any other

disturbances initfated dy eveut attendees o…nfortunately向p「ovoked -ocaIs. The a師cation and its

SuPPOrting decuments supply none ofthis, and one wonders if it has even been ∞nSidered.



As proposed

lhe app"ca血can demonstrate that they have couside「ed珊e lmpact of伽e ev帥t OO請e cormunrty

around the slte amd have deveIoped and lmpIemented pollcles to mlnimlse dlsturbance or harm:, (con調)

0同著簡on:

public Nuisance

Pu簡ng a crowd of up to 29,00O mostly inebriated participants into as sm訓a space as the VIctoria

Embankment and its gardens and parks can only end badly:

●　Possibly resu帖ng in the destruction of pubIic infrast叫ctureS and spoiIing ofyears of dedicated activity by

the gardeners and park empIoyees′ including flower beds, freshIy pIanted trees and ponds.

●　RegardIess of so七訓ed attempts to fence off and ba面cade parts of the gardens and parks this has shown

in the past to be useIess in dissuading those intent on their own pIeasure at the expense of others

●　The iack of restriction on fans ieaving and retuming to the site wi= allow access to s…Ounding streets

and corresponding damage and spoiIi唯of those streets which ∞mPrise Grade l and Grade冊sted

houses and buiIdings. some datjng back over 400 years and individua団y vaIued up to many mi=ions of

Pounds

●　The ∞mbinafron of up to 29′OOO peopie′ Iarge ∞nSumPtion IeveIs of alcohoI and fast food, combined

with the possibiIity of a warm day wiII mean a huge demand for toilets. During the TEams meeting on the

20th Mawh′ it was suggested these ∞uId be placed on public roads around the event area which is totalIy

unacce咋ble given the quantitγ OftoiIets required. In addition, by the end of the first couple of hours

these w肌be in a state of cIeaniiness unacceptabIe to civilised human usage and begs the question as to

how they wi= be maintainedl Cleaned′ rePaired′ etC for師s number of peopIe ove「 a 13-hou「 period.

●　Pubs′ hotels′ Cafes・ and even private buiIdings wi= be susceptibie to invading participants eage「 to relieve

themseives as a resuIt of any shor脆= in toilet provision. No measure of toiIets per lOO peopie o「 thei「

ProPOsed Iocations has been p「ovided. This wi= further exacerbate the dis∞mfort and tension in IocaI

residents, and businesses and Iead to i=egal defecafron and u血ation in gardens, On footpaths. or

anywhere eIse that is handy to desperate par寄cipants in the event.

●　The above suggestion is not an exaなたeration as t串s叩Ctice is ∞mmOn already on weekend nights with

CroWds far fewe「 than those attending this event.

●　Despite claims to the ∞ntrary) aCceSS forしondon citizens and tourists not invoived in this even wi= be

restricted膏not impossible around the Embankment Piel Westminster Pie青Embankment and

Westminster Unde喝rounds and the Charing ⊂ross sta備on

. Regarding the m聞ement of suppo巾ers to Wembley via V¥lestminster combined w軸the -ikely presence

and potentiaI for many non-English speaking attendees, ∞nfusion over how to get to Wlem馴eγ Via

Watewl∞ or Wtstminste「 Undergrounds as a resuIt wi= cause angst and mixed w軸high al∞hoI

∞nSumPtion, ∞uid be a precursor for troubIe

●　The date ofthe UEIA game ∞incides with the Major Generars Review on Horse Guards Parade, an

e加emely popuIar event heId annua時and attended by many hundreds, if not thousands, Of UK citizens

eithe「 in the stands or aiong the parade routes

●　This coincidence of events w川see foreseeabIe probIems due to the mixing of inebriated fans with UK

famiIies, intent only on seeing this unique event, at the tube statione and on the streets

●　Overcrowding of both Westminster and Waterloo tube sta筒ons wi= be inevitable

●　The pot帥tfaI for uneuitable behaviour on the part of bcth groups is high′ given such c叫Shing ∞nditions′

especia時as, in the case of paradeでOers, many chiIdren wi= be in attendance

●　Mixing ho「des of ine師ated fans with zero knowledge of this impo鴫nt event with UK citizens intent on

attending one of the great events in the London summer calendar is onIy inv憎ng more trouble



As p○○posed

lhe appllcant can demonstrate that仙ey have conslde「ed the lmpact of the ev帥t On請e `ommunIty

a「o…d同e slte and have deveIoped and lmpIemented pollcles to mln事mIse dlstu事bamce or harm:′ (COntu)

0叩さく簡on;

Safe色ua「din賃Ch‖dren

Any event that ∞mbines unrestri償ed aI∞hol ∞nSumPtion, SPOrting rivalry and children has potentねl to

CauSe harm to the most vulnerabIe in our community

●　The factthat al∞hoI w川not be avaiIabIe at V¥lembley in the public areas wi= ensure fans intent on being

inebriated w川s館γ ionge「 at the fan site ∞nSuming aI∞hoI amidst the expected throngs of dedicated

fans which wi=, dy definition, incIude la喝e numbers of chiidren

●　The resuIt of this is that the problem of al∞hol abuse amongst fans. re∞gnised as an issue at Wbmbley

resuIting in the ban, wi= be moved to Victoria Embankment instead

●　Fu巾Ie"he petentiaI fo「 chiidren to be∞me SeParated from parents orgua巾ians during the daγ neanS

that the potentiai for harm to these children is heightened

●　The unre軸cted saIe ofaI∞ho=n a Ia喝e un∞ntrolled space hasthe potentiaI fo「the aI∞hoI to end up

in the hands of ch胴ren′ e柵er by mistake or intent, reSuIthg in 「ecognised harm to these children.

●　The presence of clese to 29.000 persons in such a smalI space as the Victo南Embankment aImost

ensures the叩朋Ience of lost〃 children′ children separated from parents and aduIts or chiIdren

entering the grounds unnoticed′ ali of which are ciea「 pointers to the possi闘簡es of maximum ha「m

∞ming to these children

●　FinaIIy, by way of de帥ng this issue仙帖t shouId be most strenuousIγ noted that the Embankment and

its ga「dens ∞mPrise a large number of omamentaI pooIs and Iarge cIimba馴e trees, ali of which are

reguler magnets for chiIdren visiting the gardens and pa「ks on anγ day. The potential for a ch胴to be

i巾ured, Or at WOrst drowned o「 ki=ed via fa=ing into a pond or from a t「ee, remains high in such a

CrOWded space or at a time when the parent is distracted. Drowning in a pond or stream takes Iess than

30 se∞nds of inattentfon什om an adu吐something which wi= be easily o∝urring du両g an exciting

footba= match teIecast.

● in addition, the Embankment …S aIong the Thames fo「 its fu= Iength, offe血g furthe「 opportunities for

Children to come to harm bγ Way Of fa=ing or immersion.

We, the owners, and directors SiれCerely trust these objections w川be ∞nSidered

aiong w帥the others to be received and decisions regarding帥s event are reversed.

t FneehoId Company Limited

Owners/Directors also stratory to this objection :





 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 



 
 

Appendix 4 
 
CONDITIONS CONSISTENT WITH THE OPERATING SCHEDULE AND CONDITIONS 
PROPOSED BY A PARTY TO THE HEARING  
 
When determining an application for a new premises licence under the provisions of the 
Licensing Act 2003, the licensing authority must, unless it decides to reject the application, grant 
the licence subject to the conditions which are indicated as mandatory in this schedule. 
 
At a hearing the licensing authority may, in addition, and having regard to any representations 
received, grant the licence subject to such conditions which are consistent with the operating 
schedule submitted by the applicant as part of their application, or alter or omit these conditions, 
or add any new condition to such extent as the licensing authority considers necessary for the 
promotion of the licensing objectives. 
 
This schedule lists those conditions which are consistent with the operating schedule, or 
proposed as necessary for the promotion of the licensing objectives by a responsible authority 
or an interested party as indicated. These conditions have not been submitted by the licensing 
service but reflect the positions of the applicant, responsible authority or interested party and 
have not necessarily been agreed 
 
Mandatory Conditions 
 
1. No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when there is no designated premises 

supervisor in respect of this licence. 
 
2. No supply of alcohol may be made at a time when the designated premises supervisor 

does not hold a personal licence or the personal licence is suspended. 
 
3. Every supply of alcohol under this licence must be made or authorised by a person who 

holds a personal licence. 
 
4.          (1)  The responsible person must ensure that staff on relevant premises do not carry 

out, arrange or participate in any irresponsible promotions in relation to the 
premises. 

 
(2)  In this paragraph, an irresponsible promotion means any one or more of the 

following activities, or substantially similar activities, carried on for the purpose of 
encouraging the sale or supply of alcohol for consumption on the premises— 

 
(a)  games or other activities which require or encourage, or are designed to require 

or encourage, individuals to; 
 

(i)  drink a quantity of alcohol within a time limit (other than to drink alcohol 
sold or supplied on the premises before the cessation of the period in 
which the responsible person is authorised to sell or supply alcohol), or 

(ii)  drink as much alcohol as possible (whether within a time limit or 
otherwise); 

 
(b)  provision of unlimited or unspecified quantities of alcohol free or for a fixed or 

discounted fee to the public or to a group defined by a particular characteristic in 
a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing objective; 

 
(c)  provision of free or discounted alcohol or any other thing as a prize to encourage 

or reward the purchase and consumption of alcohol over a period of 24 hours or 



less in a manner which carries a significant risk of undermining a licensing 
objective; 

 
(d)  selling or supplying alcohol in association with promotional posters or flyers on, 

or in the vicinity of, the premises which can reasonably be considered to 
condone, encourage or glamorise anti-social behaviour or to refer to the effects 
of drunkenness in any favourable manner; 

 
 (e) dispensing alcohol directly by one person into the mouth of another (other than 

where that other person is unable to drink without assistance by reason of a 
disability). 

 
5.  The responsible person must ensure that free potable water is provided on request to 

customers where it is reasonably available. 
 
6.          (1)  The premises licence holder or club premises certificate holder must ensure that 

an age verification policy is adopted in respect of the premises in relation to the 
sale or supply of alcohol. 

 
(2)  The designated premises supervisor in relation to the premises licence must 

ensure that the supply of alcohol at the premises is carried on in accordance with 
the age verification policy. 

 

(3) The policy must require individuals who appear to the responsible person to be 

under 18 years of age (or such older age as may be specified in the policy) to 

produce on request, before being served alcohol, identification bearing their 

photograph, date of birth and either— 

 (a)  a holographic mark, or 

 (b)  an ultraviolet feature. 

 
7.  The responsible person must ensure that— 

(a)  where any of the following alcoholic drinks is sold or supplied for consumption on 

the premises (other than alcoholic drinks sold or supplied having been made up 

in advance ready for sale or supply in a securely closed container) it is available 

to customers in the following measures— 

  (i)  beer or cider: ½ pint;  

(ii)  gin, rum, vodka or whisky: 25 ml or 35 ml; and 

   (iii)  still wine in a glass: 125 ml; 

 
(b)  these measures are displayed in a menu, price list or other printed material 

which is available to customers on the premises; and 
 
(c) where a customer does not in relation to a sale of alcohol specify the quantity of 

alcohol to be sold, the customer is made aware that these measures are 
available. 

 
A responsible person in relation to a licensed premises means the holder of the premise licence 
in respect of the premises, the designated premises supervisor (if any) or any individual aged 
18 or over who is authorised by either the licence holder or designated premises supervisor.  
For premises with a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity that which enables him to prevent the supply of alcohol. 



 
8(i) A relevant person shall ensure that no alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on or 

off the premises for a price which is less than the permitted price. 
 
8(ii) For the purposes of the condition set out in paragraph 8(i) above - 
 

(a)  "duty" is to be construed in accordance with the Alcoholic Liquor Duties Act 
1979; 

 
(b)  "permitted price" is the price found by applying the formula - 

 
P = D+(DxV) 

 
Where - 

  
(i) P is the permitted price, 
(ii) D is the amount of duty chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if the duty     

were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the alcohol, and 
(iii) V is the rate of value added tax chargeable in relation to the alcohol as if 

the value added tax were charged on the date of the sale or supply of the 
alcohol; 

 
(c)  "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 

force a premises licence - 
   

(i)  the holder of the premises licence, 
(ii)  the designated premises supervisor (if any) in respect of such a licence, 

or 
(iii)  the personal licence holder who makes or authorises a supply of    

alcohol under such a licence; 
 

(d)   "relevant person" means, in relation to premises in respect of which there is in 
force a club premises certificate, any member or officer of the club present on the 
premises in a capacity which enables the member or officer to prevent the supply 
in question; and 

 
(e)  "value added tax" means value added tax charged in accordance with the Value 

Added Tax Act 1994. 
 
8(iii). Where the permitted price given by Paragraph 8(ii)(b) above would (apart from this 

paragraph) not be a whole number of pennies, the price given by that sub-paragraph 
shall be taken to be the price actually given by that sub-paragraph rounded up to the 
nearest penny. 

 
8(iv).     (1)  Sub-paragraph 8(iv)(2) below applies where the permitted price given by 

Paragraph 8(ii)(b) above on a day ("the first day") would be different from the 
permitted price on the next day ("the second day") as a result of a change to the 
rate of duty or value added tax. 

(2)  The permitted price which would apply on the first day applies to sales or 
supplies of alcohol which take place before the expiry of the period of 14 days 
beginning on the second day. 

 



Conditions consistent with the operating schedule 
 
1.  Licensable activities shall be restricted to the event period and shall only be carried out 

in conjunction with the UEFA Champions League Final official Fan Meeting Point activity 
taking place at Victoria Embankment. 

 
2. Unless otherwise agreed with the City Council, the total number of people to be 

accommodated for the purposes of this Licence, in the event site at any one time shall 
not be more than 29,999 (including security, staff, performers and employees). 

 
3. The use of this licence shall be agreed through the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) 

process and shall have had 'no objection' raised by the representatives on the SAG. 
 
4. The Safety Advisory Group (SAG) shall be chaired by a representative of the City 

Council's City Promotions, Events and Filming team. 
 
5. Membership of the Safety Advisory Group (SAG) shall normally consist of invited 

representatives of the designated event organiser, the Metropolitan Police Service, 
Officers of the Council, the Environmental Health Consultation Team, London 
Ambulance Service, London Fire Brigade, Transport for London and any other 
appropriate and specialist advisor as required by the chairman of the SAG to achieve 'no 
objection' and to meet the objectives of the Licensing Act. 

 
6. The Premises Licence Holder shall comply with all reasonable requirements of 

Westminster City Council, Westminster Police Licensing Team, Westminster City 
Council’s Environmental Health Consultation Team, Westminster City Council’s City 
Promotions, Events and Filming Team, the London Fire Brigade and the 
Metropolitan Police Service. 

 
7. No later than 2 months prior to the event the Premises Licence holder must ensure the 

Event Management Plan is presented to the members of the SAG for their comments. If 
requested, the Event Management Plan shall include but not be limited to the following: 

a.  Alcohol Management Plan (if appropriate) 
b.  Access Management Plan; 
c.  Adverse Weather Plan; 
d.  Cancellation Procedure; 
e.  CCTV Plan; 
f.  Communications Plan; 
g.  Child & Vulnerable Adults Policy; 
h.  Crowd Management Plan (including Security and Stewarding Plan); 
i.  Egress Management Plan; 
j.  Emergency and Evacuation procedures; 
k.  Event Control Statement of Intent; 
l.  Event Medical Plan; 
m.  Event Safety Plan including Risk Assessment; 
n.  Fire Safety Management Plan; 
o.  Ingress Management Plan; 
p.  Lighting Plan; 
q.  Noise Management Plan; 
r.  Public Liability Insurance; 
s.  Safeguarding Policy; Child & Vulnerable Adults Policy & Protection of Women & 

Girls; 
t.  Sanitary Provisions 
u.  Security and Crime Reduction Plan; including overnight security arrangements 
v.  Site Plans (showing all permanent and temporary structures and all access and 

egress points); 
w.  Sustainability Statement; 



x.  Terms and Conditions of Entry; 
y.  Trader Food Management Plan; 
z.  Certificates from competent persons on Structures, Electrical Power Supply and Gas 

equipment (including LPG). 
aa.  Transport Assessment; 
bb.  Traffic Management Plan 
cc.  Waste Management Plan 
dd.  Crisis Communications Plan. 

 
8. So far as is reasonably practicable the Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that the event is run 

in accordance with the Event Management Plan. 
 
9.  If required by SAG, the Premises Licence Holder shall arrange an event debrief after the event at 

a time agreed with SAG. 
 
10.   An alcohol management plan shall be provided to the SAG. The plan for approval shall include: 

(a) the exact location of the bars; 
(b) the area/s set aside for alcohol consumption; 
(c) the type of alcohol to be sold; 
(d) any associated crowd management processes 
(e) proposed serveware by risk assessment; 
(f) the steps taken to uphold the Licensing Objectives 
(g) details of drinking water provisions 
(h) staff training 
 

11.  There shall be at least one personal licence holder on site during operational hours. Details of the 
personal licence holder (including name and contact number) shall be displayed in a prominent 
position on site. 

 
12. The Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that alcohol is not allowed to be brought onto the 

Premises by members of the public, unless approved by the SAG. 
 
13. The Premises Licence Holder shall ensure that no alcohol is allowed to be taken off the Premises 

by members of the public. 
 
14. When alcohol is sold at the event the following conditions shall apply to all bars, both for the 

public and in hospitality areas: 
a)  Unless otherwise agreed with SAG bars shall cease no later than 15 minutes after the 

start of the second half of the match. The closing times of bars will be prominently 
displayed on bar signage. 

b) Bars shall not be permitted to run price promotions, happy hours or other promotions 
designed to encourage excessive drinking. 

c)  Drinks shall not be served in glass vessels or containers. A risk assessment shall be 
conducted if cans are proposed and the suitability should be agreed with the SAG. 

 
15.   Food and non-intoxicating beverages, including drinking water, shall be available in all parts of 

the premises where alcohol is sold or supplied for consumption on the premises. 
 
16.  Flashing or particularly bright lights on or outside the premises shall not cause a nuisance to 

nearby properties (save insofar as they are necessary for the prevention of crime or public 
safety). 

 
17. No fumes, steam or odours shall be emitted from the licensed area so as to cause a nuisance to 

any persons living or carrying on business in the area where the premises are situated. 
 
18. A sufficient number of easily identifiable, readily accessible receptacles for refuse must be 

provided, including provisions for concessions. Arrangements must be made for regular 
collection. Public areas must be kept clear of refuse and other combustible waste prior to, and so 
far as is reasonably practicable, during the licensed event. 

 
19. The licensee shall ensure that the highway and public spaces in the vicinity of the premises are 

kept free of litter from the premises to the satisfaction of the Council. The highway in the vicinity 
of the premises shall be swept at regular intervals and at the close of business. All litter and 



sweepings collected and stored in accordance with the approved refuse storage arrangements. 
Vicinity shall include the highway to each side of Victoria Embankment to a minimum distance of 
50 metres. 

 
20. A Noise Management Plan to promote the prevention of public nuisance shall be provided to 

Westminster City Council's Environmental Health Consultation Team for approval. The Noise 
Management Plan will be provided a minimum of 28 days prior to the event. The Noise 
Management Plan shall state the maximum permitted music noise level applicable at the nearest 
noise sensitive premises. Once approved in writing it shall be implemented by the Premises 
Licence Holder. 
 

21. The Licensee will take all reasonable steps to ensure that amplified music will not cause a 
nuisance. 

 
22. The following noise conditions shall apply to events with regulated entertainment: 

(a)  A noise control consultant shall be appointed, who shall liaise between all parties 
including the Licence Holder, promoter, sound system supplier, sound engineer and the 
Environmental Health Consultation Team on all matters relating to noise control prior to 
the event. 

(b) For the purposes of monitoring music noise levels during the event and sound check, the 
noise control consultant shall contact the Environmental Health Consultation Team and 
agree noise sensitive locations which are to be used to monitor compliance with condition 
(d). 

(c)  If deemed necessary a noise propagation test shall be undertaken in consultation with 
representative(s) of the Environmental Health Consultation Team in order to set 
appropriate control limits at the sound mixer position. The sound system shall be 
configured and operated in a similar manner as intended for the event. 
The sound source used for the test shall be similar in character to the music likely to be 
produced during the event. 

(d)  The control limits set at the mixer position shall be adequate to ensure that the Music 
Noise Level shall not at 1 metre from the façade of any noise sensitive premises exceed 
75 dB(A) over a 5-minute period between 10:00 and 21:30 on the day of the event. 

(e)  The promoter, system supplier and all individual sound engineers shall be informed of the 
sound control limits and that any instructions from the noise control consultant regarding 
noise levels shall be implemented. 

(f)  A communications link should be provided to enable condition (e) above to be complied 
with and any 
numbers shall be made available to the Environmental Health Consultation Team prior to 
the event starting. 

(g)  The appointed noise control consultant/or appointed person shall continuously monitor 
noise levels and advise the sound engineer accordingly to ensure that the noise limits are 
not exceeded. The Environmental Health Consultation Team shall have access to the 
results of the noise monitoring at all times. The Environmental Health Consultation Team 
shall have access and facilities to enable them to carry out their own monitoring. 

(h)  The speakers must be located to the satisfaction of the Environmental Health 
Consultation Team. 

(i)  Residential properties and the relevant amenity group(s) in the immediate vicinity of 
Victoria Embankment will be contacted as soon as reasonable practicable prior to the 
Event advising them of the times of the Event and any sound check or rehearsal times 
and giving them a telephone number to contact in the event that they have any 
complaints. 



 
23. There shall be no noise audible above background noise at the facade of the nearest building, 

from any construction or similar works in association with the set-up and breakdown of the site, 
outside the hours of: 

 
●  08:00-18:00 Monday to Friday 
●  08:00- 13:00 Saturday 
●  No noisy work can be carried out on Sundays, bank holidays and public holidays. 

Noisy work must not take place outside these hours unless otherwise agreed through an 
out of hours (OOH) approval (up to three consecutive days) or a Control of Pollution Act 
1974 section 61 prior consent in special circumstances (for works longer than 3 
consecutive days). Noisy work may take place outside of these hours, in which case 
approval for these works will be sought through the OOH process and a section 61 
application made where relevant. Set up for the event will take place between 19:00 
Friday 31st May to 11:00 Saturday 1st June and the event will be dismantled between 
23:30 Saturday 1st June and 10:00 Sunday 2nd June. This work may include deliveries, 
vehicle unloading, equipment set up and fencing erection. Event staff will be present to 
monitor the noise impact of this work and noise impact will be kept to a minimum. 

 
24.  Any generators, refrigerators or other machinery running overnight will be silenced, screened or 

sited so as to not create noise audible above background levels at the facade of the nearest 
building. 

 
25. Notices shall be prominently displayed at all exits requesting patrons to respect the needs of local 

residents and businesses and leave the area quietly. 
 
26. The Premises Licence Holder shall carry out the sanitary provision analysis using the event 

safety guide as the basis for determining the sanitation facilities required. The minimum number 
of facilities will be included in the Event Management Plan together with details of the 
maintenance and servicing of sanitary 
accommodation. 

 
27.  Any special effects or mechanical installations shall be arranged, operated and stored so as to 

minimise any risk to the safety of those using the premises. The following special effects will only 
be used on 10 days prior notice being given to the licensing authority where consent has not 
previously been given. 

 
1. dry ice and cryogenic fog 
2. smoke machines and fog generators 
3. pyrotechnics including fireworks 
4. firearms 
5. lasers 
6. explosives and highly flammable substances. 
7. real flame. 
8. strobe lighting. 

 
28. No person shall give at the premises any exhibition, demonstration or performance of hypnotism, 

mesmerism or any similar act or process which produces or is intended to produce in any other 
person any form of induced sleep or trance in which susceptibility of the mind of that person to 
suggestion or direction is increased or intended to be increased. NOTE: (1) This rule does not 
apply to exhibitions given under the provisions of Section 2(1A) and 5 of the Hypnotism Act 1952. 

 
29. The approved arrangements at the premises, including means of escape provisions, emergency 

warning equipment, the electrical installation and mechanical equipment, shall at all material 
times be maintained in good condition and in full working order. 

 
30.  The means of escape provided for the premises shall be maintained unobstructed, free of trip 

hazards, be immediately available and clearly identified in accordance with the plans provided. 
 
31.  All emergency exit doors shall be available at all material times 
 
 



32. Emergency exits and entrances to the event area must be kept clear at all times and must be 
provided with clearly visible signage. 

 
33. All parts of the licensed area intended to be used in the absence of adequate daylight and all 

essential safety signage shall be suitably illuminable. Details of the locations and level of 
illumination must be submitted to the SAG or their authorised representative. 

 
34. The edges of the treads of steps and stairways of infrastructure introduced to the premises for the 

purposes of the event, shall be maintained so as to be conspicuous. 
 
35. Curtains and hangings shall be arranged so as not to obstruct emergency safety signs or 

emergency equipment. 
 
36. All fabrics, curtains, drapes and similar features including materials used in finishing and 

furnishing shall be either non-combustible or be durably or inherently flame-retarded fabric. Any 
fabrics used in escape routes, entertainment areas, shall be non- combustible. 
All fabric, including curtains and drapes used on stage for tents and marquees, or plastic and 
weather sheeting, shall be inherently or durably flame retardant to the relevant British Standards. 
Certificates of compliance must be available upon request by an authorised officer of 
Westminster City Council, The London Fire Brigade. 

 
37. Any moving flown equipment must contain a device or method whereby failure in the lifting 

system would not allow the load to fall. All hung scenery and equipment must be provided with a 
minimum of two securely fixed independent suspensions such that in the event of failure of one 
suspension the load shall be safely sustained. 

 
38. The certificates listed below shall be submitted to the licensing authority upon written request: 
 

● Any permanent or temporary emergency lighting battery or system 
● Any permanent or temporary electrical installation 
● Any permanent or temporary emergency warning system 

 
39. Electrical generators, where used, must be: 
 

●  Suitably located clear of buildings, marquees and structures, and free from flammable 
materials; 

●  Enclosed to prevent unauthorised access; 
●  Able to provide power for the duration of the event; 
●  Backed up electrical generators are to be provided to power essential communications, 

lighting and safety systems in the event of primary generator failure. 
 
40. Details of all marquees, tented structures and temporary structures should be provided including 

emergency exits and signage, fire warning and fire fighting equipment. 
 
41. Full structural design details and calculations of all and any structures to be erected within the 

licensed area must be submitted to the Westminster City Council Building Control. A certificate 
from a competent person or engineer that a completed structure has been erected in accordance 
with the structural drawings and design specification must be available for inspection prior to a 
relevant structure being used during the licensed event. 

 
42. The Premises Licence Holder must ensure that competent persons are employed to assess the 

electrical requirements at the event and the compatibility of the electricity supply with the 
equipment to be used. Appropriate safety devices (such as 30mA Residual Current Devices at 
Source) must be used for electrical apparatus, particularly for any electrical equipment exposed 
to adverse conditions or electrical equipment to be used in association with hand held devices 
(e.g. microphones). The competent person must make a certificate of inspection of the electrical 
installation available for inspection. 

 
43.  All spare fuel, including LPG, must be kept and stored safely in accordance with relevant Health 

and Safety legislation and suitable safety signage and fire fighting equipment provided. 
 
44.  No non-emergency vehicles shall be operated within the premises during an event. 
 



45. The Premises Licence Holder shall install a comprehensive CCTV system on site in accordance 
with the CCTV Plan agreed with SAG and in particular with the Police. The CCTV system shall 
continually record whilst the premises is open for licensable activities and during all times when 
customers remain on the premises. A staff member from the premises who is conversant with the 
operation of the CCTV system shall be on the premises at all times when the premises is open to 
the public. This staff member must be able to provide a Police or authorised council officer copies 
of recent CCTV images or data with the minimum of delay when requested. All recordings shall 
be stored for a minimum period of 31 days with date and time stamping, and recordings should 
be made available upon the request of Police or authorised officer as soon as reasonable 
practicable throughout the entire 31 day period. 

 
46. The bars shall close immediately on the direction of the senior police officer engaged on the 

event. In the event of disorder or injury to any person due to the presence of plastic bottles or 
cans, the senior police officer present can direct the immediate cessation of alcohol served in 
plastic bottles or cans whilst the risk is still present. 

 
47. The Premises Licence Holder shall produce a security stewarding plan which will detail the 

qualification, training and deployment of SIA security and stewards. The positioning of staff will be 
based on a risk assessment process. 

 
48. Adequate stewarding within the licensed area must be provided at all times during the licensed 

event. 
 
49. All security staff will be identifiable in uniform and will display their name badges by way of a 

reflective armband or lanyard. 
 
50. Twenty-four hour Security Industry Authority (SIA) approved security to be provided on site from 

the night when equipment first arrives until removed. 
 
51. Unless police approval is given otherwise, stewards shall monitor all entry and egress points 

throughout the day of an event. Such monitoring shall include: 
 

(a)  The numbers of stewards at each entry and egress point shall be continuously 
reassessed throughout the day in consultation with the relevant senior police officer on 
duty for the event or relevant area of the event. 

(b)  All stewards shall wear readily identifiable tabards or as agreed with Police. 
 



52. An incident log shall be kept at the premises on event days whilst the premises is open, and 
made available on request to an authorised officer of the City Council or the Police. It must be 
completed within 24 hours of the incident and will record the following: 
1. all crimes reported to the venue 
2. all ejections of patrons 
3. any complaints received concerning crime and disorder 
4. any incidents of disorder 
5. all seizures of drugs or offensive weapons 
6. any refusal of the sale of alcohol 
7. any formal visit by a relevant authority or emergency service. 

 
53. A record shall be kept detailing all refused sales of alcohol. The record should include the date 

and time of the refused sale and the name of the member of staff who refused the sale. The 
record shall be available for inspection at the premises by the police or an authorised officer of 
the City Council at all times whilst the premises is open. 

 
54. A Challenge 25 proof of age scheme shall be operated at the premises where the only 

acceptable forms of identification are recognised photographic identification cards, such as a 
driving licence, passport or proof of age card with the PASS Hologram. 

 
55.  Posters will be displayed on site in the bar area and point of sale, which refer to the Challenge 

25 policy and to advise that suitable proof of age will be required for the purposes of the supply of 
alcohol. 

 
56. Age restricted films shall not be shown in the presence of children. 
 
57. Children under the age of 18 will not be admitted unless accompanied by a responsible adult. 
 
58. The Safeguarding Policy will include details of the welfare provision for the support of children 

and vulnerable adults and protection of Women and Girls. All welfare staff will be appropriately 
trained and certified. 

 
59. The Premises Licence Holder shall produce and implement a child or vulnerable persons policy 

which will include provision for children or vulnerable persons found or reported missing. This will 
be included in the safeguarding policy. 

 
60.  The Premises Licence Holder shall appoint one person as responsible for safeguarding on site to 

coordinate safeguarding measures. 
 
61.  A welfare area will be provided to coordinate all welfare safeguarding activities. 
 
62.  If required by SAG, external security teams will patrol the event perimeter and a security 

response team will operate in the immediate area around the site. 



 

Residential Map and List of Premises in the Vicinity            Appendix 5 
 

 
 
Resident Count: 69 
 

Licensed premises within 75m of Victoria Embankment Gardens 

 

Licence Number  Trading Name  Address  
Premises 

Type  Time Period  

22/07307/LIPT Embankment 
Cafe 

Embankment 
Tea Rooms 
Victoria 
Embankment 
London WC2N 
6PB 

Cafe Monday to 
Sunday; 09:00 - 
21:30 

22/06449/LIPV Aire Ancient 
Baths London 

2 - 3 Robert 
Street London 
WC2N 6BH 

Special 
Treatment - 
Low risk 
premises 

Monday to 
Sunday; 10:00 - 
00:00 

21/01852/LIPN Not Recorded 2 - 3 Robert 
Street London 
WC2N 6BH 

Miscellaneous Monday to 
Friday; 09:00 - 
17:00 



06/07302/WCCMAP Bandstand 
Enclosure 

Victoria 
Embankment 
Gardens Villiers 
Street London 
WC2N 6ND 

Park / Open 
Space 

Monday to 
Friday; 07:30 - 
20:30 | 
Saturday to 
Sunday; 07:30 - 
20:30 

18/05605/LIPN Not Recorded Victoria 
Embankment 
Gardens Villiers 
Street London 
WC2N 6ND 

Park / Open 
Space 

Monday to 
Sunday; 10:00 - 
23:30 

23/01258/LIPN Not Recorded Victoria 
Embankment 
Gardens Villiers 
Street London 
WC2N 6ND 

Sales kiosk Monday to 
Sunday; 08:00 - 
21:00 

22/02606/LIPDPS Smith &     
Wollensky 

The Adelphi 1 - 
11 John Adam 
Street London 
WC2N 6HT 

Restaurant Monday; 07:00 
- 23:30 | 
Tuesday; 07:00 
- 23:30 | 
Wednesday; 
07:00 - 23:30 | 
Thursday; 
07:00 - 23:30 | 
Friday; 07:00 - 
00:00 | 
Saturday; 07:00 
- 00:00 | 
Sunday; 07:00 - 
22:30 
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